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1Here too, in the middle region of deepest canyons, 
are the grandest forest trees, the Sequoia, king of 
conifers, the noble Sugar and Yellow Pines, 
Douglas Spruce, Libocedrus, and the Silver Firs, 
each a giant of its kind, assembled together in one 
and the same forest, surpassing all other coniferous 
forests in the world, both in the number of its 
species and the size and beauty of its trees. The 
winds blow in melody to their colossal spires, and 
they are vocal everywhere with the songs of birds 
and running water.
JOHN MUIR, 1894
2I.
3We May All Be Netted Together
First, forget everything you know about home. Don’t think about the slipshod 
duplex where you swam in a half-deflated kiddy pool full of floating grass. Or the house 
your grandmother owned before she got too old to be trusted with the wood stove. Forget 
the parking lot of the reservoir, your sister’s waterbed, the basement davenport, or 
wherever it was that you lost your virginity. Banish all thoughts of small town parades 
and bus journeys.
Next, examine your body. Stand in front of the mirror on the back of your closet 
door and strip away everything that makes you distinct. The ironic T-shirts, push up bras, 
the tube socks your mom sent in a Christmas box, novelty ties. Rub out the eyeliner with 
the back of your hand and shave your beard. You’ll find that your hair, falling in clumps 
to the floor, will cause you actual physical pain, but do it anyway. Cut away the tattoos, 
the fifty extra pounds, that birthmark in the shape of a strawberry on the nape of your 
neck. Scrub your skin until it takes on its own light, forming a troposphere that traps your 
uniform heat. Ninty-eight point six within a millimeter of every brow.
Now you are ready to move. Focus on the muscles working beneath your layers 
of fat and sinew as you throw a punch, roll down hills, operate heavy machinery. Gather 
together in small groups of two and three, and ask yourselves, if  we drained the blood 
from our veins, would it be equal in weight and measure? Are we all fitted with the exact 
same number of eyelashes? Is one’s distaste for poetry and particleboard balanced by a 
love for steel tipped darts and hardwood in another? These questions don’t matter, but
4understand that the answer does. Understand that the cure for unhappiness is not 
happiness, but rather, the crack in someone’s back tooth that only you can fill.
5Snag
That the trees would be standing long after she was gone had once comforted 
Beth. Even after the wind-lashed deadfall had slipped off the green chain and severed her 
father’s spinal cord, after he retreated within the confines of a nursing home suite and 
into his broken body, after she finally understood herself to be alone in the world, Beth 
saw the trees, the same trees that towered over her girlhood, as limitless, without 
beginning, immortal. She thought this idea strange, since she had been clothed and fed 
all her life by men whose livelihood depended on razing those trees to the ground. But 
when the sun warmed the branches, sending the circle of darkness back into the mundane 
and familiar boundaries of dirt roads and beat up pickup trucks, Beth couldn’t help but 
feel relieved that they stood as they always had, and had not rearranged themselves, by 
some diabolical magic, in the night.
Beth took the baby monitor and a sweater out the back door toward the lean-to 
behind the cabin. She pulled a pack from a gap in the low-slung rafters and knocked out a 
cigarette before picking up a tin can and heading toward the tree line. He’d been gone for 
over a year, but seeing those cans always brought her father’s scent, wet ferns and the 
earthy shit smell of pulp, right back.
As a precaution, the logging crew her husband Perry had hired would arrive well 
before dawn and work only until the sun broke over the eastern treeline, when the heat 
index made fire a threat. But cigarettes were much more likely to cause a fire than 
overheated diesel engines. Back when he was bucking Doug Fir and Pondos in the
6Cascades, hooking giant spruce out of the brittle late summer forests, her father had 
insisted his brush monkeys smoke into a tin can. C an’t charge nobody fo r  a cinder, he’d 
said. He’d pour a slug of water or JB—whatever was handy—into the bottom of the can 
and carry it around with him everywhere.
She wove herself through the tagged trees, bringing the monitor up to her ear 
every few yards to make sure she could still hear the baby’s heavy breathing in the still 
cabin behind her. She had bought the best model on the market— a range of almost 300 
yards. Not that it mattered; the baby slept constantly, waking only to eat ferociously and 
stare at her for a few moments in bewilderment before sliding back into unconsciousness. 
But she knew Perry would panic if he found her out of bed.
She walked to the end of the monitor’s tether and found a spongy stump for a seat 
while she smoked. As she sat, she tried to transmit the customary message to her father, 
concentrating very hard to guide her thoughts down the hill, along Highway 20, through 
town and into his room, cramped by the various equipment that kept him alive. She 
imagined him in the bed the company still paid for, motionless, his eyes darting around 
the small room during the long hours between meals and his weekly bath. His fingers and 
toes curled in on themselves, the nails of his hands and feet gone yellow and ragged. His 
hair, now entirely white. Would he know her? Had his mind atrophied along with his 
body? She saw his straining eyes, the muteness of his large, familiar frame. I’m here, she 
thought.
She smashed the butt into the bottom of the can and kept walking. Of the five 
square miles the crew meant to clear, the south side of the ridge was the most densely
7forested. She had buried her pets on the highest point as a girl, in the roots of a fir whose 
trunk had the circumference of a merry-go-round. Beth knew they’d set up the yarder just 
there, in a clear spot overlooking the steepest slope. They would run the green chain all 
the way down, shuttling the felled trees up, one at a time to load onto the trucks.
In the first few weeks, when the baby wouldn’t settle, she would drive to the 
nursing home and walk the halls. The nurse’s aides were used to seeing her and 
sometimes stopped to coo at the baby, who slept in a curled ball just beneath her breasts 
in a sling Perry had bought. Standing outside her father’s room, she would pause in her 
walk and listen, returning the concerned smiles of the staff. They would try to give her 
updates on his condition, but she would gently wave them away, not wanting to hear.
When she looked inside, she saw the photos she’d asked the aides to hang above 
his dresser. Beth’s 4th grade class portrait. Beth in a graduation robe, her hair dyed 
black. Beth and Perry outside the courthouse, smiling. The baby, four hours old, 
writhing in the little rolling hospital basket. She knew he couldn’t see them from the 
angle of the bed, but it made her feel better, somehow, to know that they were there.
She listened to what was playing on the TV, which they always positioned near 
his bed so he could see it. Usually a baseball game or Sports Center. Aside from the 
occasional boxing match at the Tavern, he had never watched sports before, and Beth 
wondered if he asked them to turn it on. She wondered if it made the aides 
uncomfortable to think of him lying inside a quiet room, his mind spinning inside the 
closed fist of his body. Maybe the sound of the TV made them feel better about leaving 
him when they had finished cleaning his feeding tubes and emptied the catheter bags.
8After the accident, she quit her job and spent every day hovering over his bed. She 
watched as he collapsed in on himself, as if  everything inside had rotted and flaked away.
“Don’t look at me,” he said, when Beth asked what, please what, could she do for 
him. She had stared at the floor and imagined that if  she had been a better daughter, if 
she had been pretty and smart and someone he was proud of, she could bring him 
comfort. But her life, emptied by his loss, was shameful to him. When he asked her to 
never come back, she knew she had failed him.
The monitor squawked, making Beth slide from the stump and into a pile of dead 
needles. Holding it to her ear, she listened. The baby’s plodding exhalation was there, in 
front of the belching gears of the broken down rig on the other side of the hill. The 
taggers had already come through, marking the cat-faced snags and unusable culls. The 
fallers were working their way around ahead of the yarder.
A man’s voice moved in and then out of the monitor’s register.
“Fuck’s sake, it’s a job.”
The voice paused.
“One, maybe two days if  we can get the dozer running. Foreman’s buying 
everyone bus tickets for Friday night. Plan on it. And tell that bitch next door I’ll have 
her money. Saturday.”
The voice laughed.
“Fuck you too, pal. See you then.”
Beth looked over her shoulder toward the crest of the hill. He must be close. She 
sat back down on the knob, wishing she’d brought another cigarette. But before she had
9decided to walk the short distance back to the lean-to, she caught the dull tang of pot 
smoke, wafting from somewhere nearby.
Curious, she listened for a while longer, hoping for no particular reason that the 
voice would resume. Instead, she heard someone loping through the brush and dry sticks 
toward her. A man in a yellow vest and hardhat appeared not ten feet from where Beth 
sat. He jumped back, startled.
“Jesus,” he said, groping in the ferns at his feet for something he had dropped. He 
stood just as abruptly, poking a black film canister into the pocket of his jeans and trying 
to conceal a purple glass pipe, still smoking, in his cupped hand. “Didn’t see you there,” 
he said cordially, even though Beth could tell it was shock that made him polite, not 
disposition. Beneath his safety vest, he was wearing an Alice in Chains T-shirt over a 
waffled cotton thermal. He looked around the tiny clearing for signs of anyone else that 
might be lurking.
“Sorry,” Beth said. “I didn’t mean to scare you.”
“No,” he said, recovering. “I just didn’t expect—is that some kind of radio?” He 
was looking at the baby monitor. Even to Beth, its sleek design seemed sinister against 
the backdrop of the forest. She held it up for them both to examine, and nodded her head.
“You’ll burn yourself,” she said, gesturing toward his smoking fist. He cocked 
his head, but repositioned the pipe between his thumb and forefinger.
“Out for a stroll?”
“Same as you, I guess.”
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He looked more closely at Beth. Her bare legs swung from the log where she sat, 
pale as mushroom stems. She was in her nightclothes: flannel boxer shorts, a baggy, 
sleeveless undershirt that belonged to Perry, and a pilled-up sweater hanging from her 
thin shoulders against the early morning chill. “You sure you’re real? Maybe this is 
better shit than I thought,” he said, laughing through his nose.
“Don’t I look real?” Beth asked. He wasn’t supposed to be there and she knew, 
suddenly, that she wasn’t either— a fact that gave her a creeping thrill she tried to gather 
inside her and hold on to. She used to bring boys into her father’s woods, long before 
Perry. She had let them chase her through a small grove of black laurel and rhodies, 
tumbling toward her favorite spot, a small depression near the creek. The belt of the 
sweater fell between her legs and it gaped across her chest. The undershirt was very thin.
“Look good enough,” he said, a bit cautiously. “Seriously, where— ”
Beth swung her head in the direction of the cabin and watched as he squinted into 
the trees, tilting his head at odd angles without seeing the trail, the gap in the tree line that 
marked the cabin’s hollow, or the utility pole that swept over the canopy. Any 
woodcutter worth spit would have noticed the absent birdsong. He was probably just 
competent enough to avoid getting lost, but too green to high-climb or buck and limb.
“This is my land, the house is just there,” Beth said, and pointed. “So technically, 
you work for me.”
His eyes widened, and he looked again at the monitor. “Whoa, wait a minute. I 
didn’t mean anything.”
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“Don’t worry,” Beth said. “My dad used to catch me smoking out here all the 
time. It’s fine.”
“Your dad?” he said, looking back toward where she had pointed.
“He’s gone now. So’s the weed,” she said, craning her neck as if  to see into his 
closed fist. “Where’s your chainsaw, lumberjack?”
He laughed, looking around the clearing once more, and plunked a booted foot on 
a short stump so that he could empty and repack the pipe on his thigh. When he handed it 
to her, she saw that his hands were rough and square. They shook.
He flicked the lighter for her as she took a long pull, held it for a moment, and 
exhaled into the space between them. It tasted like the ground, turned loam and half­
rotted mulch; rich, brown, pungent. It wormed through her head and pooled deliciously 
in her ears, until, she thought, she could actually hear the moss under her bare feet. The 
trees creaked and the guy flicked and sucked. Flicked and sucked.
“So, you’re some kind of fuckin’ wood nymph or something?” he said, smiling 
stupidly.
“Yeah,” Beth said. “And you’re the hunter who’s lost his way.” She felt sure that 
someone, somewhere had made a porn flick about this very scenario. Maybe Perry had 
even seen it and jerked off under the table into one of his enormous tube socks.
“Well, I’m not lost,” he said.
“You sure?” Beth said, feeling like someone else. She let the sweater fall from 
her shoulders as she stood up and stepped toward him. She felt mud oozing between her 
toes and she didn’t care about anything but the warm slick of it. “It’s called a dryad.”
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“A what?” he said.
“A dryad. A wood fairy.” She stepped through the space between them, making 
him stumble clumsily back until she stopped him, her hand on his forearm.
“I think— ”
She began to tug gently with her other hand at his belt.
“Whoa, lady. Just a minute.”
She ignored him, struggling with the belt. He tried to push her hands away and 
for a moment their fingers were fighting, scraping each other’s knuckles, heads knocking, 
he was saying something but she didn’t listen.
And then, the baby was crying.
“What the fuck is that,” the guy said, jerking back as if he’d been stung.
The front of her shirt was suddenly wet and through the thin cotton she could see 
her nipples, egg-shaped and raw. She looked up and saw him staring at her, his face a 
mask.
The cabin Beth’s father built was squat but snug, constructed with barked logs 
and a crude mash of clay and river rock to fill in the chinks. Two tiny bedrooms opened 
up on a large room with a galley kitchen on one wall, its outmoded appliances standing in 
the shadow of an enormous wood stove. Staying in the cabin had been a condition of 
their engagement, and Perry said he appreciated its old-fashioned charm. But what had 
once been rustic and appealing about the place was buried beneath the things that Perry 
brought with him.
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“Good morning,” Perry called out from behind the stack of computer equipment 
on the table. Beth had to negotiate a path through a complicated knot of wires running 
between the computer, printer, scanner and a twelve-socket power strip. He claimed to 
prefer reading the morning’s news online, but Beth knew he was in a chat room by the 
staccato rhythm of his typing. “Sleep well?”
Beth had not slept. She stood at the ancient stove slowly adding flour to a pan of 
sausage gravy and whisking away the lumps. The bacon spit greasy freckles onto her 
forearms, but she didn’t jerk away, only shook the frying pan a bit to redistribute the 
burner’s heat. Perry, making his customary exit sometime around midnight, had failed to 
close the bedroom door all the way, leaving a sliver of light from the muted glow of the 
computer screen to dance across the wall near her face. He could masturbate for what 
seemed like hours. The wet, sloppy violence of it had drifted through the space in the 
door and echoed around the bedroom until she wanted to sit up and shush him, like a 
librarian shushes horny sophomores making out between the stacks.
At just the right moment, she spooned the hot food onto a waiting plate, leaving a 
small portion to eat when Perry left for work. Beth set the plate down in the clear place 
in front of the computer used for the purpose as Perry struck a key on the board that 
called up the screen saver, a spray of shooting stars and kaleidoscopic shapes. Beth sat 
down beside the screen to drink the coffee that Perry always poured for himself and never 
drank. He began shoveling forkfuls of biscuits and gravy into his mouth. A puddle of 
Tabasco formed near the plate’s edge and dripped onto the table.
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“Careful,” Beth said, wiping up the red smear with a dishtowel before it was 
absorbed by the sleeve of his white oxford. She stared for a moment into the 
pharmaceutical logo stretched across the shirt’s breast pocket— a promotional gift from a 
company selling hair loss remedies— and wasn’t paying attention when Perry mumbled 
something through a mouthful of egg.
It was Perry’s idea to clear the hill. He had vague ideas for building a house near 
the top. The trees made him claustrophobic. He had allergies, Seasonal Affective 
Disorder, swollen gutters. There were many other reasons Beth had forgotten. For 
weeks, she had stalled with talk of yield ratios and federal regulatory measures she knew 
Perry wouldn’t understand. Mid-sized and scrubby, the dense stands of fir hadn’t been 
thinned since her father bought the land, nearly forty years ago. But Perry was persistent. 
Her father’s settlement was gone, and his medical expenses would bury them in another 
six months. They needed the money.
Her father used to speak sharply to her when she grieved for the acres of old 
growth he would occasionally win a contract to clear. They could replant, reinvest in the 
land, and keep a man in business for years. But she remembered, too, the way her father 
had walked among their trees, patiently nursing disease out of the nearest stands, nailing 
slats in a ladder up the west-facing poles so she could climb without the bother of spikes.
“W e’ll actually have a view in a few days,” Perry said again, laying his hand 
carefully on her back. He touched her with light, fleet fingers, as if  she were held 
together with bailing wire.
“A view, maybe. But a clear cut is no picnic area.”
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Perry nodded. “I know it will take some time, but eventually... I thought we had 
agreed on this?”
“We have. We did. I’m just saying.”
“If you don’t want to do it we can stop the sale. I told you they’d only consider 
the whole harvest, but if  you’ve got second thoughts,” Perry said, pushing his plate away. 
He laid his fingers against the back of her hand. His desperate desire to please her made 
Beth sick. His gentle finger tips, exerting no pressure, awaiting her response. The 
softness of his hands had become something loathsome to her in the early months of her 
pregnancy. She wanted him to be rough with her, to hurt her even, to make her feel what 
he wanted. But the baby made him even gentler than before, and Beth had refused him 
so many times, he’d stopped trying. Beth looked at their hands, hers white and thin 
beneath his ruddy fingers, thick as sausages. His blond hair sprouted around his first 
knuckles, so fair they were nearly invisible. She put her other hand on his to cover it, 
pressing down for a moment before standing to clear the dishes.
“Don’t be ridiculous.”
They heard the baby begin to fuss through the monitor, which sat on the table next 
to the cluster of condiments. Perry jumped from his chair and moved toward the nursery 
door. Beth never had to ask him. She listened as he crooned and sang a good morning 
song while he changed her. He was born to be a daddy, Aunt Shirley had said, watching 
Perry hold the girl for the first time in the hospital. You’re lucky, she’d said. Beth tried 
to feel lucky and failed. She reached toward the monitor to switch it off, but paused 
when a strange voice broke the signal from the nursery.
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“— Goddamn dozer is down again. Send Tack up here with the truck. Over.”
She heard the rough chug of chainsaws cutting out before static covered the voice 
and Perry’s singing returned. She looked up when Perry came back in the room carrying 
the baby.
“What was that?” Perry said. The baby was wide-eyed and limp. Perry’s same 
whey-faced contentment. Perry’s same blond indifference. Betty, one of the nurses at the 
clinic, had told her not to worry if she didn’t immediately bond with the baby. For some 
women it takes time.
“Just the monitor acting up.”
“There’s your mama,” Perry said, cradling the baby in Beth’s direction. Beth sat 
with what she hoped was a pleasant expression as Perry kissed and praised the baby. 
“Someone’s ready for their breakfast,” he said, bouncing on the balls of his feet.
“Just put her in the swing while I do up these dishes,” Beth said, standing up.
“Can’t they wait?” Perry said. “She’s hungry.”
“Jesus Christ, Perry, I can’t do two things at once.” The edge in Beth’s voice 
surprised her, but felt good, too. “I thought you were leaving.” The baby began to cry.
“I’m sorry, I just—” Perry looked puzzled, but did as Beth asked. The sound of 
the baby screaming filled the cabin while he fumbled around for his catalogs and the 
bagged lunch Beth had made him. “Listen, if  you need a few hours off, Mother would 
love to come up and—”
Beth slammed the butter dish on the kitchen counter and felt a wave of adrenaline 
quicken her movements. She threw the refrigerator door open and began returning the
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eggs, milk and bacon to the wire racks. Perry tried to say something else, but the sound of 
his voice was covered by the clatter, the baby’s cries and the pounding in Beth’s ears. She 
felt him standing by the front door, watching. His fear sent something wild shooting up 
her throat.
When Perry was gone, Beth closed the refrigerator and looked out the window at 
the tagged trees. After a few moments, she forced herself to walk over and stand near the 
baby. She watched the tiny chest move up and down with long, rodent shrieks. The front 
of Beth’s shirt was sopping, but she didn’t trust herself to touch the baby yet. She stood 
there until the baby was cried out and fell, gasping, back to sleep. Beth heard a diesel 
engine whine as it tried to start, and then jutter to a stop, half a mile away.
The tavern’s neon signs were off, but Beth knew the back door would be open. 
Shirley, who was not really her aunt but had loved Beth’s father before the accident, was 
behind the bar counting out the till for the coming shift. She looked at Beth over the 
glasses perched on the end of her nose and winked hello, the numbers mouthed silently as 
she shuffled a stack of tens in her hands. Beth put the car seat in a dark corner, away 
from the burning cigarette in an ashtray near Shirley’s elbow.
“Little early, don’t you think,” Shirley said when Beth pulled a beer from the 
cooler. She arranged the separate stacks into the register’s tray and locked it with a key 
attached to an elastic band around her wrist.
“Is it?” Beth said, lifting the bottle. When she was a little girl, Beth had been sure 
that Shirley was a witch. She used to stand on a crate to look in through the tavern’s only
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window when her father’s crew was late coming home. Shirley had been a small, 
withered woman even then, with bronzed skin and a tight helmet of bottle-black curls. 
Beth remembered the way Shirley would laugh with her whole body, her mouth open a 
mile, her long pink fingernails clawing at some logger’s beefy forearm. But her face was 
pulled into a grimace now, assessing Beth from across the bar.
“How’s my angel?” Shirley said, meaning the baby.
“Fine,” Beth said. “Good,” she added, sensing Shirley’s murky eyes on her face. 
Beth picked up the lit cigarette in the ashtray and tried to avoid the ring of lipstick as she 
took a drag. Shirley snatched it out of her hands.
“You look like shit.”
Beth looked down at herself. She hadn’t showered and her sweatpants wanted 
washing. She ran her hands through her hair and met snarls. Shirley pulled a brush from 
the shelf under the bar and pushed it toward her. Beth took another drink of the beer 
before picking up the brush and running it through her tangled hair. “How’s business?”
“Don’t change the subject,” Shirley said, glaring at her through a cloud of 
cigarette smoke.
“I’m just tired.”
“Try again,” Shirley said, grabbing the brush back from Beth’s limp hand. She 
walked around the bar, her black pumps echoing through the tavern. She placed a hand 
on the crown of Beth’s head and began to pull the brush through her hair in short, 
forceful strokes. “It’s been six weeks, little girl, it’s time to pull yourself together. I was
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waiting tables three days after Roger Jr, was born, double shifts. You want Perry seeing 
you like this?”
“Perry understands.”
“Like hell. H e’s a man, isn’t he?”
Beth didn’t answer. She tried to imagine Shirley in bed with her father, when his 
body had been whole and firm. He never talked about his relationship with Shirley, and 
never spent a whole night away from the cabin. But Beth knew he had regularly visited 
her trailer, which was parked in a wooded lot behind the tavern. Beth’s hair snapped with 
static electricity and floated in dark waves around her shoulders and down to her waist.
A year ago, she’d been sitting in the same spot at the bar, staring sideways at 
Perry’s navy microfleece and sweet smile. He was nothing like anyone she had been with 
before, a fact that Shirley claimed was a step in the right direction. She hadn’t approved 
of the men Beth usually took home, who Shirley said reminded her of all her ex­
husbands. Piney whelps, she’d say, shaking her head at the crowd of foul-mouthed 
addicts and migrant laborers who had replaced her regular crowd when the mill closed. 
But Beth found herself drawn to them, the delusional and pissed off bass players, the 
aspiring motorcycle mechanics and mouthy dropouts who liked her long legs and dark 
humor. Shirley knew about men like Perry. Work the bar long enough, she said, you can 
spot the soft ones a mile away.
Shirley put down the brush and took Beth’s chin between her gnarled fingers. 
“Don’t drown that pup for want of a dog,” she said. “You got a good one there. He treats
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you like you deserve, can’t you see that?” Shirley smoothed Beth’s hair away from her 
face and behind her ears.
Beth knew that Shirley was both right and wrong, but didn’t know how to tell her. 
She cradled her beer against her neck and closed her eyes. The tavern smelled like a 
hundred thousand cigarette butts in the bottom of a tin can. As Shirley walked away to 
go look at the baby, Beth pulled the hair at the nape of her neck until it came out in her 
hand. She let it fall onto the stained wood floor, brushing it under the lip of the bar with 
her toe.
The baby monitor glowed on the nightstand. Beth was waiting for the logging 
crew’s morning banter, still hours away, to break into the signal. Sometimes she could 
pick up cell phone conversations drifting up from the highway down the hill; once, two 
elk hunters on walkie-talkies. But for the last week, it was a five-man crew that would 
precede the big rigs brought in for the clear cut. Their voices would flit across the open 
channel, marking the active falling area for the day, clearing the jill pokes and guiding 
the lowboys toward stable ground. She kept the volume down, watching the dance of 
light as the frequency pulsed with static, then silence. The baby let out at a nasal sigh 
through the speaker and Beth felt Perry stir. He didn’t seem to notice the interference 
riddling the inexorable transmission, but was alert to even the slightest sound of the 
baby’s discomfort.
Her bladder was full so she moved to her side to stare out the window. Beth could 
see the line of trees on the edge of the yard, barely distinct against the darkness. Cool air
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poured in through the screen and she could smell wood smoke and resin. An owl called to 
his mate. Her limbs felt swollen, tight, still retaining the fluids that had nourished the 
baby, her breast heavy with milk. She should have pumped, but the press of her body into 
the mattress overwhelmed even the most basic of needs. She had grown comfortable with 
discomfort.
The next time Beth looked at the clock, hours had passed.
Perry rubbed his stocking feet together under the covers and leaned toward Beth. 
Her eyes were closed and she lay still, knowing he was listening for the even release of 
her breath. He scissored his legs, waited a moment, and then rolled from the mattress to 
pick his way slowly, like a burglar, through the piles of laundry on the bedroom floor. 
When he was gone, Beth moved to the center of the mattress to pillow her head against 
her bare arm. She listened, hoping for the squeal of heavy equipment behind the baby’s 
nose whistle, still asleep, and heard only the staccato chirp of Perry’s clicking mouse 
being picked up by the monitor’s sensitive microphone. At first, the baby and all of the 
attendant trappings still new and unfamiliar, she had fought for sleep between feedings, 
burying her head under pillows to block out the tiny green indicator light, the sound of 
the nursery curtains rustling in a silent breeze. After a few weeks, she gave up and let the 
nights stretch out around her, began to explore the black corners of the room from where 
she lay like a corpse on the bed. When she did sleep, she’d wake, or dream of waking, 
and feel paralyzed, knowing that if  she didn’t blink or toss her head on the pillow, she 
would die. She spent hours like this, trapped in the cocoon of her body, behind her own 
eyelids.
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The distant groaning of cats and yarders finally broke through the deadening mist 
as the logging crew rolled slowly up a rough skid trail some distance from the cabin. She 
knew it was a small operation; there would be no selective harvest. They would take 
every viable tree—the peewees, the widowmakers, the school marms and windthrows— 
and leave the brush and slash in huge, rotting piles. Beth knew that the severed trunks 
died immediately. But the roots, the unseen tangle of them, were much harder to kill. 
Even snags that stand dead for years don’t fall until the roots die.
A wet, snuffling noise through the monitor, and Beth couldn’t be sure if it was the 
baby or Perry. She listened, and heard soft footsteps moving from the dining room into 
the nursery. She heard the doorknob whine as it opened, and then Perry was shushing to 
the baby in a sing-song voice, anticipating her cry before it began.
“Why me?” she had asked him once. It was before they were married and they 
were parked in his Honda at the top of her dirt road. They had spent the evening standing 
over a bonfire in the woods with his friends, all of whom sported crew cuts and talkative, 
cheerful girlfriends. Beth had tried to be friendly, in spite of questions like, w eren’t you 
that girl who wore steel-toed boots to prom? She had not known these girls, specifically, 
which is to say that she knew everything about them but their names. It was impossible to 
avoid reading her image on their faces: a tall, sullen-looking girl with wide shoulders and 
pale skin. She rarely smiled because of her teeth, which were crowded on one side, and 
knew it made her seem distracted and bored. Thin dark hair, thin fingers, long, thin feet— 
the thickest thing about her was a dark smear of charcoal on the lid of each thin-slatted
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brown eye. In a girl with slightly less self-esteem, her features would have obscured 
anything beautiful in her nature.
“Why what?” Perry said.
“You know what I mean,” Beth said.
“Why do I like you?”
Beth nodded.
Perry sighed and even though there wasn’t a star in the sky, Beth could see he was 
flushing. She thought of Perry as a Western larch. Soft, yellow needles that grew in 
ordered bunches, tiny cones the size of knuckle joints, a slender trunk with pale, scaly 
bark.
He shrugged. “Because you let me.”
“Set up on the south side... cut back on the ridge and I’ll send the boys down, 
over.” The monitor blinked through the static, and Beth’s head rose off the pillow. She 
stared into the tiny speaker. More static and directions, dirty jokes and clipped syllables. 
And then only the baby breathing.
When Perry crept back into the bedroom, Beth kept her face toward the wall, still. 
He eased himself down onto the bed, inch by inch. Beth tried to tell herself that this 
cunning of his meant he didn’t want to disturb her. That he wanted her to rest easy and 
didn’t deserve the malice she couldn’t help but direct at him. But when she rolled onto 
her back to look at the ceiling, he began to breathe a bit too deeply. He didn’t want her to 
know what he’d been doing.
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When Beth closed her eyes, she saw trees. Colorless. Still. She saw herself 
among them, the branches reaching down, stretching out like an open hand across the 
mountain. She thought of her father, strapped into a giant Sequoia or Doug Fir, his 
chainsaw sweeping away the uppermost limbs, sending the spiny steeples expertly away 
from his body and down toward the fecund carpet of cones and needles. She could see 
the trees, dismembered, falling through the darkness of her memory.
“Tell me, Mrs. Weich, do you feel happy?” Beth’s regular doctor was out of 
town, replaced by a young East Indian man that Beth had never seen before. He stared 
into her chart making small, sharp movements on the thin paper with a chewed up pencil. 
His foot wagged rhythmically against his rolling stool.
“I’m sorry?”
“Happy. Do you feel happiness, now that you are delivered?” He smiled without 
looking at her.
Beth furrowed her brow and looked down at the sleeping baby, belted into the car 
seat at her feet. Even though she knew the question was being read from a standard form, 
she couldn’t help but resent the doctor’s false cheer. Everything about the room was 
false, disposable, hermetically sealed. Beautiful women stared down at her from the 
magazine rack. A poster filled with tropical fish had been taped onto the ceiling tile 
above the examination table. For the first time in weeks she had paid attention to her 
appearance that morning, and even the collared shirt and jeans she wore felt false, as if 
she were there in disguise as another person.
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Beth thought about the word, happy, and saw a mossy stump. She could read the 
rings of a stump and know how many winters it had weathered, could work out the 
individual years hidden in the knitted ditches of the tree’s open wound. The center ring, 
the small spot of heartwood, was almost always black. Her father had called it the gut 
string. “Yes. O f course I am.”
“How could you not be?” he said, waving the stub o f pencil toward the 
unconscious baby. He stood up and motioned for Beth to lie back on the table and open 
the thin gown she’d been given when she checked in. The doctor pushed with a deft 
finger, which brushed gently against her tight skin, probing the round swell of her uterus. 
His eyes were fixed on something in the middle distance of the close room and avoided 
her naked torso. The gown fell open as his hands worked. “And have you been able to 
laugh and see the funny side of things? Have you been able to look forward with 
enjoyment to things in the last week, let’s say?”
“I guess so,” Beth said, watching his hands glide across her ribs, upward toward 
her breasts. Her consciousness had been winnowed down to the hours between feedings, 
to the minutes spent during Perry’s breaks when he would call to check on her, to the 
half-seconds between the baby’s sour breaths. Sometimes, when she was distracted by the 
TV or walking in the woods, she would forget that it had happened—Perry, the baby, all 
of it— and remembering, felt that she had stepped into someone else’s life. She hadn’t 
thought much past that initial decision: the softness of Perry’s hands and his freshly 
laundered khakis, the austere decency of his haircut, his Lutheran mother, the sensible 
credit limit on his Mastercard. Shirley told Beth it was everything her father had ever
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wanted for her. And what else did she have planned? The doctor’s gloved thumbs were 
warm against the pale skin of her neck and armpit as he kneaded. When his palm came 
down on her nipple, Beth gasped.
“Pain?” he asked, still staring at the wall.
“A little,” Beth lied. She stared into the florescent lights hanging over the table 
until her eyes ached and all she could see was the doctor’s dim profile wherever she 
looked. She remembered doing this as a child, staring at the sun until it burned, blocking 
out everything else but the jagged teeth of the trees marking the horizon.
“Just so. You can expect a bit of tenderness for a few weeks yet. Scoot down 
please.”
Beth fit her heels into the groove of the stirrups and closed her eyes. He was 
saying something about her pelvic muscle tone and Beth heard the speculum before she 
felt it, cold and greasy against her inner thigh. There was pressure and the slick plop of 
lube. Beth fought separate urges: to kick him in the chest; to wrap her ankles around his 
back. She felt her milk coming.
The doctor continued to read the questions as if  he had memorized the exact 
wording. “And have you been anxious or scared for no good reason, Mrs. Weich? Have 
you felt panicky or sad?”
“What do you mean, good reason?”
“Perhaps you find yourself upset, but don’t know why?” he said from between her 
legs. “No need to worry, it’s perfectly normal.”
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The nurses had told Beth to be on the look out for strong negative feelings toward 
herself or her baby. Instead, she had risen from bed their first night out of the hospital 
feeling nothing but disgust for her husband. She knew that Shirley would tell her to 
ignore such feelings, that if  a woman didn’t, at one time or other, hate her husband, that 
she wasn’t paying attention. And Beth did hate Perry. She hated him at the computer, 
hated him in the kitchen, hated him in her grandmother’s rocking chair when he sang to 
the baby at bedtime. There were moments when they passed each other in the cramped 
space of the cabin, or when he leaned against her to spit toothpaste into the sink, that she 
could love the wholesome blandness, the soft bulk of him. She loved the inoffensive 
slope in his shoulders and the clean, flat nail beds of his fingers, wide and deft. She 
loved the cleft in his chin and his fat, boyish lips. But only when he was looking away. 
Whenever he met her eyes, Beth hated herself.
Beth rose up on her elbows. “And if I said I was unhappy?” The truth was that 
Beth didn’t know what she felt. Yes, there were the cloying duties of motherhood, but she 
had expected that. She had even expected a certain distance from Perry, a shift in his 
syrupy affections. But the numbness, the way she saw herself in parts that would never 
fit together, how fragmented the world had become, as if  she’d been through a wood 
chipper—that had been going on long before the baby, long before Perry had gathered 
her together and piled her up. She watched the doctor closely for an answer. “You’d give 
me a pill or something?”
“It’s not quite that simple, but we do take these things very seriously. We would 
ask if  you find yourself in tears, if  your sadness is keeping you from sleeping.” One
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gloved hand rested on her knee while the other focused something that looked like a 
telescope pressed up against the hole the speculum had made. “I f  you ever feel moved to 
injure yourself,” he said. He pushed back from the telescope and reached for a long 
cotton swab. “Or others,” he added, looking down at the baby. “You’ll feel a bit of 
cramping for a moment,” he said, guiding the swab into the hole.
“What if I don’t feel anything,” Beth said, letting her knees drop wider to the
sides.
The doctor looked up at her. His eyes were a dark, loamy brown with black 
flecks around the iris. His face was inches away from her cunt and she wondered if he 
could smell it. She wondered if days spent looking into the gaping red gashes of women 
like her, like who she had suddenly become, had dulled his senses. If he slept at night 
without seeing their insides. If he sometimes wished he were someone else. The baby 
hiccupped. He looked away and snapped the gloves into the trash.
“I’m happy to say that you are recovering nicely.” He scanned her chart again, 
and Beth thought she saw him checking off several unanswered questions. He placed the 
file under his arm before moving past the curtain and toward the door. “You are free to 
dress, now, unless you have any other questions.” He wasn’t asking, but Beth didn’t care.
“I’m sorry. I just wondered, w h e n . I mean, I’m sure my husband will be 
interested to know—”
“You may resume intercourse at any time, as long as you are comfortable. Your 
incision is healing as expected and your womb has finished shrinking. All is well, I 
assure you.”
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“The test,” Beth gestured toward the file that held the questionnaire. She noticed 
that her gown was still open and she pulled the sides over her chest. “Did I pass?”
“There are no right answers, Mrs. Weich.”
She made country eggs and potatoes for breakfast. Perry ate three helpings in 
front of the computer, where he was browsing through various home designs offered by a 
local contracting company. The baby kicked at the air from a bouncy seat on the table.
The air in the cabin was moist and too warm. She’d stoked the woodstove to a 
roar, not able to shake the chill in her feet and legs, which were still bare and streaked 
with the dried mud she hadn’t bothered to wash off. She methodically scrapped the 
remnants of eggs and oil from the cast iron pan. She used her fingernails for the stubborn 
bits, and wiped the pan out with a towel before hanging it in its place on the wall behind 
the stove. The fine hair behind her ears and along her collar were slick with sweat, 
making her think of the times she’d run through the woods on a cold day, the bite of the 
wind in her throat and lungs. Perspiration trickled down her sides and stained the loose 
shirt she wore.
“This one’s got something called a great room,” Perry whispered at the baby. 
“Doesn’t that sound great?” He giggled when the baby flailed her arms in tiny circles, 
pursing her lips as if in complete agreement. Beth scooped up the dirty dishes and took 
them to the sink, flipping the tap to fill the basin. She went back to the table and picked 
up the baby’s seat, moving it to the kitchen countertop where she could keep an eye on 
her as she did the dishes. She felt Perry frowning from where he sat at the table.
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Beth kept her eyes closed and her breathing even. The steam from the hot water 
bathed her face. She imagined herself lying on her back, her head angled toward the open 
air, blue in the cracks and fissures of the canopy. Black treetops against the periwinkle 
sky, so dark and deliberate they looked like fingers, grasping for the moon. It was full.
He was there, and he didn’t pull away. Instead, she felt his hand on her arm. When she 
didn’t move, he gently, slowly, pulled back the strap of her nightshirt down her shoulder 
until her left breast lay exposed in the air between them. She hadn’t pumped before bed, 
and it was round and hard. Cupping his head in her hand, she pulled his mouth down on 
the nipple. He moaned and she slipped his hand past the elastic of her underwear.
“I know this is hard for you,” Perry said, his voice slipping through a small 
opening between the half-wall and a bank of cupboards that separated the kitchen from 
the dining room. Beth heard the clatter of keys as he typed in a new search topic.
“Despite what you might think, it’s hard for me too.”
Beth leaned heavily onto her left hand braced against the counter, her chin 
dropping down onto her chest. Sweat rolled off her nose and fell in fat drops onto her 
bare feet. She felt dizzy, the muscles in her legs quivering, a wave of something terrifying 
and necessary flooding from her ankles and rising quickly. She wanted to sit down, to lie 
down right there on the braided rag rug she’d made in high school, where the air was cool 
and fresh six inches above the floor. But her knees were locked and rigid.
“It will take some getting used to, sure,” Perry said. “But eventually you’ll see 
how much better you feel out of all this shadow.” Perry was gathering his things,
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shrugging on his jacket and locating his keys on a small peg near the door. “You haven’t 
changed your mind, have you?”
Beth knew that if  she wanted to, she could end it, right then. She could send the 
crew away, pack a suitcase, ruin Perry and his smile with one look, buy a bus ticket, 
leave the baby in the bathtub, burn the cabin down, shovel all the sleeping pills she could 
find down her father’s throat. She could do anything.
“Look at you,” Perry said tenderly, entering the kitchen. Beth stood still, facing 
away from him. She felt momentarily unnerved, even eager, thinking he meant to touch 
her. But he brushed past Beth’s shoulder and bent down to kiss the baby. Beth plunged 
her hands into the dishwater.
They both stood silent for what seemed like a long time. Beth scrubbed a butter 
knife with slow, hard strokes while Perry ran his fingers along the underside of the baby’s 
foot. Beth could hear the grandfather clock down the hall ticking softly. A crow shrieked. 
The baby snuffled for a moment before the wet slop of thumb and mouth broke the 
stillness. Beth could feel Perry shift his weight slowly away from her until he was 
standing across the room.
“Where are you going?”
“Where else?” he said, sounding distant and cheerful.
“You could stay, i f  you wanted,” Beth said, finally raising her head, leaving the 
question out of her voice.
Perry’s eyes hardened, searched her face, and softened again. “You know I can’t, 
but you’re sweet for asking.” He walked toward her and lowered his face to hers slowly,
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smiling blandly into her eyes, pressing his lips to her temple. He turned back toward the 
baby. “Shhh,” he said, seeing that she’d fallen asleep. He trod quietly out of the room 
and twisted the front door’s handle as he closed it to muffle the sound.
Beth dried her hands and walked to the bedroom. She pulled back the covers and 
lay down, sinking deep into herself, letting her muscles unfurl and slacken until she 
couldn’t feel her arms and legs anymore. The monitor glowed on the table beside her, the 
volume turned up but transmitting nothing. All she could detect was the high, almost 
inaudible whine of an open frequency. In the morning, the trees would be gone.
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Yellow Bottom
It was a house for starting over. Only the best fo r  my girls, my father shouted, 
gesturing wildly toward the stately two-stories when we pulled up on that damp Sunday 
in June. The bright white paint of the clapboard exterior gave the house a solid, 
reassuring appearance, as if  it had been shaped out of one massive piece of porous rock.
It was larger than we should have been able to afford, even though the corner lot was 
surrounded by a shabby duplex development of timber housing and sagging storefronts. 
We peered suspiciously from the backseat of our mother’s Volkswagen. It had been two 
years since we had seen him, and only two weeks since he had shown up on our 
grandparents’ doorstep, paroled and promising sobriety, fidelity, begging my mother for 
another chance. The new house would change everything, he told us. He had a key, and 
our furniture had been hauled from the storage unit in Troutdale, ninety miles away, and 
placed inside. Mom’s upright piano gleamed in the dining room, visible through the open 
front door. She tightened her face into dimples. She came from sturdy Lutheran stock 
who believed in neither celibacy nor divorce. Pinching the back of our arms, she urged 
us toward our father’s moment of triumph. D o n ’t disappoint, those pinches said.
He walked us around the outside of the house, like Joshua at Jericho, pointing out 
the upstairs windows of our rooms, the blossoming apple tree in the side yard, and 
kicking at gopher holes that pocked the grass near the back door. He tickled our noses 
with the spiky ends of our braids, and Constance, because she was small but not a baby, 
allowed him to pick her up and perch her on his shoulders. Just thirteen, I was still eager
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and artless, exclaiming at a bird’s nest tucked into the crook of a Hydrangea and 
whistling to the tiny pearl eggs within. But I pulled away when he tried for an embrace, 
tucking me awkwardly beneath his armpit. Mom walked behind us, crossing and 
uncrossing her arms, smoothing the wrinkled behind of her flowered skirt.
Dad set the camera’s timer and positioned it on the hood of the car, aimed at 
where we four posed on the front steps. I could feel him, beaming and sweaty behind me 
while we waited for the flash. His hand was heavy and hopeful on my shoulder, the other 
clutching my mother’s skirted waist. It was misting softly, and the air tasted like wet 
pavement and old forks. A bee orbited my ankle and I could feel Constance clench 
beside me. Somewhere, a train whistle began to blow. A deep iron moan, as subtle as 
distant thunder, charged the air, and a gritty cloud drifted over the tops of the surrounding 
fir trees, the heavy branches pulled down by the summer rain and a stiff, telling breeze. 
The chug of the engine intensified, muting the sounds of water dripping from the eaves, 
our quick, giddy breath, and the buzzing bee. It had to have been more than ten seconds, 
but just as Dad swore and stepped off the stoop, the camera flashed and snapped, 
capturing the three of us staring toward the noise as my father fled the frame.
Mom was away from home most nights that summer, keeping herself busy 
making church friends, studying her new postal route, and joining women’s support 
groups with official-sounding acronyms. So, I was usually sent out to buy our dinner at 
the Hasty Freeze Drive-Up a few blocks away. Dad took a fish sandwich and onion 
rings, for Constance a cheeseburger (bun and cheese only) and an orange soda, and I
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usually ordered the hot dog basket, extra relish. I watched the counter girls through the 
sliding windows of the burger stand, fascinated by the graceful curl of soft serve into 
sugar cones and their fast, flirtatious banter. Sometimes, when it was slow, they would 
forget I was there, and leave our sack cooling on the counter for several minutes before 
one of them spotted it and called out my name. “Faith?” they’d say, reading the grease 
pencil on the ticket. Like they knew me.
Crowfoot received our father as if  he’d never left. In the drug store, old men 
slapped him on the back and congratulated him on our beauty and smarts. They offered 
anecdotes of his youth— his high school football victories, his legendary pranks, how 
proud his parents had been of their army boy— and invited us to cook outs and softball 
games. We drove past his childhood home, a three-story Victorian near the high school, 
and waved at the elderly couple who had purchased it. His parents had died young in a 
highway collision. A mercy, we overheard our maternal grandparents say once, since 
they were spared having to see their only son dishonorably discharged when he got drunk 
and strayed from base, arrested for writing bad checks on his honeymoon, and later, sent 
to the state prison when the car dealer he had been working for caught him financing 
dummy VIN numbers and collecting the payments.
He gave a different excuse for his long absence with every familiar face, and we 
believed each one as it was being told. This was his talent: to lie so convincingly, so 
pleasantly and thoroughly, and with such delicately drawn details—picked out for each 
victim in personal, thoughtful ways—that disbelief seemed not only impossible, but cruel 
and unpardonable. It was the closest thing to magic we could think of, and as long as he
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was using his powers to protect our family, we basked in the awe of his listeners, and 
nodded solemnly. Slowly, as we listened to his voice, we remembered how to love him, 
but held back a bit of loathing to keep us vigilant. In the evenings, after he left for his 
graveyard shift at the hospital laundry and before Mom returned from one of her 
meetings, we explored the house and rifled through his belongings, searching, always, for 
what we were afraid she might find first.
Summer marched through the valley without incident. Constance met a neighbor 
kid her age, and began spending all her time at the community pool at the Boy’s Club and 
at various parks under the supervision of the girl’s cheerful mother. Too proud to join the 
younger girls and too shy to make my own friends, I was coaxed into my father’s 
canopied pickup for long afternoon drives to his favorite childhood haunts. There were 
boat landings and lookouts and country bridges that spanned the thousands of braided 
streams coursing through the water table. At a piling of rocks that towered over the 
highway and a calm stretch of Yellow Bottom, the river-fed reservoir in the foothills, he 
pointed out faded graffiti for which he claimed responsibility, weaving tales of high 
school feuds and tragic romances. Up above the lake, on a wide swath of hard packed 
dirt, he described the mud flat races, an annual spring tradition that would bring trucks 
from all over the state to test their huge tires on the rain softened hollow. On a logging 
road below Washburn Heights, the tallest point between the Cascades and the Coastal 
Mountains, he let me drive, making me promise not to tell my mother. I lurched and 
screamed all the way down that big hill, laughing convivially, charmed by our secret.
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When we stopped at a liquor store on the way home, and he tucked a sack-covered bottle 
beneath the driver’s seat, he winked, sure that he could count on me, and telling me so.
When Mom was home, in the mornings before work and on weekends after her 
garage sale outings and the 10:30 service, she kept her voice overly-casual, making us 
wince with her shrill stabs at nonchalance. She watched him when she thought he 
wasn’t looking, staying out of his way to suggest trust. But like us, she was keenly aware 
of his scent and the jangle of loose change in his pockets. Like us, she waited for the 
newness of the house and the town to wear off. Waited for some calamity that would test 
us. Waited to see if he, if  we, could prove our worth.
He worked hard to win us over. A few weeks after we arrived, the annual 
Strawberry Festival— complete with carnival rides and the world’s largest shortcake— 
arrived in Crowfoot. We spread out a blanket on the main street curb, and watched the 
decades old tractor-pulled floats, fire trucks and Shriner’s, zipping around in their little 
go-carts, ride past us in the parade. We walked through the smelly stands erected on the 
fairgrounds, and Dad bought us posters for our rooms, enormous sugar-dusted elephant 
ears, and T-shirts with airbrush painted pictures of unicorns and rainbows. Constance 
stared down at the other town kids from the safety of my father’s shoulders, and I shook 
my hand out of his when I saw them watching us, thinking petulance more attractive than 
friendliness in a town like Crowfoot. One girl, standing in a group near the Gravitron, 
blew me a kiss when she caught me staring, and repressing the grin that threatened to 
spring to my face made me sweat. I recognized her, and looked quickly away.
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The name I had seen embroidered on her blue collared uniform was Pearl, but I 
heard the other girls at Hasty Freeze call her Maisie, so that’s the name I used when I 
thought of her. She was a few years older than I, maybe sixteen, with masses of curly 
brown hair she kept tied back with colorful scarves. On those hay-scented evening while 
I waited for our dinner to cook, I would watch her through the walk-up windows, leaning 
against the soft-serve machine and making animated conversation with the other counter 
girls. She had pale unblemished skin spotted with maroon freckles, and a wide, full­
lipped mouth. I admired the way she dressed— concert T-shirts beneath her smock, 
feminine cotton skirts, boots that laced up to mid-calf— and the graceful indifference of 
her hips, jutting forward when she walked. She had a hoop in her nose with a blue bead 
strung through it, and I strained to make out an image, painted in pink on the tiny glass 
orb. There was something both seductive and heartless in the way she addressed the 
world, as she encountered it, through the sliding windows of the Drive-Up. As if she had 
a secret she wanted to tell.
It wasn’t until the end of August that I learned her real name, when it was printed 
in the paper next to her dead brother’s picture. Jacob Peel, 17, survived by his mother 
Peg Peel, and younger sister Marjorie. He was the third kid to die in the water that year. 
It had been a mild winter, keeping the snow pack low and the runoff diminished. You 
could see rows of black tree stumps on Yellow Bottom’s shoreline, and the low flow of 
the river sent up an aroma of exposed sediment and warm mud that drifted in and out of 
town on the wind. With the mills closing, most of the timber pools had begun to
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disappear, leaving the most treacherous logs to line the shallow bottoms in irregular 
formations. But those Crowfoot boys couldn’t quiet the urge to fling themselves from 
high places; bridges, rocks, the stretched lengths of knotted rope.
Maisie wasn’t working when I was sent to pick up dinner that night, but the 
manager had changed the reader board in the old-fashioned marquee to say, Taken too 
soon, R.I.P. Jakey. I found this odd, considering how, from what I heard, the boy had 
ridden a BMX off a ramp positioned on the cliffs above the dam on a dare. The waist- 
high windows slid open and closed against the heavier than usual drive-up traffic.
“Hey, Faith,” a familiar blonde girl said in my direction. “The usual?” I nodded 
and held out the cash I’d taken from my father’s discarded jeans as he slept. Another girl 
was arriving for her evening shift, and I watched her tie on an apron and pull the blonde 
girl into the small kitchen near the back. I walked toward them, fingering the posters 
pasted to a bulletin board beneath the open windows, trying to look interested.
“Have you talked to her?”
“No, you?”
“Nobody’s picking up when I call.”
“It’s not like they were close. Jake was a real shithead.”
“Clint told me Peg has been cranked up since she found out, and took off this 
morning with some biker from Halsey without even claiming the body.”
“Poor Maisie.”
“I’m afraid w e’re going to find her banging her head against the pavement, or 
chewing glass or something. She was a little off to begin with.”
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“What, you think she’d take our help?” One of them gave a cheerless laugh. 
“What’s her address? Give me five b u c k s . I’ll have Clint buy us some Boones to 
take to her.”
“Fifth and Vine. The one with the chain link.”
“Goddamn low water. I heard he split his head into two pieces.”
“Fuck.”
The next morning, over our daily devotional and Puffed Wheat, I asked Mom for 
directions. She told me, her voice hurried, barely paying attention while she braided 
Constance’s hair. Dad was late getting back from work. I knew that no matter what he 
told us about his night, Mom would be anxious all day and would probably pick up an 
extra Al-Anon meeting or choir practice this evening. We wouldn’t see her before 
bedtime.
Walking out the door, her travel mug of Earl Gray slopping onto the front steps as 
she remembered something, Mom turned to me. “W hat’s this about Fifth and Vine, 
Faith?” I mumbled that it was nothing -  a friend’s house. She was clearly surprised, and 
I hated her for a moment. “Well, I don’t want you walking alone all the way across 
town.” The furrow between her eyes deepened, and I could see her about to suggest that 
my father drive me, then think better of it. “Why don’t you invite your friend to church 
tomorrow. W e’ll pick her up on the way,” she said, settling the matter in her mind and 
ignoring my dark look.
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I didn’t intend on talking to Maisie or letting myself be seen, but I changed my 
clothes anyway, stripping off the sundress I wore and choosing a plain black T-shirt with 
cut-off jeans. I walked Constance to her friend’s house three blocks away, and then 
headed in the opposite direction, toward the outskirts of town. Dad guessed a person 
could walk the entire circumference of Crowfoot in only two hours. To avoid my mother, 
who would be weaving through the small streets with her rolling mail cart, I decided to 
test his theory.
I walked past the Speedway, beginning to fill with the beat-up cars that would 
race that night, and up past the turn-off to Brownsville, where, I remembered hearing, 
there was a stuffed two-headed calf displayed in the grange hall. I walked the long fence 
behind the High School’s baseball field, and took a short cut through a few acres of 
Strawberry fields. Several weeks ago, on a berry-sampling driving tour, Dad had tried to 
convince me that the warm dirt, sticking to the red fruit when it was pulled ripe from the 
bushel, enhanced the flavor. I ate a few, but still polished them clean with the underside 
of my T-shirt. Legend had it, he said, that if  you broke a double strawberry in half and 
gave one to your sweetheart, you’d fall in love with each other. I looked around as I 
walked, searching for conjoined berries, but reached the end of the field without luck. I 
crossed the footbridge at Gill’s landing and started paying attention to the street signs that 
ran perpendicular to the river.
I found the house easily. It stood on the corner, a single story ranch style 
surrounded by six-foot high chain link and dandelions bobbing in the unmown yard.
Trash and broken lawn chairs littered the tall grass. What looked like a fire pit blackened
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one corner. I walked up one side of the block, slowing only slightly as I passed the 
house, and down the other side. There was no one at home. Such disappointment at the 
end of the long walk nearly brought tears to my eyes. I felt like a little, foolish girl. I 
circled her block three times, berating myself.
I decided to walk around the other side of Crowfoot so that I could tell my father I 
had done it. He would be alarmed and pleased, sure to tell the story later with details of 
my adventure skewed wildly for color. This was a response I had come to crave. I 
crossed another bend of the river at the Waterloo covered bridge, and proceeded toward 
the east end of town.
Most of the traffic was funneled by the main highway on this side, and the 
country lanes on the perimeter were rarely used. The houses thinned out as I walked 
deeper into the thickening tree stands, and I realized I’d have to cut across overland in 
order to keep going in the correct direction, rounding toward home. From the road, I saw 
the mounded hill built for the train tracks running between the tree line and a field of rye 
grass, and began walking toward it, remembering the train whistle from the front steps 
and judging it to be angled to pass near our house.
It was a cloudless day. The sun beat down on my head and shoulders as I walked 
through fields and along wooded stream banks, so when the tracks wound into a denser, 
forested area, I was eager for the cool green shade and the scent of crushed, springy 
needles. I could hear the creek long before I could see it, and was delighted to find a 
small, rusted trestle that lifted the tracks up and over the mossy waterway and onto the 
other side, fifty feet across.
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She was lying on the tracks, face up, in the middle of the trestle.
I fought separate urges to run; toward her—to see if she was alive, to heroically 
pull her from the tracks— or away. Before I had decided, she pulled herself deftly up 
onto one elbow and looked at me as if she had been expecting someone. She cocked a 
dark eyebrow.
“I’m sorry,” I said, flushing and turning and sweating at the same time.
“Wait,” Maisie said, sitting all the way up and shielding her eyes with a hand. 
“Don’t run off. I can move if you want to get by.” She was already pulling her dangling 
legs up onto the tracks and standing, despite my protests and hand-waving. She walked 
to the opposite end and stepped off the tracks. “Come on.”
I took a breath, and trod slowly, willing my face to drain of blood and appear cool 
and unconcerned. There were no side rails, and the open air winked between the 
blackened slats of the tracks beneath my feet, dropping steeply toward the rocks. She 
was fingering a pack of cigarettes when I reached her.
“Smoke?”
“Oh.” My mouth opened and closed ridiculously. “Yeah, sure.” She pulled two 
slender tubes from the cardboard, and laid them between her lips, lighting both with one 
whisk and chit of her plastic lighter. She drew on them until the ends glowed, then pulled 
one from her mouth and handed it to me. I placed my balled left fist beneath my right 
elbow in a half-arm cross, and held the cigarette between my first two fingers like I had 
seen my aunt Evy do. “Thanks,” I said, taking a small drag, and, by some miracle, 
managing to neither inhale nor choke.
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“I know you,” Maisie said. “What’s your n a m e . Farrah?”
“Faith.”
“Faith, right. Hot dog basket.” She nodded and took a long pull on her cigarette. 
“I’m Maisie.”
“Hi.” I waved stupidly with my lit cigarette, and touched it to my parted lips.
“I thought I was the only one who knew about this place,” she said, eyeing me. 
“Me too,” I said, lying because it was easier than telling the truth.
She walked back out onto the tracks and sat down. “Faith.” She punctuated my 
name with a period and sighed, looking out toward the creek’s progress, working its way 
down to the river. “You’re new,” she said. It wasn’t a question.
“We moved here a couple of months ago. From Troutdale,” I said, and dared to 
drag a bit longer on the cigarette. It burned a path to my lungs, where the cloud of smoke 
exploded in a tingling wave the spread out toward my fingertips. But I didn’t cough. 
“How old are you?” Maisie asked.
“Fifteen,” I lied.
“Fifteen?”
“I went to private school,” I lied again, almost without effort.
“Oh,” she said, and smiled. As if this explained everything. “No private schools 
in Crowfoot,” she said, and blew a ring of smoke into the airy void.
“No.” I walked out a few feet onto the trestle, and sat down Indian style between
the ties.
“You got a brother?”
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“No,” I said, sensing danger. “A sister. Her name is Constance. She’s younger.” 
“Constance and Faith. I bet your mom is a real firecracker,” she said, and I 
laughed, caught by surprise. She flicked the cigarette into the creek, and pulled 
something from the leg of her boot. “You found a boyfriend yet?” She asked, with a 
disarming smile.
I chuckled nervously, and shook my head, no.
“Well, all the guys around here are brainless fucking idiots, so don’t even bother.” 
She pulled the lid from the permanent marker she held, and began drawing on the tanned 
leather of her tall boots. She was working on the branches of an oak tree, its roots curled 
around her ankle. There were small pictures worked into the larger designs on both 
feet—faces and words and nonsense shapes.
“On your nose ring,” I said, stretching my neck to look her in the face, “have you 
painted something on the bead? I’ve always wondered.”
She looked up at me and reached with one hand toward her face, rolling the bead 
between her fingers, and smiling sincerely for the first time. “Yeah, it’s a pink dolphin. 
I’ve always liked dolphins.” She shook her head dismissively. “It’s stupid.”
“No, it’s good,” I said with enthusiasm, scooting closer to her and letting my 
cigarette fall through the planks.
“You like ink?” she asked, looking, hopefully I thought, into my face.
“I love it,” I said, not having any idea was she was talking about, but encouraged 
by the softness of her eyes.
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“I’m starting an apprenticeship soon. I’m working and saving right now so I can 
get an apartment in Salem.” Now she was the one who was lying, but I didn’t care. “But 
it’s cool,” she said, going back to the design and her boot. “They say the best thing for a 
beginning tattoo artist is to draw in three dimensions as much as possible.”
We sat quietly for a while, listening to the soft touch of the felt tip on her boot and 
the silver riffling of the water below. She finished the tree, and capped the pen.
“Nothing like drawing on skin though.”
“You’ve done it?”
“When I can convince someone to sit still for long enough,” she said, letting her 
eyes drift suggestively over my bare arms.
I smiled and shrugged.
“You’d have to take off your shirt,” she said, and something in the lowest part of 
my stomach began to pulse, warming me from the bottom up.
“My shirt?”
“So I can do your back.” She tapped the pen against her chin and winked.
When I began to pull my arms out of the T-shirt I wore, she hopped up and moved 
behind me on the tracks, settling down and pulling me into her straddled legs. I pulled the 
shirt clear of my bare back, strangling my fury that I hadn’t worn a bra that day, and let it 
hang from my neck.
“All the way off,” she said, and popped it over my head. “Don’t worry, it won’t 
hurt a bit.” I wrapped my arms across my chest, covering my tiny breasts. She ran her
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hands from my neck to the waist of my shorts, measuring the firmness around my 
kidneys, pressing the knobs of my shoulders and spine. “Your skin is perfect.”
My heart was beating so fiercely, I was sure she could feel it through the pen.
She worked intently for a few minutes, used long, broad strokes around my shoulders and 
arms, and working more delicately toward the middle. I could feel the steady warm 
pressure of her left hand on my shoulder, and the damp hush of her breath on the wet ink, 
which dried in seconds. “You want another smoke?” she asked, and I nodded.
She put down the pen and I heard her lighting the cigarettes, both in her mouth, 
and dropping the lighter back into her pocket. She handed one to me, and kept the other 
between her teeth. The filter was faintly wet, and I let my tongue run over the edges 
before taking an overconfident drag. I sputtered and coughed, causing her to pull back 
while I composed yourself. “I’m sorry,” I wheezed, flushing and embarrassed.
“S’okay,” she said, poking me in the ribs and bending over me once again. “It 
takes practice.” She was working down the right side and up the left, using soft, circular 
strokes in one spot, and hard, thick lines in another. I smoked carefully, hardly allowing 
myself to inhale and exhaling much longer than I needed to. Her hands alternately rested 
on the curve of my hip, the nape of my sloping neck, and the soft roll near my belly. I 
couldn’t say how long we sat together like that, talking and not talking, listening to the 
creek and the wind through the trees. When she was almost finished, she began softly 
blowing dry the freshest marks, and every hair on my body stiffened and swayed. 
“Maisie?”
“Yeah.”
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“I’m sorry about your brother.” The pen lifted from my skin, and I felt her, still 
and silent, look out again toward the water. She sighed, and snorted with disgust.
“You know what his last words were?” The tip o f  the pen hardened against my 
lowest ribs, and I made an inquiring sound. “His idiot friends made it a point to tell me -  
like it was poetry or something. He crushed a beer can on his forehead, launched off the 
ramp and said, ‘Eat shit motherfucker. ’ Beautiful, right? My brother.” I couldn’t think 
of anything to say. She finished the last details and capped the pen, but we didn’t move.
She suddenly took a deep breath and screamed, “Eat shit, motherfucker,” into the 
air, making me twist around, mindless of my T-shirt. She was breathing hard, but her 
eyes were dry and wide. Without thinking, I crawled toward her, shirtless and thirteen, 
and tried to pull her into my thin arms, rocking her like my mother did when I couldn’t be 
consoled. She struggled, and for a moment, I thought she would hit me. But finally, 
worldlessly, gave it up and fell forward onto my neck. We rocked together for a long 
time, her head on my shoulder, until we were both self-conscious and discomfited, our 
skin peeling apart where it had been pressed together.
She handed me my shirt and I turned away to put it on. She lit a cigarette, but 
didn’t offer me one.
“I didn’t mean t o . ”
“No, yeah it’s fine,” Maisie said, cutting me off and pointing in the direction from 
which I had come. “I’m headed that way.” I pointed in the opposite direction and smiled. 
“Well, then I’ll see you around, right?” she said, picking her way across the trestle.
“Sure,” I said, watching her go. “Hey, Maisie?”
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“What?”
“What is it?” I asked, looking over my shoulder and pulling the T-shirt away 
from my skin in the back.
She shrugged, and kept walking.
I would walk home that night, meeting no one, and arriving to an empty house. 
Craning my neck around to see in the mirror would prove unsatisfying, so I would 
position Dad’s camera on my dresser, set the timer, and take a picture of myself. I would 
walk around the house, using up the rest of the film on the things I wanted to remember; 
a basket of hairbrushes and barrettes and quilted ponytail holders, the yellow keys of my 
mother’s piano, the sack of empties behind the garage. Dad wouldn’t come home for 
three days, and when he did, it would be in the back of a police cruiser on charges of 
breaking into the hospital pharmacy and selling liquid morphine to minors. We would 
move back to Troutdale, where our grandparents would smooth our hair and feed us 
homemade donuts after church.
I would love other women, and show a few of them the shoebox where I kept the 
pictures along with my father’s letters and other things I wanted to forget. They would 
stroke my back making sympathetic noises, as if  the picture documented the source of 
pain. But the truth was that the hundreds of birds Maisie had drawn that day, crowded 
onto the smooth canvas of my tender skin and clutching it in their delicate talons, kept me 
safely suspended, hovering over still water and the dangers beneath it.
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Fetch and Swell
Faye signed the papers and sent them ahead with one of Stella’s house keys, 
which, for whatever reason, she’d never stripped from her ring. A thrift shop in Depoe 
Bay would haul away the furniture and household items and she had arranged for County 
Sanitation to drop off a five-yard dumpster. Her car was loaded with boxes of heavy 
black garbage bags, a few gallons of Clorox, and an ice chest full of cheap beer. It 
wouldn’t be a pleasant job, but with enough beer and a pair of thick leather gloves, she 
could empty her mother’s house, clean out the icebox on the back porch, and bury 
Captain Slick before the weekend was out.
She woke at dawn, stepping quietly through the bedroom so as not to disturb 
Jerry, who had worked the pit the night before.
“Sure you don’t want company?” he said, not bothering to lift his head out of the 
tangle of bedclothes.
“I said I didn’t.”
“Doesn’t seem like something you should do alone.”
“I’m there and back again tomorrow night. Go back to sleep.” She didn’t want 
him to press it, knowing she’d have to lie. But felt glad that he’d asked. She pocketed a 
stack of ones from her pile of tips on the bed stand. She’d buy him some saltwater taffy, 
she thought, after it was over and done.
Faye sped out of the high desert, up and over the pass and into the dripping basin 
of the western valley, taking back roads west of the Oregon Cascades to avoid the
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crowded coastal highway and its lolling weekend traffic. Driving faster as she got closer, 
she ignored the lush scenery and didn’t take her eyes from the regular orange dashes 
bisecting the road, which made her think of her mother’s damned breadcrumb trail.
Faye’s therapist claimed that Stella’s fixation on the tale was her confessed desire to be 
rid of her daughter. Little girls were always disappearing in such stories. But it wasn’t 
cruelty or vice that had kept her mother so distant, she thought, only the gnawing 
awareness of her own diminishment. Nibble, nibble, Stella had said to young Faye, 
when the rituals of bedtime or birthdays obliged.
The evergreens thickened outside her window and she began to recognize the dark 
tract of steep, winding road that would empty into the village where she had been born. 
Huge piles of corded wood—hemlock and fir, removed to make way for construction 
decades earlier—crowded the shoulder and ushered her toward the beach, socked in by an 
impenetrable mist. She felt the long driveway coming before she could see it, and made 
the turn almost by instinct, without need for white pebbles or breadcrumbs or a 
woodcutter’s mercy.
Overgrown huckleberry shrubs and wild rhododendrons were splayed around the 
yard, creeping up on the once-white house and making it seem larger than Faye knew it 
was. It was almost noon, but the huge stands of doug fir and a thick under-canopy of 
hardwood kept the lot dim on all but the sunniest of days. The house sat in a hollow 
between two coastal foothills, about a mile from the shore. Though you couldn’t see 
them, on a clear day the waves could be heard crashing mercilessly against the stony
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beach below. She stepped out of the car and paused to listen, but the salty vapor on the 
wind muted the ocean and made her ears ring in the insulated quiet.
Auggie Slick, the logger to whom Stella had been briefly married, built the 
cottage on a windward slope when land was still cheap. Its footprint was perfectly square, 
including a long back porch covered with sheet metal. Since she’d last seen them, the 
flower boxes had fallen from the front window ledges and lay half-buried among dead 
rosemary, dune grass and the crumbling foundation. The storm shutters were rusted 
brightly along their seams, mimicking the red paint that had long since flaked off into the 
wind. Gutters sagged from the eaves, rendered useless by a few seasons’ worth o f 
decomposed leaves, needles, and wind-blown sand. It was a house that to look at, you 
knew was empty. She fingered the spare key, pulled from its hiding place behind a 
broken brick, and stared at the iron horseshoe hanging above the swollen door—the only 
way in or out.
At eighteen Faye walked out that door, drove to Neskowin High for graduation 
and kept on driving, turning east at some point, and hurdling over the mountains. She 
found a job in a diner and rented a room near the interstate. The dry stir of freedom 
unsettled her, but she found comfort in traffic sounds that she dreamt came in floods, then 
ebbed. Years passed. Jerry had been one of her breakfast regulars and got her a job at the 
reservation casino, dealing blackjack. Native enough, he had said, lingering over her 
dark hair and eyes. He was a large, bear-like man with several ex-wives and a handful of 
kids. The twenty-odd years between them simplified things, and he never asked about 
her childhood or to meet her family. She made Christmas card promises of weekend
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visits home and always broke them, more sure as time passed that her mother was 
secretly grateful for the estrangement. How many times had she heard her say it? I just 
want to be alone.
The key clunked in the rusty tumblers, but the door opened easily onto a small 
sitting room containing earth-toned furniture in corduroy and canvas, set against 
yellowed walls. An arched entryway led to a kitchen with powder blue tiled counters and 
a windowed breakfast nook, where one could access a narrow hall revealing two tiny 
bedrooms and a bathroom with a pocket door. There was a fine layer of dust on the 
knotty pine floor, and Faye stepped carefully, recalling a time when she had slid across 
them in stocking feet. Her body remembered this place like a breeding hen remembers 
stream gravel. Salmon fry, she had once been told, were born with thick skin that made 
the struggle out of the egg sac, through river debris and the buried redd, possible. They 
fight to leave, but the scent of home waters, the dank estuary imprint, never fades.
She walked around, picking things up and putting them back down; a string of 
acorns hanging from the curtain rod, a trio of tarnished silver hand bells, a soft-bristled 
broom standing in one corner. Mix-matched buttons cluttered the round mouths of a few 
clamshells, placed along the windowsill. Faye’s room was all but empty, cleared out 
when she had left for good. Though she avoided the bedroom where Stella had died of a 
stroke two years before, she knew it would look just as she remembered -  the brass bed 
under the window, its porcelain knobs covered in painted violets. She chided herself for 
the sleepless night spent in anticipation of the trip. The wallpaper had faded, the floors 
warped, but she could still smell the same burnt coffee and vinegar, sardines and toasted
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rye as she passed through the kitchen to sit at the old pine table near the window. From 
there she could see a hill to the east, and the ancient Sitka spruce that hung over her 
earliest memories.
Wind had shaped the tree, drawing all of its angled limbs toward the sky and 
making it look more like a druid’s oak than a cone-bearing spruce. Vines and hanging 
moss lent romance to the place, which offered a wide shot of the blue horizon framed in 
green. Inspired by the wind, Stella had sung her stories there, tucked into a fern-lined 
depression with a growler of dark ale and a wooden cup. She told the tale of a miller’s 
foundling son, who plucked three golden hairs from the devil’s head to win a wife. Of 
the flat foot, great drooping lip, and the broad thumb of the three spinners. Of the candy 
house with sugar windows, and a boy-sized kiln. She spoke in petty riddles if she spoke 
at all, and Faye’s childhood was cluttered with such stories and wish-making, ways to 
find good luck and to predict calamity. But there was a time, Faye was almost sure of it, 
when her mother had loved her, and told her so.
She had been back briefly for the funeral, though it wasn’t much of a ceremony. 
To be the sole mourner at a back-lot graveside seemed an injustice the woman hadn’t 
quite deserved. Better to face it with respectful indifference. Stella Slick, born February 
4, 1940, died October 12, 1998; mother to Faye and Captain. She’d thought twice before 
including his name on the headstone -  but who would question it? Stella hadn’t been a 
woman to draw civilized attention. Settling the matter with the funeral home, she had 
asked the undertaker to hire someone to shut up the house, had the mail forwarded to 
Jerry’s condo, and taken a bottle of wine to bed.
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She never thought of selling -  if  only because it meant she would have to return, 
even briefly, for Captain’s sake. She found strange comfort in knowing the house stood 
empty. She didn’t open the first property tax bill. Others had arrived, and she had 
ignored them, just as Stella had, knowing she couldn’t possibly afford to pay and unsure 
of what else to do. By the time the IRS was regularly leaving messages and threatening 
to seize the house, she owed thousands. She would have to sell.
When people asked where she was from, Faye lied, naming a middle-sized town 
in the valley she had frequented as a teenager. After a few drinks, she would offer 
fabricated details of an idyllic childhood. A sweater-wearing father who always let her 
win at chess. A stay-at-home mother who had a different apron for every day of the week 
and still made her own sourdough. A sweet, soulful brother who wrote poetry and studied 
at the state college. She enjoyed telling these stories and only occasionally gave herself 
away. Jerry pretended not to notice when she slipped, saying something wise about 
families and their many faces.
The truth: Faye had no memory of Auggie Slick, who moved south with the 
timber harvest before she was out of diapers, and of whom Stella never spoke. When, at 
nearly forty-five years old, Stella revealed a second pregnancy to her teenaged daughter, 
she kept just as quiet. Faye daydreamed that this silence was hewn out of some tragic 
romance, but a portside tryst seemed more likely. She assumed he had been a 
fisherman— a breed of man her mother loved best. She had the occasion to meet such 
men near the cannery, adjacent to the drowsy harbor, where she worked in the nurse’s 
office. They would come in with crushed fingers, net burns, and any number of ghastly
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injuries caused by slippery decks and long barbed hooks. Their wounds were mostly left 
untended, and festered for weeks before they made it to shore. Stella had a weakness for 
maimed things, and after a few restorative drinks at the main street tavern, would 
sometimes bring them home where she could minister to their baser needs. But once the 
gashes had scabbed over and they had regained strength in their sinewy limbs, she sent 
the sailors back out to sea.
Though Faye made a half-hearted search of the house, she knew where Captain 
would be. Stella Slick was a woman who took comfort in safe places. She hid all her 
valuables, and tucked away even seemingly worthless items, Faye thought, out of habit. 
As a child, she regularly came across caches of fingernail polish in the dark corners of the 
linen closet, boxes of scented tampons squeezed into the space behind a dresser, and 
enameled hairpins rattling around in the baking soda tin. But the freezer was her favorite 
spot. Not only did it defy the average criminal acumen, it protected its contents from fire, 
vermin, and mildew. She’d purchased the icebox when a nearby gas station was bought 
out, and paid to have the outgoing owner install it on the back porch. It was an old 
upright, its double steel doors opening outward at waist level—the kind used to store 
blocks of ice and slow game.
Faye had always been frightened of the monolith, which hummed and belched a 
sinister cloud whenever her mother opened it. A cloth-covered power cord snaked up into 
the house through the bathroom’s back window, chilling the room by association. Even 
when she was old enough to know better, bathrooms were places Faye didn’t waste time.
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Approaching it from the kitchen, Faye felt a familiar, if  absurd, reluctance. She 
entered the narrow hall, and saw that the pocket door was closed. She paused, straining 
for audible proof that the freezer still worked. Nothing. Though she had cut off the water, 
trash service, and gas after her mother’s death, she sent a check to the power company 
every month. She flicked the hallway light switch. The bulb sputtered, flashed and then 
popped, making her jump in alarm and dousing the darkness with white blotches as her 
eyes adjusted.
“God damn,” she said, her words echoing. She shook her head, strode with 
heavy, resolute steps toward the door’s icy latch, and slid it open.
The low drone of the freezer rang out through the space in the window forced by 
the cord. Faye let out her held breath in a cloud. Termites had done a job on the sink 
cabinet and wainscoting, and a fine layer of mold covered the exterior wall. Keeping the 
damp surfaces of the house clear had been a constant battle. Stella hadn’t been troubled 
by fungus or anything else the climate foisted upon them, and was always putting her 
hands into dangerous and disgusting substances. Faye had seen her scoop up mushroom 
caps in her palm, using her hard forearms to brush stems from the spongy linoleum 
behind the oven; pull dead seagulls from the chimney when the stink gave them away; 
insert her glossy red nails into a salmon’s throat, ripping it from gills to guts with her 
slippery fingers. N urse’s training, her mother explained. Who has time fo r  gloves? But 
Faye had to steel herself as she approached the toilet, intent on removing the bottle of gin 
she knew would be submerged in the perfectly clean water of the tank -  one of her 
mother’s many secret places.
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“Anyone home?” A male voice bounced off the kitchen walls, and Faye nearly 
dropped the dripping bottle. Concealing it in the front pocket of her hooded sweatshirt, 
she clumsily replaced the tank’s lid.
“One second,” Faye shouted, turning toward the door. A tall man in a sweat- 
stained baseball cap stood in the living room and Faye caught sight of a second man 
outside sliding up the door of a moving truck. “Sorry— I didn’t hear you drive up.
You’re from St. Vincent’s, then?” she said, burying her hands in the deep pocket of her 
sweatshirt and around the gin bottle.
“The door was open,” he said, nodding. “This your place?”
“No. I’m just getting it ready for the new owner,” Faye lied. “It’s all going, so 
take whatever you can use.”
The man nodded, looking into the dim corners of the room. “Been empty a while, 
if  I remember. My wife’s sister lives down the way,” he said, by way of explanation and 
motioning toward the beach. He pounded the cushions of the davenport. “You know the 
broad that lived here?” The man squinted at her, tonguing a dip of tobacco he had lodged 
beneath his lower lip. Judging by the knotted muscle in his forearms and the small scars 
freckling his hands and wrists, Faye guessed him to be an off-season crabber. He was 
thick and ruddy, his head and neck hairless and chapped-looking under the hat and 
grubby T-shirt. She imagined he had known Stella, had been in the house before, perhaps 
shared a jug of rum in the brass bed.
“I didn’t know her.”
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“I’ve heard some stories,” he said, slapping his shucked gloves against his wide
thigh.
Faye glanced toward the door. “There’ll be a lot you won’t want. Would fifty 
bucks make throwing it into the dumpster worth it for you and your friend?”
“Sure,” he said. “Not a problem.” He lumbered down the steps, carrying a 
wicker umbrella stand under one arm.
She sat on the hood of her car, watching as they dragged furniture out of the 
house, and sipping the cold gin from a jelly jar she found in one of the kitchen cupboards. 
She let the cool liquor pool in her mouth, inhaling the pine breeze. When they had taken 
everything of value and loaded the rest into the dumpster, Faye signed the receipt and 
counted out the cash.
“That freezer on the back porch—you interested in selling?” The crabber asked 
as she handed over the money. Faye meant to discourage him, but something stopped 
her.
“If you can come back tomorrow and haul it, you can have it,” she said. “I won’t
tell.”
He winked at her and pointed with a sausage finger, then climbed into the truck. 
She thought about waving him back, inviting him to return that night and share the gin in 
front of a fire. But remembering, let them pass. Faye pulled a sleeping bag and a few 
granola bars from the back seat of her car, and went inside.
A vicious chill set in as the sun went down, and she could see her breath, with 
what light remained, as she walked through the near-empty rooms of the house. A neat
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pile of wood and a basket of shavings still sat in one corner of the empty living room, and 
she pulled up a milk crate to lay a fire. The dust lying on the ancient potbelly stove sent 
up an acrid cloud of smoke when Faye finally got it started. It burned too hot, like the 
fires they’d lit after a day on the beach, and her cold hands stung as they warmed. She 
drank the rest of the gin -  thinking it best to save the beer. She would face the freezer in 
the morning, and Captain Slick. Then, she would drink cold beer from the ice chest all 
the way home, and never look back.
She dreamt she was walking on the beach. She knew it was Stella’s beach 
because the sand was a little darker, a little rougher than sand ought to be. A storm was 
coming in, and wind pulled at her long hair, twisting it up and over her head in a curling 
column. She walked among the stumps of the ghost forest; a tract of huge petrified trees 
rising out of the sand at the water’s edge. An earthquake had separated Stella’s Sitka 
from her brothers, displacing the trees thousands of years ago, or so she’d been told. But 
Faye always thought they looked more like the ancient pilings of an enormous pier, built 
by a race of giants.
Her dream self began walking toward the water, never seeming to reach its edge. 
But the water was receding, she realized, exposing the long, smooth sides of the ghost 
trees and a vast expanse of the sea floor in its retreat. She kept walking, passing the 
stumps and running her hands along their salt-softened skin, stepping over fish flopping 
at her feet. Seaweed lay twisted around pieces of shell and wriggling crabs, hanging in 
slippery ropes from the lower portions of the barnacled stumps. She stopped, trying to
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remember something about the trees, about the strange behavior of the water. And then 
she heard her mother’s voice from very far away. W ho’s nibbling at my little house?
She knew the answer. “The wind, Mama. It’s the wind.” Remembering the story 
and Gretel’s words, she screamed into the gale, “The heaven-born wind.” She scanned 
the horizon, a thinning line of cobalt in front of her, the blurred green hills at her back.
She heard the wave before she saw it. A thin, throaty wail deepening into a soul- 
separating roar. She looked up and saw it, a living wall of water, too massive to fit into 
her imagination, reducing her to a tiny speck on the face of the heaving world.
She woke up gasping, feeling half-drowned and still drunk. She crawled on her 
hands and knees to the kitchen, where she threw up the gin and granola into the porcelain 
sink. She’d been having the dream all her life, and berated herself for the last few drinks, 
which had certainly brought it on. It was near dawn, and she could see the Sitka Spruce 
begin to take shape in the reddening sky. Red sky in morning, sailors take warning, she 
mumbled to herself, hearing her mother’s words as if  she were standing beside her. She 
found a shovel leaning against the side of the house just where she knew it would be, and 
walked up the hill to dig a grave.
For want of a wedding ring, they had strung a blue glass bead on a bit of twine 
and swung it over Stella’s rounded belly. She called it a pointless chore, that she knew 
she’d deliver a son, but Faye insisted, excited by her mother’s strange transformation and 
determined to participate in it. At seventeen, she could just have easily been carrying the 
babe, and was, at times, astonished that she hadn’t thought of it first. There were plenty
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of willing rousters at her small high school. That Stella, at such an age, had chosen 
pregnancy (a choice being the only conceivable notion as Stella was nothing if not 
deliberate) had fostered within her daughter penitent awe. As if, she imagined, the child 
were a love letter, unspoken and unacknowledged, between the two women. Stella swore 
she’d stop drinking and Faye pretended to believe her. The bead swung between them, 
side-to-side, maybe driven by an autumn gust, but divining boy just the same.
But as the days grew shorter and the gray pale of winter advanced, Stella grew 
sickly and brooding. She stopped working at the cannery, and spent each day at the 
kitchen table, staring out the window and up at the Sitka. Because she still believed they 
could be happy, Faye ignored the bottles Stella began hiding around the house, and 
rushed home after school each day to lay her hands on the stretched skin of her mother’s 
belly. Holding their boy still as her mother slept. Holding Stella’s head as she retched. 
When, a few days before Christmas, a fox sparrow blundered into the house through the 
open bathroom window, Stella grew very quiet, and Faye prayed to all the gods she could 
name as she shooed it out with a broom.
They wrapped the tiny colorless body in a length of cheesecloth and placed it in a 
Gold Medal flour crock. When Stella turned her face away, Faye named him Captain 
Slick, picturing Defoe’s lusty pirate, and whispered the story into the tiny curl of his 
seashell ear. Although Stella never said a word, Faye believed he had been dead in the 
womb a long time before the birth pains came on, overdue. Her mother’s face hardened 
and her evening walks among the ghostly stumps on the beach got longer and longer. It 
was January, and the ground beneath the Sitka Spruce was veined with cold, unyielding
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clay. W e’ll bury him when the weather turns, her mother said, and put Captain in the 
freezer.
Faye didn’t needed the bolt cutters she’d brought -  the icebox’s padlock was 
rusted in two pieces and fell away when she rapped it sharply with the flat of her hand. 
She’d emptied an old wheelbarrow full of dirt and decayed sweet fern and dragged it to 
the back porch. The left door opened without much effort, but no amount of pulling or 
levering the right side handle did any good. She would have to empty one side, and then 
crawl in to finish the job. She pulled on a sweatshirt, slipped on the thick gloves, and 
cracked a beer.
The first few layers seemed harmless enough. Sea run cutthroat and steelhead, 
Chinook, Coho salmon, sea bass, halibut, flounder and surf perch made up the first load, 
wrapped in plastic bread sacks and staring, gratefully she thought, toward the sky’s 
expanse. She pulled out newspaper clippings slipped into Ziploc baggies, shoe boxes full 
of frozen romance novels, and dozens of withered red roses wrapped in tinfoil. Most of 
what she hauled to the dumpster was unrecognizable: mysterious shapes frozen together 
in no discernable order. It took an hour to empty the left side. The deep freeze hadn’t 
loosened its grip, despite having been unplugged all night. She took a break to measure 
her progress, ate a stick of pepperoni, and sidled the wheelbarrow closer to the icebox.
She stepped inside and knelt on the icebox floor, spending a few moments trying 
to push the door open from the inside without success. Reaching blindly into the frosty 
locker, she hurled the contents out into the positioned wheelbarrow. A pair of red leather
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dance shoes. A packet of clove cigarettes. A bag full of brittle wishbones. The next load 
contained a roll of bamboo placemats, a twenty-pound turkey, a skein of blue yarn, and 
two jugs of butter-colored liquid. She had nearly filled a third load when she finally 
reached the bottom, and Captain’s crock.
She stopped, breathing hard with her efforts, and sank deeper on her haunches 
inside the icebox. By some acoustical miracle, she could hear the waves crashing on the 
beach and its ghost forest below. She tried not to think of her mother in the shadowy days 
after Captain’s arrival; smelling of punked wine and sour milk, wandering the beach and 
the hill under the Sitka, her back bowed under some invisible burden. I  ju s t want to be 
alone, she’d said, and never stopped saying it.
At first, Faye believed Stella needed her, and tiptoed toward her with lavender 
satchels and tea brewed from valerian root and rosehips. She combed her dark hair, when 
she would sit for it, and hummed cradlesongs. When Stella insisted on walking alone, 
Faye would watch at the kitchen window, ready to burst out at the first sign of weeping. 
But Stella did not weep. She stayed drunk and away, shouting at her daughter when she 
tried to follow. She went back to work and haunted the tavern, bringing home fisherman 
and truckers in town for the night, no longer bothering to hide her empties. That June, 
when Faye used the money she earned digging bait to buy a rusted Volkswagen, Stella 
stayed indoors for a week on her best behavior, but never asked her to stay. She pinned a 
jeweled bluebird to the collar of her graduation robes, and stood on the porch as Faye 
backed out of the driveway.
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She sat quietly in the freezer, hoping her gloves were thick enough to keep off the 
chill of the ruined boy, cold for so long. She considered, quite suddenly, how easy it 
would be to swing the door closed and fall asleep. Her limbs were already numb, her 
fingers warm and stiff inside the protective gloves. A sleepy, comfortable feeling 
swelled in her chest. She was tired. Who wouldn’t be? Why not close the door against 
the rising wind and lay her head for a few minutes against the smooth, rippled surface of 
the freezer’s coils?
Faye shook her head. Yes, they belonged together. But not here. That’s not how 
the story went. The witch is dead, brother. And mother too. She glanced toward the 
styrofoam chest where the beer swam in water and ice. It would be easy enough to keep 
from Jerry, who was both uninterested and accepting of her curiosities. He kept elk in a 
chest freezer that stood in a dark corner of the garage, only half full.
But there was something wrong. She stared at the crock from her cross-legged 
position on the floor of the icebox, and tried to work it out. It was cracked in several 
places, the frosty exterior streaked with melting ice. The ceramic surface had warped at 
the corners, making it bulge slightly along the rectangular length and breadth. The lid 
had unsealed, and sat slightly askew. The whole thing looked as if it had frozen in a 
fluid, unstructured state, as if  it had been underwater for a very long time. Faye reached 
for it.
It fell apart in her hands. The enamel flaked away and crumbled like wet 
cornmeal, causing the crock to collapse in on itself in one unbroken moment. Empty.
She drove for an hour before she could bring herself to take off the gloves.
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Faye went to work the next day, and the next. She did laundry and rolled 
quarters. She bought a new bathmat and made huge batches of pad thai that lasted for 
days. She poured vodka into a used water bottle and took it with her everywhere. Weeks 
passed of warm, dry weather— a record for September, the newspaper said. A check 
came in the mail—not much after the IRS took their share, and she put it in a drawer.
She woke several times a night, dreaming of the ocean and all the hiding places she 
hadn’t checked; a loose board in the porch steps, the shifty boulder near the Sitka. She 
watched Jerry sleep and wondered if any of it had really happened, or if  it were just 
another of her mother’s stories. Maybe one she’d told herself.
The drought broke a few days into October. Faye was running to her car, 
shielding her hair with a library book, late for her weekend shift. It may have been 
something about the mottled grey sky—the canopy of clouds a little lower and more 
dense than usual. Or maybe the strange amalgamation of warm, dusty earth and the cool 
moisture of the deluge. Whatever it was made her remember walking on the beach with 
her mother. She remembered the sting of blown sand on their ankles and the salt spray 
that wet their head and shoulders. The stumps of the ghost forest pocked the sunlit waves 
like broken, mammoth teeth—but were beautiful in their endurance. Together, they 
searched the beach for white pebbles, which Stella shook in her hands like dice as they 
strolled.
“Once the old woman was dead, they searched her house and found chests full of 
jewels and pearls in every corner,” Stella said, her voice barely audible over the shrieking
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of gulls. “ ‘These are far better than pebbles,’ says Hansel. And he thrusts into his 
pockets whatever could be got in, and Gretel says, ‘I, too, will take something home with 
me,’ and fills her pinafore full. ‘But now we must be off,’ says Hansel, ‘that we may get 
out of the witch's forest.’”
Stella kept the pebbles in a mason jar, hidden beneath the stony roots of the 
ancient trees, the ghosts of trees she’d called them, on the beach. A token left in memory 
of the great forest that once stood there, now reduced to twisted, tortured shapes that 
scream silently from another epoch. Probably still there, Faye thought, standing still in 
the falling rain.
We are still there, and it is real.
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II.
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I Would Be The High Point of Water
The headwaters of the river I am thinking of rise in the southern Cascade 
Mountain trench of Western Oregon. Here, the water is laden with the milky silt of 
underground passages, winding through the mountains and erupting inside a long glacial 
valley to fall gracelessly, hundreds of feet over the face of a craggy hillside. The pool 
below is all mist and bellow, you cannot hear your heart beating or the thrum of the 
highway. Driving, we will pass through small towns of European sensibility, touting 
schnitzel lunch joints and antique stores. We will buy bait at roadside strawberry stands, 
the last stop for a hundred miles. We will not mind the rain and sleep in puddles.
But it will be that river of milk, flowing out of the violence of a moss-lined pool 
that we won’t be able to shake. So nutrient-rich, nothing can grow in it, no fish to catch. 
We will walk its banks as far as the fragrant scrub will allow, and talk about diving in, 
fully clothed, regardless of the spring violence of the dripping passes and the maelstrom 
of water it imagines. There is nothing too dangerous we won’t risk for beauty.
And if I stuck my hand in up to the elbow, would my fingers disappear? You will 
say no, and want to cast a line anyway. I will be poised, there, above a clouded eddy, 
with a net.
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A Giant of Its Kind
I had left home a girl and would come back a woman -  or so Mrs. Weiblich told 
me, as we knelt together over her open suitcase and examined the various implements for 
hiding, perfuming, and absorbing the fact. This final indignity ended a week of prayer 
meetings, female enmity, and the forced intimacy of cabin cots, before settling into the 
pit of my stomach and staining my favorite skirt. I shrugged off Mrs. Weiblich’s 
insistence that I call home, and spent the last day reading the back of a Kotex box, 
miraculously excused from camp activities. The next morning, I pinched the thick swab 
of cotton between my legs, knees locked, and stepped carefully off the bus in the church 
parking lot. Pop was there, and when he made a move to throw me over his shoulder, as 
was our custom, I screamed directly into his split-tomato ear. Mrs. Weiblich, frowning at 
the absence of my mother, gripped my shoulders with both hands and pushed me toward 
the truck and my sister, past my blinking father, and was gone. Pop, who disapproved of 
camp and the church handout that made it possible, climbed into the truck, and blew the 
horn at Mrs. Weiblich’s retreating back. “Old bitch,” he said, and Heidi laughed.
“What stinks?” I said, after dropping my bag into the back and lifting myself 
gingerly onto the bench seat. A soft, rotting smell permeated the cab, a savory, 
poisonous odor that made the tender skin of my nostrils ooze.
“Don’t ask,” Heidi said, holding her nose. Neither offered anything by way of 
explanation, but Pop swelled in the driver’s seat, blowing out his chest and keeping his 
eyes on the road ahead.
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I remember him as a startlingly large man -  made larger by our child eyes and 
ballooning that summer, until we couldn’t take a step without running into the hairy 
breadth of him. His face was smooth and round, with wide cheeks covered in sandy 
whiskers, darker than the bright hair on his head. It fell to his shoulders from the crescent 
edges of a shiny bald dome, freckled and sun damaged, usually kept hidden under a 
baseball cap. His nose was crooked and pointed where it should have curved -  like 
carved up cauliflower -  splashed with an intricate web of broken blood vessels that on 
first glance, made him look jolly. Incalculably strong, he was capable of lifting entire 
refrigerators in search of lost hamsters, shouldering picnic tables with ease and throwing 
near-grown girls far out into the deepest green holes of river bends. But his energy faded 
quickly without need of heroism or grand gesture. He liked to lie on his back, his tree- 
trunk legs spread wide and his thick skull resting on crossed and open wrists. We would 
scale the hills of his body, the ropes of thigh muscle, the great round circumference of his 
belly, a solidness we knew well. To us, he was a monument of maleness, a glorious 
viking king of the suburban Northwest. I knew too much, even then, to openly adore 
him, but somehow understood we were suspended that summer. Blessed, temporarily, 
with ignorance of his viking sin.
The first stop was the Korner Kitchen, where our mother picked up extra weekend 
shifts. When she cupped my chin and kissed the part in my hair, I caught a whiff of the 
tea rose lotion she used to soothe her bleach-chapped hands. The dimple that showed up 
on the left side of her smile was as deep and soft as her loamy eyes, which rode the
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downward sweep of a round nose in a perpetual squint of exertion. “Camp was good?” 
she said, but it was not a question, and she hurdled past me to jam a ticket into the cook’s 
stainless steel spindle.
She served us Reubens with foil-tipped toothpicks piercing thick layers of corned 
beef. I thought I tasted rose petals tucked underneath the quarter slices of rye, fleshy and 
sour. It made my stomach churn, and I held my belly just above the scented maxi pad in 
my underwear. Heidi and Pop were sparring with the pickle spears left on their plates, 
and she fell laughing into him, almost falling off of the brown booth seat, when Pop 
lunged forward and bit through the pickle in Heidi’s hand. He waved it over my plate a 
few times, and when I looked away and out toward the parked truck, he gave a short 
laugh and dropped it into my glass of Orange Crush, pulling himself up and out from the 
table. Heidi joggled the handles of the candy coin machines standing near the door while 
our parents spoke in quick sharp syllables.
“You won’t forget?” she said, digging into the deep pockets of her apron. It struck 
me, watching them, that I hadn’t seen my mother without the uniform all summer -  not 
since Pop’s unemployment checks stopped coming. She even wore it to the early Sunday 
service, saving time for communion before walking us home and catching the bus. 
Sometimes prayer is more important than breakfast, she said. But we knew better.
Their voices became hushed and urgent. I swatted at Heidi’s bare arm with the 
back of my fingers until she glared and huddled beneath the candy machine. “I heard 
you,” he said, stuffing a few bills she handed him into the shallow pocket of his trunks.
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“If Deit calls again, tell him I’ll have it by the end of the day,” he said over our heads, as 
we followed him through the swinging door.
Deit was our great uncle and sometimes landlord. Pop didn’t trust him because he 
was a dirty European. In reality, Deit was one of the cleanest men I’d ever seen in real 
life, with neatly pressed blue jeans and bright shirts. But that didn’t seem to figure into 
Pop’s assessment. On the rare visits we made to the double-wide where he and Aunt 
Nelly, Mom’s sister, lived, he’d serve us hard little aniseed cookies and ask us to sit on 
his lap. He owned the duplex we lived in, along with a dozen others just like it, all over 
town.
I stood next to the truck and waited for Pop to unlock the door, clenching and 
unclenching my thighs. “I want to go home,” I said, climbing in. The black vinyl seats 
were hot, and Heidi was hopping between us.
“Can’t,” he said. “I got stuff to do.”
“Well why do we have to go?” I was desperate for a bath and the exploration of 
my mother’s bathroom cabinets and couldn’t quite keep the malice out of my voice. He 
narrowed his eyes and turned his face toward me.
“I suppose you’d like to babysit your sister, would you?”
I sighed. Just after school let out, Pop had left us for the afternoon, against my 
mother’s wishes and under solemn vows of secrecy. We were thrilled with the sudden 
freedom, and while I strummed my father’s guitars (which we were forbidden to touch), 
Heidi had climbed the flimsy shelves of the bookcase standing in our parents’ room. 
After one shelf buckled, the whole structure came down on top of her, bringing
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paperback novels, dusty bric-a-brac, and the Rainbow Brite telephone (purchased second­
hand by our mother for Heidi’s birthday) down on top o f  her. Three stitches. The scar on 
the side of her face was a months-long reminder to both Pop and my sister -  the former 
having been castigated by my mother for leaving us in the first place; the latter’s birthday 
present having been broken in the fall -  of my ineptitude.
“W e’ll go home soon enough,” he said, and tussled my sister’s blonde head.
Heidi leaned over toward the steering wheel to beep the horn at my mother, who waved 
at us through the diner’s front window.
Next stop— Chucky’s. I believe Pop tried not to go there, tried to honor our 
mother’s wishes that we be spared the experience. But as with almost everything, her 
influence on him faded in direct relation to her physical distance. Pop was the kind of 
man who, saddled with the unknowable responsibility of daughters, suffered his duty 
with frequent and secret rituals of endurance. These shouts to manhood most often 
included cheap bourbon and Chucky, whose own story was as mysterious and familiar. 
They were both masters of concealment -  Pop from our pious mother and Chucky from a 
court ordered twelve-step group -  sneaking nips from a brown paper-covered bottle Pop 
kept in the glove box. Their self-satisfied laughter echoed off the rock walls of the 
Colombia Gorge, the parquet floors of bowling allies, the massive screen at the Motor Vu 
drive-in, and anywhere else we passed the time that summer. We learned to let him reveal 
these trips as he would; if  the agenda wasn’t none o f  our business, it was a surprise.
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Chucky lived in a dark fir-sided duplex (not one of Deit’s) that sat low to the 
ground, surrounded by sloping hills covered with blackberry briars, big as whole houses 
themselves. The garage door had broken half-open, and Pop had to double over until his 
hair dragged on the weed-choked pavement to enter. We could hear him calling Chucky’s 
name from the truck, which we were never allowed to leave. When it came to visiting 
Chucky, Pop was not above buying our silence. Promises of swimming pools and roller- 
skates helped to keep us quiet, even though he knew we would never actually rat him out. 
I sensed then what I would know years later: besides us, Chucky was his only friend.
“Seriously, what is that smell?” I asked Heidi, who hung out the open truck 
window at the waist, away from the stench.
“Chicken noodle casserole. Pop was supposed to take it to Church on Sunday, but 
he stuck it under the seat and forgot. We found it this morning.” It was Friday. “We 
thought a squirrel had crawled up under the truck and died,” Heidi said. I pulled my T- 
shirt up over my nose, inhaling the new strange scent of myself, equally disgusted.
We could hear Pop and Chucky arguing from the garage. Chucky was insisting 
upon something, that it was the only option, and Pop was incredulous. It was not difficult 
to guess that the conflict was about money; that was the only thing that they ever argued 
about. Who owed them, or who would lend them money. How to get cash for the 
cinema, the county fair, a babysitter. There were code words for their more sinister aims, 
which I interpreted to represent another bottle, a bet at the speedway, or maybe a bag of 
weed. But they were uncomplicated men, and even under the most desperate
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circumstances, proved unequal to the requirements of criminal, or mildly dangerous 
means of advancement.
I opened the truck door and slid to the ground, careful to make sure my shorts 
didn’t ride up in the back.
“What?” Pop said, when he saw me at the garage door.
“Have to pee.”
Chucky appeared from behind his broken down VW Rabbit. He was Pop’s age, 
but moved with the jerky anxiety of someone much younger. He was slim and bruised- 
looking, with short hair and a square, blotchy face. He walked slowly and spoke with a 
lethargic, disconnected drawl; but there was something quick around his eyes that made 
me uneasy. As if his awkwardness was an act he could shrug off with the right 
opportunity. We had been told stories of his youthful days as a soldier, an elite, how he 
had broken both legs jumping from a hovering helicopter, which explained the limp. I 
was pretty sure that was a lie—Pop was a voracious liar when it came to building up 
those he needed. Chucky’s limp was a part of him, like his complexion and the 
predisposition toward alcoholism—it had been born in.
“Can she pee?” Pop asked Chucky, impatiently. Chucky didn’t answer but waved 
her in through the door that opened up on the kitchen.
The interior of the duplex was dark. Thick blankets were draped over the 
windows, which had been lined with tinfoil. Even so, I could see that while it wasn’t 
clean by any stretch most of Chucky’s things were stacked in tidy piles, and neat, 
organized arrangements of furniture and decor. It surprised me. The bathroom was at the
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back of the house, past two closed doors that kept the hall even darker than the rest of the 
house. I flipped on the switch, and blinked in the sudden light.
I upended an empty garbage can under the sink, and placed it carefully in front of 
the mirror, which was hung too high for me to see my lower half. Stepping up on the 
makeshift stool, I turned my back on the mirror and stood on tip toes, trying to get a view 
of my behind—to check for stains or telltale lumps. Nothing. I turned to face my 
reflection. I looked exactly the same.
I flushed the toilet in case they were listening, and made my way back to the 
garage. Just outside the door, I heard Pop using his whisper shout, and knew he was 
angry.
“You’re telling me we can’t unload this stuff anywhere else?”
“That’s not what I said. I said he’s the only one who wants it today. This is not 
my emergency, pal.”
“Jesus Chuck. I don’t like this. Why can’t you just go down there without me?” 
“If he knows I’m involved, he’ll freak. Last time one of his little whore girlfriends 
had a bad trip and the prick still blames me. But he doesn’t know you.”
“And what makes you think he’ll do the deal with some guy he doesn’t know?” 
“Fuck you, man. It’s not me who needs the money. If I had any doubt you 
couldn’t talk past him, I wouldn’t have suggested it.”
They were silent for a few minutes, and I thought I heard Pop take a step or two 
toward the door.
“I hate hippies. I really do.”
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Chucky laughed in a way that made it clear he didn’t find anything funny.
“Come on,” Pop roared into the house. I nearly bit my tongue in half. He walked 
through the door, stuffing a clear plastic baggie into his fanny pack. I ducked past him 
and through the garage door, climbing back up into the cab beside Heidi.
“You two -  in the back,” Pop said, as he and Chucky approached the truck. Heidi 
was down and up over the tailgate before I had even opened the door. Normally, these 
rare rides in the back excited us both, but the prospect of bouncing against the ribbed 
surface of the truck’s bed was suddenly unappealing.
Chucky appeared at the passenger side door and cocked his head at me, then 
grimaced at the smell.
“Out,” Pop said. Chucky averted his eyes as I slid down past him and onto the 
grass, giving him a wide berth. It was unusually hot, even for August, and the neck and 
armholes of Chucky’s shirt were already dark and hanging.
“Where are we going, Pop?” Heidi shouted through the truck’s back window. I 
climbed carefully over the side and cleared one corner of dirt and debris, sitting down as 
gently as I could on the small duffle full of camp clothes, and sticking out both legs in 
front of me.
“It’s a surprise,” was Pop’s muffled reply.
They blindfolded Heidi first. I stood next to the truck, waiting. The heat of the 
black tar asphalt radiated through the thin rubber soles of my plastic sandals. When I 
shifted the weight off of one foot, I inadvertently laid my shoulder against the burning
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truck panel. I gasped and both men whirled around from where they stood with Heidi, 
until they realized it was nothing, just too hot. They released her and led her by the hand 
from the back of the open tailgate to the sandy shoulder of the road. A wide grin was 
spread across the lower half of her face, below the long white tube sock that was 
stretched over her eyes. The yellow ringers of the sock that sprouted in a fat knot on the 
back of her head were only slightly brighter then the braids that sat on her shoulders. I 
was next.
“This’ll be fun,” said Pop, his voice sounding playful as it went up an octave at 
the end. His effort made me nervous. “Like Marco Polo -  you girls love that game.” 
When I didn’t smile like Heidi did, he poked me with a sausage-sized finger just below 
my armpit—half warning, half request. “Don’t be such a drag,” he whispered. But he 
gave me an anxious, crooked smile as he stretched the sock over my eyes, and smoothed 
my hair to make sure I understood his unspoken apology.
The blindfold smelled of cut onions and Ben Gay, with a slight trace of the fabric 
softening sheets my mother used in the dryer. The sock had been tied so tightly that my 
eyelids didn’t budge when I strained to open them. I could hear Heidi, high up on Pop’s 
shoulders, squealing as we made our way across the narrow road and down the 
embankment I had seen from the car. I could smell wild onions and skunkweed growing 
in the creek bottom we would have to cross before we reached the backwater of the river. 
Bees motored past my head toward overripe marionberry bushes and wilted rhodies. We 
had been on this stretch of the Columbia before, but downstream on the northern side, 
where families laid out blankets on the rocky shore.
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I held onto Pop’s arm with both hands, taking tentative steps and trying to 
anticipate the gravel on the riverside of the road. Its unstable crunch came sooner than I 
expected, and I pulled hard on his arm, leaning back, away from the slope. Heidi 
screamed and I heard her hands slap around Pop’s face for a tighter grip. He swore and 
stopped.
“Chucky -  take this one.” Pop thrust his hand, with mine attached, in Chucky’s 
direction, then shook me loose. I could hear the rustling of burdens being exchanged, 
Heidi’s excited breathing, and in the distance, a car approaching on the road behind me. 
The passing car sounded like a freight train, a Mack truck, a legion of motorcycles, all 
thundering inches from my head. The car’s backwash drove dust and small pebbles into 
my mouth, ears, rubber sandals, breaking a dam in my throat and causing me to yell my 
father’s name, the words swallowed in a steel-scented tornado. And then warm hands 
grabbed my thighs and suddenly my stomach was folded over Chucky’s bony shoulder, 
legs braced against his narrow chest. The noise of the road faded as we descended, and I 
was so grateful I forgot to worry about the wad between my legs being dislodged.
“Chuck, you shithead,” Pop said. Heidi sucked in her breath at the curse. I 
guessed he had turned to see me slung over Chucky. “Now how’s that gonna look?” The 
tender bones of my pelvis dug into Chucky’s sharp clavicle as he shifted and settled my 
weight. His damp hand was sunk deep into the pits of my knees, the individual 
roughness of his fingertips pressing hard into my thigh. Pop set down Heidi, her tennis- 
shoes making delicate cracking noises on the pine-needle covered path. His big hands 
grabbed me under the armpits and off of Chucky, who grunted.
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“This is stupid,” Chucky muttered. “I told you -  kids are allowed down here, 
they’re all over the place, no one cares,” he said. His words were followed by the gritty 
click of a cigarette lighter. Where he had touched me, in the tender pivot of my legs, felt 
cold, and I clung fiercely to Pop’s hot fingers.
“I care, Chuck. And you better believe my old lady cares,” Pop said, his clutch on 
me tightening with involuntary emphasis. “I need the money today -  and if this is where 
your guy does business, fine. But Dorene will set every preacher in the state on me if she 
finds out I brought them here,” he whisper-shouted, as if, by virtue of the ridiculous tube 
sock, we were deaf as well as blind. I turned away from them, one hand still anchored to 
Pop, and slipped three fingers of the free hand under the tight sock. I pulled as hard as I 
could, and was able to loosen it enough to open my eyes. I made myself dizzy trying to 
focus on the weave of the fabric pushing against my eyelashes, then lowered my chin, 
and looked up at Pop and Chucky, who were still arguing. Chucky was almost done with 
the cigarette, and was saying something about a guy named Digger who would have the 
money, just like he promised, if  only Pop would be cool -  it sounded absurd in the 
shifting shade of the coniferous sauna we were standing in, to be cool. I looked over 
their heads, in the direction of where I thought the river would be. A short ways off was 
a large government-issue sign.
Entering Clothing Optional Beach:
Nudity is prohibited in parking areas and on public roads.
Public sexual activity of any kind is against Oregon law.
“Forget it, Chucky, it’s this way or no way,” said Pop. He grabbed me around the 
middle, bracing me against one hip, and did the same with Heidi. We continued the
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descent, our legs dangling roughly, and I could tell he was anxious to reach the end of the 
trail. When we got there, he dropped me to my feet. I yelped when one ankle rolled over 
an extra large stone in the river rock jumble. Heidi landed next to me, and immediately 
wrapped her arms around my chest, pinning one arm until I was hopping, one-footed, 
one-armed, with a sister appendage, and we both fell onto the smoothed-over hardness of 
the river’s shoreline.
“That’s it, why don’t you two sit down and relax a while,” Pop said, his voice 
trailing off. He moved in the direction of the water, lapping and whooshing in the near 
distance. “Won’t take long,” he shouted, far off now. Chucky lit another cigarette only a 
few feet above my head. He exhaled slowly and began to move around. I imagined him 
taking off his running shorts, stripping off the white jockeys that were always sticking out 
the top, and standing over us, too close.
“Take those off,” he said.
“What?” I said, shifting away from him.
“Take the socks off -  now.” We did.
My damp eyes were terribly bare, overexposed, and I stared at my knees before 
daring to look around. Chucky had walked a short distance away. I was wildly grateful 
that his hands were positioned on his clothed hips. I didn’t see Pop anywhere, and 
guessed that he had gone upriver and disappeared past the nearest clump of trees. We 
were located at the very edge o f the “beach” area, butting up against the dense shrubbery 
that hid the river from the road above, and sharing its shade. The water was about three 
or four car lengths away, and stretched a much longer distance to the opposite shore, a
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fuzzy green line backed by tree-covered hills. There were far fewer bathers than we were 
used to seeing at the state park swimming areas we had been to -  Dabney, Crown Point, 
Washougal. But those I could see sat facing away from us, toward the water, their bare 
backs reddening and giving nothing away. A few children were playing near the water’s 
edge; some with suits, the youngest ones running naked. I craned my neck backward, 
toward the trail entrance, and wondered if clothing optional meant what I thought it 
meant. I turned to Heidi, who was staring wide-eyed at a woman walking out of the river.
She had a curtain of red hair that reached down her back, peeking out on either 
side of her abdomen as she walked. Her breasts hung heavy and pear-shaped, pocked 
with saucer-sized nipples three shades darker than her angry pink skin. Her belly folded 
delicately, just below the navel, and rolled out onto generous hips that wobbled with 
every step. I knew I would remember that hair, a massive fiery patch between her legs, 
for as long as I lived. So red it made my own hairless places burn with the knowledge of 
it. As she walked past us, I saw Heidi’s eyes following the wet slopes of the woman’s 
wide ass, and I slapped her bare thigh beneath her shorts. She jerked and pinched my 
upper arm in response. I had one of her braids in my hand when Chucky cast his thin 
shadow over both of us.
“Cut it out,” he said, forcefully enough to still us both.
“Where’s Pop?” Heidi said, rubbing her leg and glaring.
“He’ll be back,” Chucky said, and threw something toward us. I recognized the 
soft resistance of cellophane-wrapped sandwiches that made up breakfast, lunch and 
dinner when Pop was in charge. The grape jelly-soaked bread had been badly damaged,
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and under ordinary circumstances, Heidi would have categorically refused to eat it. She 
opened her mouth to protest, but closed it and watched Chucky peel off his damp T-shirt 
and sit down on a felled tree trunk. He looped his thumbs over the waistband of his 
shorts for want of pockets, pulling them down enough for us to see the whiter flesh of his 
lower abdomen, and the hair trailing down from his navel. He sat there, cigarette-lipped 
and sweating, occasionally looking at us while he scanned the beach. It was hot, and 
though we weren’t hungry, we ate the sandwiches slowly under Chucky’s clouds of 
cigarette smoke, thankful for a place to put our hands and eyes.
What seemed like hours passed. Chucky, huffing impatiently, had smoked one 
cigarette after another until the pack was exhausted -  a catastrophe only narrowly averted 
when he finally located a second pack in the pocket of his discarded shirtsleeves. A 
swim-suited brother and sister catching newts among the larger boulders had lured Heidi 
from her seat beside me. Chucky remained, straddling the dead tree and watching the 
water. The silence between us was stippled with the distant adult talk of the other 
bathers, the muted roar of motorboats, and the occasional whine of the traffic above us. 
Chucky’s audible discontent made it clear that Pop was off doing something important, 
and that he had been left behind, again, abandoned without even the small comfort of the 
sack-covered bottle that Pop had carried away in his fanny pack.
I felt an absurd compulsion to have a conversation with him, as if  my 
demonstrated maturity would somehow ease the ill fit of babysitter status, and lessen 
some indistinct threat that he might be capable of posing. Or maybe an expression of 
innocent astonishment at our predicament would be better. I couldn’t decide if it was my
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little-girlness or my almost-womanhood that would most appeal to him, if I wanted to be 
appealing at all. He had a nervous habit of smoothing his thin upper lip with the thumb 
and forefinger of one hand, starting at the dent that covered his front teeth and moving 
outward. He could do it fifty or sixty times in an hour -  I had tried to count once. I heard 
the soft rasp of his fingers smoothing the thin hair there. It was not an unpleasant sound, 
a thought more unnerving than the words I had been trying to form. An old man walked 
toward us, heading for the trail. His hair was colorless, pale and damp where it plastered 
against the sides of his neck, down his saggy chest, and lower in a gray sort of arrow. His 
white eyebrows shot up at me when he caught me looking, and I jerked my head around 
only to meet Chucky’s eyes.
“What time is it?” I said without thinking, realizing too late this was the wrong 
thing to say.
“Dunno,” he said flatly after a few awkward seconds, and then swore under his 
breath. He had an unusually high-pitched speaking voice that I was able to appreciate 
now that it was directed at me. The sun had shifted slightly to the west, making the shade 
we sat in more tolerable. I thought of the huge rock we had driven past on the road, 
jutting over the river from the cliffs above and darkening our patch of gravel.
“You don’t swim?” he asked, critically. As if  I sat in judgment of the beach, the 
bathers and of he himself. It caught me off guard. I remembered Mrs. Weiblich directing 
me sternly to avoid the water during my time.
“I swim,” I said. “Of course I swim.” I made a scoffing noise and forgot the 
significance of the question.
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“Well?” he said, and waved a hand holding an unlit cigarette toward the water 
and the wading children.
“I’m not swimming here, ” I said, and laughed through deep affecting exhalations. 
Chucky grunted and looked away, smoothing his lip as he turned his head.
“I mean -  I’ve been swimming all summer,” I said quickly. “I’m sick of 
swimming.” I delivered the line with cool control, making it clear that such childish 
things were far behind me. I cleared my throat and looked around, searching out an 
acceptable topic.
“Why is it called Rooster Rock?” I asked, making my voice sound as steady and 
able as possible. “All the others make sense... Table Mountain, Prune Hill, St. Peter’s 
Dome,” I said, companionably, intelligently. Chucky coughed and lit the cigarette. I 
thought he would ignore the question. I turned around and examined the rock pillar the 
beach was named for, a giant of its kind, demonstrating my curiosity. He looked at me 
sideways, then over his shoulder at the granite column with a knowing look. He took a 
long pull on the cigarette and let it out in a graceful, even arc.
“It was named by the Indians,” he said, after all the smoke was expelled from his 
lungs and hung in the windless air between us. I gave him a puzzled, not-to-be-fooled 
expression.
“Well, what does rooster mean in Indian,” I said, giving him a half-smile to show 
I could play along. He looked at me again, then down the beach toward the trees cutting 
up the view from east to west.
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“It’s the Indian word that means rooster,” he said. “Male chicken.” I nodded. I 
knew what rooster meant. “Cock,” he said, and didn’t close his mouth, but let the word 
bounce off his teeth for a moment before placing the cigarette back on his thin lip and 
guiding it into his mouth with his tongue. I couldn’t look away. “You know what a cock 
is?” The question was thick, pushed roughly past the cigarette and whatever restraint he 
had managed to that point. He was looking straight into me, the quickness of his gaze 
settling birdlike over the slope of my shoulder, the bend in my neck, the folded knot of 
my crossed-legged lap. I pulled my knees up into my chest, pretending to rub my turned 
ankle.
“Yeah,” I said, haughty, but stirred to near panic. A dark haired man was walking 
out of the river, oily and glistening in the late afternoon sun. He shook his sodden head 
and sent beads of water, each distinct and catching the light, in a shower around him. He 
rubbed his chest, which looked cold and unyielding as marble, with his hands -  almost a 
caress. And lower, nested in a thicket of gleaming dark hair, looking like a Vienna 
sausage, the smallest size Lincoln Log, a half roll of nickels, was his cock. I had 
expected something monstrous and unavoidable. As it was, I couldn’t be completely sure 
that what I was seeing had anything to do with the giant rock that cast its shadow on the 
water. I said it in my mind: cock, cock rock.
I was so busy examining the naked dark haired man without appearing to do so, 
that I didn’t notice when my father appeared from behind the stand of fir that stood 
between us and the rest of the beach. When he froze mid-step, the things he carried
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juggled for a moment in his hands before falling to the ground, I felt a moment of relief, 
until I realized he was naked too.
I tried to stop at his face. It was extra ruddy, sunburn and exertion making him 
pulse and seep like half-cooked pot roast. His eyes were bleary, but open wide with the 
effort of walking, and I could see pale lines splaying out at the corners where he had been 
squinting against the glare. He held his arms out, balancing on the shifty rocks, gathering 
his swimming trunks, T-shirt, and fanny pack in one outstretched hand, the sack-covered 
bottle in the other. His shoulders were the brightest red of all, only seconded by the top­
most swell of his hanging gut. And then downward went my eyes, me helpless to stop 
them, focusing in on the hairy quiver surrounded by the much paler pink planes of his 
upper thighs. It was the ugliest thing I had ever seen.
I looked away, humiliated for us both. Chucky rushed toward him, trying 
unsuccessfully to block the distance between us with the width of his body. I could tell 
by Pop’s flustered silence that the bottle was nearly empty, and imagined it had been 
clinked to cold beer cans held by hospitable, money-lending nudists. He dropped the 
trunks twice more before managing to pull them up over his giant, pillowy buttocks, 
marked with the indentations of river rock that I noticed as I scanned the beach for my 
sister, calling her name only after his head popped through the top of the T-shirt.
Heidi skipped toward us, two fat salamanders clutched in her fists. She had the 
presence of mind to look abashed when she saw Pop, remembering the discarded 
blindfold, and yielded wordlessly to my direction that she start up the trail toward the
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truck. Chucky was muttering at Pop, confirming the transaction and tossing the empty 
bottle behind a rock with indignant efficiency.
“What happened to the socks?” Pop said with such genuine bewilderment I was 
tempted to cluck at him, to ease his worry.
“It’s been hours, Pop -  we gotta go now -  gotta pay the rent,” I said, loudly, and 
looped my wrist through the crook of his elbow, pulling.
“But,” he said, “wait,” remembering something important. Real alarm darkened 
his eyes and I knew he was thinking about my mother.
Years later, long after the mysteries of male anatomy were reconciled to my own,
I see myself standing among the sharp rocks and cigarette butts, the drooping sock still 
held in my hand, the sun casting a white hot glare that pulsed from the river’s edge and 
illuminated my father’s body, more vegetable than animal. He was reduced in that 
instant—his boundaries limited, the force of his will and physical presence ebbing—until, 
by association, I felt suddenly small and insignificant.
“You should get out of the sun,” I said, trying hard to mimic the sing-song of my 
mother’s voice, which always held equal parts affection and rebuke. Knowing she would 
rub aloe on him later, blowing softly to soothe the burn and chastising him for not using 
sunscreen. Sure that she would never allow Heidi’s lizards in the house, but would laugh 
sweetly when Pop drank out of the milk carton in the morning. The thought of her 
disgusted me almost as much as my father’s nakedness. Her stained and greasy waitress 
skirts that never came all the way clean in the wash. The way she fell asleep on the 
couch, her mouth open and revealing crooked, stained teeth. The smell of her nightgown
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on the back of the bathroom door. I was suddenly furious at her for making the stupid 
casserole when she knew Pop would screw it up. For never being there, even if I had 
wanted to call home.
“Yeah -  lessgo, Chuck,” Pop said, fumbling for the truck keys and disappearing 
under the canopy of trees that covered the steep trail. I watched them go, glancing up at 
the enormous phallus of granite and shale above us all, looming over road and river in a 
giant sweep of shadow.
I climbed up into the bed of the truck behind Heidi without complaint. I felt 
around to make sure that the pad, which now measured the width and depth of a mattress, 
was still in place. Heidi eyed me curiously, cradling the salamanders in her arms, then 
turned her face into the wind. We pulled off the river road onto the short wooded 
highway that led back to town. The trees shot like buried arrows, straight up, all around 
us. They were everywhere.
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The Green Men
I came across your photo in an old yearbook this morning. Someone had written, “The 
Deflowerer,” under the wry smirk that served as your senior portrait. Apt, I thought.
You were wearing a bowling shirt (your dad’s?) and your Cobain hair, greasy as always, 
was tucked behind your ears. I remembered the way your scalp smelled on those summer 
nights we spent in a borrowed sleeping bag beside a bonfire of stacked pallets. On the 
night I remember most, I couldn’t stop thinking about how my dad had called you “that 
dirty skate punk” when you came to pick me up and how hearing you described that way 
made me proud. I was fifteen, after all.
There was something tender in your hopelessness, surrounded, as you were, by 
the benign neglect of that place I still think of as home. You walked around as if you had 
as much right to hijack the world as the rest of us. Your disdain was a birthright. Your 
misanthropy, a calling. You talked about being thrown out of school and harassed by hick 
cops. Was there ever a time when your wretched luck wasn’t coveted? And around the 
midden heaps of bullshit that formed wherever you chose to go, lesser boys gathered. It 
was the eyes of these boys, trained on the girl you had picked out of your little sister’s 
coterie of teenage ass that seduced me. Their gaze (not yours) made me say yes.
Just so we’re clear, this isn’t a love letter. Most of what you think you know about 
me is a lie. I never saw Hazel at the Bagdad. I didn’t even know who they were until I 
heard the bootlegged tape you played in my Honda. My dream of becoming a drummer
1.
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in an all-girl punk band: false. And regarding all of those small things you did that 
bothered most people but that I said I didn’t care about? I cared.
That said, I can’t deny that I loved the way you brawled with my father, after he 
read my diary, after he drove us off the road above the old quartz mine. Whatever there 
was between us hardened like cold concrete that night. We were star-crossed and defiant, 
our Verona populated with the flannelled unemployed. It lasted weeks longer than it 
would have without the adversity of parental restraining orders and guidance counselors.
I was ready to promise everything away just to wipe the priggish looks off their faces. 
Fucking Shakespeare.
I didn’t give in to them. I guess that’s what you need to know. That the few 
years between us was somehow cause for criminal action was ridiculous to me. No, I 
wasn’t afraid of the threats. Lying in my grandmother’s spare room with the phone 
cradled against the pillow, I listened closely when you spoke of running away, the beauty 
of our independence from the world. But no spell I could conjure could make you 
anything other than a pitiful beast.
I am not blameless. You were soaked in Mickey’s and gumming a clumsily- 
rolled cigarette when I saw you last, months after I stopped calling and you went to jail 
for stealing mail from the American Legion. I wasn’t even sure you recognized me when 
I leaned over the couch to kiss your temple and whisper in your ear at Plagmann’s party.
I wanted one last passionate exchange, maybe a vow that you would never forget me, that 
I was the one that got away. I think, too, that I wanted to thank you, somehow, for 
helping me crawl out of the girl-sized pit you found me in, even if I had to step over your
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supplicated form in the process. But all you saw was the girl I’d come with. The new 
girl. Teresa from Phoenix with the shaved head and Airwalk originals. You fucking 
married her.
2.
When you asked for a ride to the reservoir that day, I couldn’t believe my luck. I had 
been watching you for months walking through the halls, your hair swinging across your 
shoulder blades, the blue magic of your face collecting inside the deep cleft in the center 
of your chin. Your stride was long and loose, unconcerned, as if  you were walking 
through a prison yard and not the twelfth grade. Cocky. We climbed over the fence and 
stretched out on the grass near the empty swimming area, you stuffing dandelions in the 
holes of my jeans and lighting my cigarettes with the glowing cherries of your own. You 
had a way of drinking smoke and sending it back into the air in liquid plumes, smooth. 
You were the most beautiful person I had ever touched. Even now, when I haven’t seen 
you in years and can’t recall the exact nuance of your face, I want just one more drag.
You are to blame for the smoking.
Now that I think about it, we spent most of our time in the car, smoking; thinking 
of places to go, but mostly parked in hay fields, your mom’s driveway, the Shari’s 
parking lot. It was while we were listening to the classic rock station on Christmas Eve 
(was it Fleetwood Mac?) that I realized your heart was quiet. You, a romantic, where 
everyone had pegged you as the charming fool. So, we drove to Washburn Heights and
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looked out over the dark hills and further. We sat in Mexican restaurants and talked about 
how music was the only expression of love that made sense.
I read your journal once. It was an old marbled composition book, thick 
cardboard covers chewed at the corners. In the white space on the front, you had written, 
“Survive Her,” like an invocation. I wasn’t supposed to have seen it. In the few seconds 
between that first glimpse and before you interrupted me, I saw that the pages I fanned 
with my thumb and forefinger were riddled with your handsome scrawl, black images 
drawn in heavy ink, lyrics to Alice In Chains songs you wanted to learn to play, lists that 
might have been poems. I stopped on a drawing of a snake. It was growing out of a 
man’s arm (yours?) and twisting around the trunk of a tree that grew off the page. I could 
almost hear the teeth-gnashing. And in the way that 19-year olds think everything is 
about them, I saw myself as Eve, you betrayed. I guess we both stood under that apple 
tree.
Don’t you ever wonder what might have happened if we had left our lukewarm 
coffees and Keno tickets on the counter of the Pine Cone and made good on all those 
plans? You, a motorcycle mechanic who draws tats late into the night at our vintage 
Formica kitchen table in Arizona. Me, a dreadlocked used bookstore owner with a 
penchant for found art and wailing female folk singers. Happiness was always possible. 
Or at least it was necessary to think so at the time.
And yet, so much of what I feel when I think of you is sadness. The kind of 
sadness that one feels when putting down an unwanted animal. You were so good at 
pretending to be irresistible that I didn’t know you were lost until it was too late. Our
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friends called it your strong medicine, this ability to camouflage all of your inadequacies 
with sculpted forearms and the sandy flop of hair that fringed your eyes. When I see a 
man on the street wearing 5-button Levis and a white T-shirt, I still stop and stare.
Like even the most powerful of drugs, your medicine wore off. There were only 
so many nights that sitting and listening to the rain on the windshield was enough. So 
when your brother almost died, we looked over his hospital bed at each other with relief, 
didn’t we? The horror of his body—I remember staring into the spotted dressing where 
his intestines swelled through the split melon of his gut with wonder—it made our misery 
seem like a gift. We held hands in the waiting room and slept with our heads in each 
other’s laps. Close.
It was enough to get us through the next two years; shitty studio apartments and 
part-time jobs, planning, always planning, for something better. You followed me 
everywhere I went with your big eyes and loneliness. You shaved your head and stole 
money from my purse to buy me presents. You lit candles and drank Jack from the bottle 
when I found reasons to stay away. You were like a house falling down, one brick at a 
time. And I, forgive me, let you do it.
I think of you walking the tracks between your mom’s trailer and the Chevron 
where we bought burritos and rolling paper. You buy an enormous Dr Pepper with the 
change you’ve scrounged in the laundry room and sit on the curb in front of the 
condemned theatre where my parents were married. Cars drive past. Maybe it rains. You 
sit there with a cigarette between thumb and forefinger, skittish, as if  you are waiting for 
someone, but also wary of being found out.
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3. & 4.
Though you deserve discrimination, in my mind, you two are never parted. Brothers 
share everything, is that what they say? And why do I feel a tiny thrill when I admit to 
others: I had them both?
First, it was only you, the coach, the elder. Forbidden in your own way by 
University nepotism rules and your principles. We snuck around after the locker room 
was empty, when the dark gym echoed with even the faintest of whispers. You would 
park your car under my window and we’d talk for hours on the phone. When I finally 
pulled you through the door, all you wanted to do was listen to Tracy Chapman albums 
and plan the revolution. Oh, navy man, were you really a Seal? I confess I always 
believed it was a lie.
You never spoke of your life before volleyball. We all had our theories. After 
all, you were young and successful; there was a story there. A tour of duty that won you 
medals and emotional scars. Covert operations of international significance. You 
encouraged our speculation with ice-cold brevity and a close shave. You drew us in with 
your anti-charm, deft and surgical in execution.
For one thing, you were skillfully distant in all things. I never quite knew what 
you had in mind, where you wanted to be. The bursts of attention that you would show 
me were always tempered with days of professional coolness. Your hips aren’t squared 
to the net, you’d say during practice, not making eye contact. Or, without warning, you’d 
shine on me a half-smile, a secret eyebrow raised, a pat to the lower back that lingered a
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moment. What I failed to notice was how often you made these furtive exchanges with 
my teammates. So when you didn’t come visit me after my emergency appendectomy 
and your brother told me you’d taken the outside hitter to Mt. Hood for Thanksgiving, I 
did what any normal person would do in my situation and seduced your brother.
And you, the younger, the cop, you are as much to blame as I, surely? A perfect 
contrast, you were the Iago to his Othello. Small of stature, soft and friendly where he 
towered, statuesque and silent. While he sat straight-backed, you lay sprawled on the 
floor, your bare feet propped up over your head. There was something unstable in your 
rolling gait—you never wore a uniform—which made you exciting. That, and the gun on 
your belt. I would learn later that this is typical behavior for a small-town narco cop, like 
the way you worked in the word “infiltrate” to every conversation. You told me you’d 
been handpicked for university trafficking, the babyface and all. Were you a family of 
liars?
You wanted to know everything about me in a way that always felt like I was 
being vetted. Or maybe you wanted to know what I had already told your brother in an 
effort (it was constant, relentless, these efforts) to gain an advantage. In any case, I 
basked in the inquiry. We chatted while we played video games and went on ride-alongs, 
posing for photos next to gigantic pot plants you’d placed into evidence. We became, 
quite accidentally, friends. But because of our separate agendas, we pushed this 
friendship toward the inevitable disaster of romance.
The coach simmered like a watched pot and we both enjoyed it. You told me the 
truth about him—that he’d been a National Guard drop out who did a consolation tour
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with the Eastern European men’s volleyball team— and I didn’t enjoy it anymore. We 
were a strange menage a trois. Before I figured out that the prizefight had nothing to do 
with me, I had gone back and forth a few times; it seemed fair. At one point (isn’t it 
amazing to think of it now? You with six kids between you and a strident faith in God 
where once there was only bitter competition?) we all rented apartments in the same 
building, shuffling between them like pinballs, each with our distinctive midnight knock.
I like to think that I brought you together, eventually. After all, when the last of 
our doors had been slammed and we all raced away in different directions, you were no 
longer enemies. You both married the next girl that you met, had babies, found the Lord. 
You bought houses on the same goddamned street. When I spotted you in line at the 
movie theater last year, I saw that your wives are identically pretty. What more could 
you possibly want from me?
5.
We had been seeing each other only three weeks when you died. While you were driving 
me home, a few nights before your accident, I was thinking about how to end it. We sat 
in front of my house and listened to the radio; you waiting for an invitation, me trying to 
think of a reason to withhold it. If I had known that I’d be the last woman you slept with 
on this earth, would I have made a different decision? When you asked to take a shower, 
after, I said no and told you I had to get up early. I didn’t go to the funeral.
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By the time you came around, I had a type: chiseled, mercurial, male. You were so 
antithetical to that list that a year went by before I noticed that our intimate conversations 
over bone-dry martinis every Monday were foreplay. That you were someone’s wife and 
a coworker didn’t seem to matter. You were as bright as a bare bulb, and I was drawn 
like a fly.
We became inseparable; we rode to work together, ate lunch, went for drinks, 
bought take-out, and spent hours at your dining room table with bottles of wine and a 
scrabble board. I had never understood what you saw in the man you married until I 
began spending every night at your house. His love for you was so all-consuming that he 
would rather let you walk all over him than out the door. He was a plumber, for Christ’s 
sake. But he was kind, and so we carried on our infatuation in secret, which is to say he 
didn’t ask and we didn’t offer. Not the first dumb show for either of us.
I guess I knew it was more than friendship. When I dated, you sulked. The 
chef—do you remember him? The guy who made mind-blowing Woon Sen and quoted 
Escoffier?— asked if we were sisters, and the thought so disturbed me that I never called 
him again. We became critical of the men who approached us at our favorite wine bar 
and you bought me a gaudy zirconium to wear on my left hand, to dissuade the assholes. 
Any doubt about what we were doing faded into evenings spent painting pottery, 
weekend trips to Oregon vineyards, Sunday mornings in kickboxing class. Girl time.
6.
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How long, I wonder, might it have gone on like that? When you fell pregnant, we 
were equally astonished. Fascinated, too, but mostly agog at the transformation of our 
relationship, your body. We went to baby stores, collapsing in the aisles at the thought of 
what was expected of you. I spent six hours making the ladybug cake for your baby 
shower, and cried like a bride when you stood over it, the knife held out past your giant 
belly. I went to every appointment. Though our connection had been to that point all 
intensity, heat and light, we kept each other at a safe physical distance. An emotional 
affair, your husband would call it later, not seeing any virtue in our sexual discipline. We 
chose not to admit the few drunken nights of toeing that severely painted line, even to 
ourselves.
The night your daughter was born we toppled into a kind of momentary reckoning 
(I wonder, did you feel it too?). We sent your husband out for ice and when he was gone, 
stared at each other. You were lying naked in the birthing pool, your hair plastered in wet 
ropes against your face. Would this be the last time we were alone? We weren’t brave 
enough to offer an answer, in words or otherwise. And then the moment was gone and 
there were three of us.
It was over, but how could I have left you? I bought gifts for the baby and slept 
on your couch the first week. I stuffed your freezer with elaborate meals and stared, 
mystified, into that little girl’s pinched face and called her perfect. When your mother 
quietly asked me to go, all I felt was relief.
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Fuck you. That is all.
7.
8.
I didn’t want to meet you. It was a joke between you and I for years, but the truth of it 
mocks me as I sit down to write this letter. When I think about that night, the Christmas 
party set-up neither of us had asked for, I remember how you looked at me from across 
the room. You kept your hands in the pockets of your grey hoodie, and when I caught 
your eye, you’d shrug. As if we were old, acquiescent friends. M ight as well get through 
it, your eyes said. We left the party and found a dartboard in a smoky billiards hall. Do 
you remember that I wore the blue cashmere sweater with the scooped neck? You stared 
at me in your incurious, sidelong way and I felt safe, but not beautiful. I sink often into 
that memory like a stone through sand. Slow; grain by grain.
Because we were both done taking risks, we were careful. We compared resumes, 
negotiated, agreed that our union made sense, could weather any conceivable storm. We 
were smart, level-headed. We courted. We privileged logic over the fantasy that had 
made fools of us both. Your failures were measured against my strengths, and vice versa: 
the perfect match. After a chaste three-month period of building a foundation o f  
friendship, we rented a five-star hotel room and invited our families to a celebratory
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dinner. We met each other’s parents and then had missionary sex on 800 thread count 
sheets.
Do you understand my need to recount this exactly?
After a respectable waiting period, you moved in. L e t’s see where this is going. 
We didn’t want to waste one second. We each had elaborate contingency plans. We 
rented a clean craftsman that bordered a community park. We bought organic vegetables. 
We recycled. Seen from the curb, we were admirable, remarkable, the envy of our 
friends. We became the people we wanted to be.
So why is it so hard not to keep secrets from you, even when it doesn’t matter? I 
became a master of the thrust and parry. I buried my journals in the bottom of a 
footlocker and kept my computer password protected, constantly feeling that muscle 
spasm of premonition, that you would discover something long hidden and make me pay. 
My shrink told me this behavior was to be expected from the daughter of a liar. Bullshit, I 
thought. I saw my sins revisited. I was the liar.
I remember the day we stood together chopping vegetables in the kitchen we had 
painted yellow. What was it, April? The blossoms were still on the crabapple trees that 
framed the window over the sink. It was a silly argument: I didn’t appreciate the 
nutritional value of the broccoli stalk, or the fabric softener I bought was too flowery, or I 
had misplaced (again) the key to the post office box. What is wrong with you, you said. 
The light that splashed across the cutting board was dappled with the shadow of leaves 
through the window, and I forgot for a moment the pretense upon which our relationship 
was built. When I told you to fuck  o ff in the playful, passive aggressive way of mine, you
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threw our best butcher knife into the sink so hard the blade separated forever from the 
handle’s grooves. I ’m sorry, I said. I ’m sorry, I ’m sorry. And that’s when we started 
lying to each other.
I began to scrutinize other people’s relationships. I watched elderly couples 
walking in the park and tried to will myself into their heads. I interrogated my friends, 
my newly married sister, and read books with embarrassingly hopeful titles. I became 
convinced that monogamy was the clever ruse of political economies, serving little other 
purpose than the production of tidy, calculable households. When I posed these 
questions to you, you told me to stop being such a pessimist, that we were the lucky ones.
Do you feel lucky now?
In some cultures, wedding day rain is lucky, our friends told us. Even through the 
Xanax and special reserve Chardonnay, I knew better. But you won’t find one photo 
(they are all black and white at your artistic insistence) where I am not smiling like a 
jackal, my arms thrown around our friends as if  I’m being pulled from the depths of a 
well. You’ll object to that, and I’ll admit I didn’t recognize my hysteria as despair. I 
believed in the contract we had been writing, the script that lead us to this final scene, 
standing in front of a Buddhist computer programmer you met in AA, reading bits of 
poetry that told us our real lives were just beginning. When he asked the question, I 
stared past your left ear into the cellist’s gaping cleavage, and no one seemed to notice 
when I said yes  and not I  do.
Years have passed. Where once we had been separate, discrete individuals, the 
various threads of our personalities have intertwined. We excel in the day-to-day. Our
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lives make a kind of sense that is difficult to deny. My friends are your friends; I cook, 
you do the dishes; if  you have a bad day, I drink a bottle of wine; we jointly maintain 
checking accounts and tax returns. I perfect the art of pleasing you until an indifferent 
smile or thoughtless slight sends you crashing through the bedroom door, into the lanes 
of oncoming traffic, or straight for my pitiless throat.
You say I’m not being fair, and you’re right. I agree and weep and beg your 
forgiveness as you finally realize you don’t know me, that I allowed you to become 
someone so ugly and unrecognizable. You take a slow tour of the addictions you haven’t 
resolved (rage, porn, psychopharmacology), and make torturous amends that drag on for 
days.
I’ve written and rewritten this letter to you many times. I think about baking it 
into a cake and sending it to you—would that make it easier to swallow? I’m not trying 
to be unkind (do you understand that? can you hear it?), but I was grateful when you 
began to unravel. By way of apology, I stay long after I know I should go.
This is what I now understand: love is the lie that you tell and retell until it 
becomes true. When it doesn’t, well, that’s another kind of truth.
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Under a Clipped Hedge
A week after my father died, he appeared at my bedroom window. At first, I 
wouldn’t let him in the house. When he finally convinced me to open the curtains and 
talk through the screen, I held the phone up so that he could see the first two numbers 
dialed, my finger poised on the third. His face was flat and thick, the deep lacerations 
across his brow hanging open like scored pastry dough, bloodless. He stood shivering 
while I paced the room. There was breath in his lungs, I could hear it.
“Ask me anything,” he said, his lips flecked with an ominous chalky substance.
“You’re dead,” I said, not sure if that was a question or not.
“Well, I certainly died.” He said he’d been thinking about the pork roast 
defrosting in the fridge when he felt his bowels loosen and his throat close. His heart 
juttered, then exploded in his chest. “My body froze just froze. I felt no pain when my 
head hit the windshield, but heard every piece of pebbled glass hit the driveway, could 
smell the radiator fluid leaking from the crumpled grill against the garage door. But I 
couldn’t move. Not even my eyeballs.” So he scrutinized the same spot of unclipped 
hedge in the neighbor’s yard until he heard Marjorie’s car pull in behind the minivan.
“I tried to make them understand,” he told me, remembering the press of 
emergency vehicles and paramedics. But he couldn’t move, couldn’t object when they 
palmed his eyes closed and pulled the rubber sheet over his body. Though he didn’t say 
it, I could tell he was deeply embarrassed by the spectacle of it, the six men it took to
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disentangle him from the front seat of the van, people standing along the sidewalk to 
watch. Not more embarrassed than I had been. Was. Whatever.
“And after?” I asked, imagining the subterranean tunnels o f  the funeral home, 
drains positioned at the lowest point of a concrete floor. “I was there,” he said. Trapped 
in the space between his ears, all other senses stamped out by a cold blur he couldn’t 
quite describe. It was only much later—days? A week? he wondered—that his left foot 
began to twitch, and he could hear his toenails scraping against the steel casing of the 
drawer. He heard a steady rhythm, which he at first mistook for his own heart, beating 
like a hammer.
“There is a latch positioned inside each compartment. Why would that be?” he 
asked, his voice thin and childish as he described his escape.
“Fuck,” I said.
“Watch your language, Bryan.”
“Whose ashes are in that jar, is what I want to know,” I said, thinking o f  the 
marble urn in Marjorie’s room.
“I think I should tell someone. The police maybe. Something has obviously gone 
very wrong, here,” he said. “I started walking and found myself here. Your light was 
on.”
I pressed my face against the screen and looked out at the back yard, the glowing 
windows of our neighbor’s bedrooms. I thought about Marjorie at the other end of the 
house. A cat hissed somewhere. No way. There was no way this was actually 
happening. The newspaper had led with “Local Fast Food Mogul, McDead at Forty-
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Seven,” on the day after they’d found him. “Kids are assholes,” Marjorie said when I 
told her I wanted to transfer to a different school for my last year. “Ignore them.” But the 
only thing worse than the constant barrage of fat jokes and smirks was the prospect of 
new material. McFrankenstein. Chunkapocalypse.
I thought through every possible alternative, and then let him in through the 
dining room’s sliding glass doors. My closet was big enough to lie down in, and as I 
stripped a blanket from my bed and threw aside a few pillows for him, my dad ran one 
pale fat finger along the gleaming high hat of my drum kit. It moaned like a ghost.
“You still play?” he asked me, meaning the drums.
“Let’s not,” I said, “with the small talk.” He stepped into the closet and began the 
long process of descending to his knees. I wedged a chair against the closed closet door, 
pushed my twin mattress against the opposite wall, and turned the volume on the 
Walkman all the way up.
*
Marjorie has taken to widowhood. If the roles of housewife and stepmother never 
quite fit, the bereft, poetry-spouting dowager went on like a glove. I know this because of 
the support groups. She drags me behind her to sit on brown metal chairs in church 
basements, where I pretend to grieve into handfuls of tissue while elderly women, who 
seem unsure if I’m a ten year old boy or a homely teenage girl, cluck and pet me. When it 
is her turn to talk, Marjorie goes on for much longer than the ten minutes each person is 
given. When someone tries to interrupt by softly clearing their throat or releasing that
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short gasp of breath that precedes an announcement, Marjorie just talks louder and faster. 
No one is willing to interrupt. “My hair is white,” she says, “and my heart is an empty 
bowl.” She is trying to tell me that she loved my father more than I did, and in 
recompense, I should show her some goddamned respect. She shouted this last part at the 
funeral, through the door of the men’s room, when I refused to sit next to her in the 
family row. But I let the flush stand as my response. In grief, we are both performing.
It was his heart that killed him, which everyone knows because Marjorie won’t 
stop telling the story. How she came home from work to find his minivan halfway 
through the garage door. Dead before his head hit the steering wheel. She likes to 
whisper that part, as if  I’m not listening to every word. She spent the four years of their 
marriage complaining—he didn’t notice when she’d had her hair done, he spent too much 
time at the restaurants he managed, he was too fat for dinner parties and lawn chairs— 
and he just took it, seeming to love her more with every insult. Pathetic. But now she is a 
widow, and like all good widows, speaks only with saintly reverence of the man. I never 
speak of him at all.
“Bryan, do you think your father deserved to die,” Mr. Benedict asks, when I tell 
him that instead of sadness I feel only relief. Mr. Benedict is the counselor assigned to 
all students with last names that start with the letter A -  F. To avoid being suspended and 
missing my spring finals after I punched Alice Price in the neck the week after Dad died,
I had to choose between Benedict or the school district’s child psychologist, a mean- 
looking divorcee with bad teeth. Before I was an orphan, Benedict could never 
remember my name.
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“No,” I say, huffy. It comes out No-wah, and I feel instantly embarrassed. I clear 
my throat and try to look statuesque.
“Do you blame your stepmother for your father’s poor health? Maybe she’s the 
one who killed him, is that what you think.” I am certain that Mr. Benedict is reading 
these prompts from a book he is concealing in his lap. He keeps looking down between 
the steeple of his fingers positioned beneath his chin. In addition to being the career 
counselor for one third of the student body, he is also the P.E. teacher and the boy’s 
basketball coach. In the photos in the school’s trophy case, taken twenty years ago, he 
has a full crop of dark curly hair. But his head is bald and shiny now, and I can’t stop 
thinking of his penis. Bene-dick.
“Death is just the migration of the soul from one place to another,” I say, 
parroting support group literature.
Benedick cocks a furry eyebrow. “That’s from Gladiator, right?”
“If you’re worried that I’m going to freak out or something, I’m not, okay? It’s a 
normal thing. I get it. I’m sad. I’m moving on with my life. Can you please sign this 
form?” I shove the yellow half-sheet beneath his clasped hands.
“Oh,” Benedick says. He frowns at the form, but picks a pen from the mug on his 
desk that reads I  Teach Therefore I  Need Coffee. He rolls the pen between his thumb and 
forefinger. “I’m happy to sign, but only after your next two sessions. District policy,” he 
says. “Now I know that’s not the answer you want to—“
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But I don’t hear the rest because I am up and out the door, the ridiculous yellow 
form and the pen stuffed into my back pocket. I only have five minutes of my free period 
left, and I know h e ’ll be waiting under the bleachers at the far end of the soccer field.
Alice Price and her crew are standing around the picnic tables in the quad, 
pretending not to watch my every step toward the parking lot. They whisper behind their 
painted nails and nod lank hair into their eyes, and I walk a bit closer than is strictly 
necessary. I like this new feeling of power, knowing they’ve all been threatened not to 
bother me. The idiot Benedick thinks he’s protecting me with these commandments, but I 
know what’s coming. Given a few days, they’ll be back at it, making cracks about the 
size of his coffin, the flatbed truck needed to haul his body away. But for now, Alice 
feigns indifference and adjusts the striped scarf around her neck, hiding the bruise. The 
scarf is cheap floral polyester meant to look vintage, but I bet her mom bought it at 
Target. Bitch.
The soccer field is at the far end of the parking lot, partially hidden by a 
concession stand that has been shuttered for summer break. I’m sure everyone thinks I’m 
finding a place to be alone so that I can cry or whack off or something, and that’s fine 
with me. The support group says that during times of loss, we must avoid isolation and 
find solace in those still with us. I nod and look thoughtful when they say this, secretly 
thinking that these bored grief-junkies know nothing about what it means to be sixteen 
years old with above average intelligence and a heartbeat, all at the same time. What they 
do know is how to make snickerdoodles. The snickerdoodles are fucking amazing.
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When I finally reach the concession stand, I wait for a few minutes until the first 
bell rings, giving me a five-minute window when everyone is putting out their palmed 
cigarettes and shuffling inside. My personal finance teacher won’t mark me tardy if I 
apologize and sniff a little, so I’m not worried. Under the bleachers, I see the stupid 
black fedora bobbing between the wooden frame. Shit.
“I told you to stay behind the bleachers,” I say, ducking beneath the stands. My 
father is standing just out of sight from the road and the front of the high school, doing 
deep squats and holding the newspaper that I took from our front porch that morning in 
front of his face. He turns down one side and rolls his eyes at me, which are cloudier than 
they were when I left him, the greenish tinge o f his fingernails a bit darker. “What are 
you doing?”
“I get stiff. It’s cramped under there. Did you bring a pen?” he says.
I pull the pen from my back pocket and toss it toward him. If at all possible, I try 
not to touch him. “How many fingers am I holding up,” I say, putting my open hand up 
between us.
“Christ-sake, Bryan, I can see fine. I read this paper fifteen times, didn’t I?” He 
sits down and begins to fill out the crossword on the section reserved for comics. He 
completes it with remarkable speed, as if  by memory. He is much sharper now that he is 
dead.
He is also getting thinner. The 4X sweat suit I dug out of the goodwill box hangs 
on him now, though he’s still enormous and not easy to hide. The night he appeared at
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my bedroom window, he was wearing a white sheet and nothing else. It was stained with 
a pale pink fluid that now glistens on the wide wooden slats of the bleacher benches
“Any luck with the smokes?” he asks, between clues. Though he quit years ago, I 
have been trying to steal a pack for him from the locker room all week without luck.
Why not live it up, he says, and I guess he’s got a point. I shake my head and pull out a 
bottle of Stetson to spritz around myself like a force shield. I’ve never smelled a dead 
body, so I don’t know if the damp, cheesy odor that hangs around him is rot, or just the 
formaldehyde. He’s been dead for almost a month, and I wonder, not for the first time, 
how long we can possibly keep this up. Marjorie would have caught him slipping 
through the kitchen sliding glass door this morning if it hadn’t been for her hangover eye 
compress. I stood over the toaster as he hobbled through the yard, almost wishing that 
she had. The stress of hiding him, pretending to be going through some monumental 
sadness, is giving me acne.
I run my finger under each eye to smudge some of Marjorie’s black eyeliner I 
applied this morning. . The worse I look, the more often I can steal away to the bleachers. 
I don’t trust my father to stay hidden, and the last thing I need is for him to be discovered 
by some douchebag looking for a place to hit a joint between classes. Marjorie is one 
thing. But even Alice Price would trade her smartass jokes for a slasher movie freak out 
if  confronted by this slab of rotting meat in a sweat suit. And no one takes kindly to 
strange men lurking in play yards. As if the shaggy wig and five-dollar fedora weren’t 
creepy enough, he looks, well, like a corpse.
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“Dad, I’m serious. You need to be careful,” I say, pushing the piece of cardboard 
he’s been lounging on back under the bleachers with my foot.
“Leave your phone, I want to listen to some music.”
“No way. When you cry it sounds like heavy breathing, and if Marjorie gets one 
more phone call she’s going to call the police. What happened to the Walkman?”
“Dead,” he says, and we look at each other a moment too long. He slumps a little 
on the bench and I can hear his stomach rumbling, a deep, wet sound that makes me feel 
sick. “Can you bring me a burger at the next break. I’m starving.”
The final bell rings.
*
There is something about his voice. Slower, maybe, than the fast clip of the 
banter I remember. Or perhaps it’s the locked muscles of his throat, through which it 
seems like his words must be forced. When I get back to the bleachers after the final bell 
(we had agreed that I must keep up appearances, pretend everything was, if  not okay, 
then as expected), I pass him the cheeseburger I’d pocketed in the cafeteria and roll down 
the window of the smashed up van parked nearby before starting the engine. I don’t want 
to talk.
That first day, he’d stayed in my closet reading magazines and old novels about 
orphans who lived in rail cars and teenage time travel. Marjorie waited until I had been 
gone an hour before opening the door. He couldn’t say for sure what she had been doing, 
and I doubted he would tell me if he heard her rooting through my dresser and under the
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bed. But I had been sure to position the drum kit against the closet door when I left, and 
she hadn’t tried to move them. We couldn’t risk it again.
We drive through town and into the hills, retracing the route w e’ve made the 
previous couple of weeks, trying to kill a few hours before Marjorie would expect me 
home. I take this country road I remember from some party or other the year before, at 
the end of which is a secluded grove of pine next to a creek. We had sat there every day, 
going over how impossible it was, trying to decide what to do. There was the funeral 
home to consider, of course.
“W on’t they alert someone?” I ask.
“Not before they cover their ass,” Dad says, swallowing the rest of the hamburger 
with effort. I don’t ask, but he never excuses himself to expel waste, at least not in my 
presence. I try not to think about the contents of his abdomen, which I am fairly sure had 
been emptied of internal organs on the coroner’s table. “They won’t raise the alarm until 
they absolutely have to. Maybe never if  no one comes asking.”
“We could leave,” I say.
“With what? I’m dead and you’re not old enough to buy cigarettes. And there’s 
Marjorie.”
“I heard her on the phone with Aunt Patty. She doesn’t want me.”
“Of course she wants you.”
“Then I don’t want her.”
“Watch it.” He is bloodless and pale, but I can imagine the flush of anger that 
used to make him sweat when I tried to defy him. Dead, the exertion of will exhausts
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him. Marjorie’s name seems to evoke a kind of mute consternation in Dad that I interpret 
as more grief. Who knew the dead could grieve for the living?
“I honestly don’t get what you see in her. Saw in her. Whatever.”
“Bryan, I will not have this conversation again.”
“But it’s bullshit. It’s obvious you weren’t happy. Why else would you have let 
yourself get so ...”
“What?” he says, and I almost laugh, he looks so honestly perplexed.
“Dad.”
He ignores me and walks over to the creek to splash water on his hands and face. 
He does this often, as if  death will wash off. I pick up the tools I’ve been fiddling with 
and kneel down in front of the minivan’s bumper. The hood is still slightly crumpled 
from the impact, and a fine network of cracks mark the windshield where Dad’s head had 
slammed against it. After the accident, I’d clumsily reattached the bumper with some 
thick wire I’d found in the garage, but it still drags on the passenger’s side, leaving a 
smooth groove where it meets the tire. I pull out a pocketknife from the bottom of the 
small toolbox. Dad had given it to me for my sixteenth birthday, and I’m not sure I’ve 
touched it since.
The piece of fender causing the damage is plastic, and I have an idea I can shave 
part of it off, giving the tire clearance from the dilapidated appendage. A few strokes in, I 
see this is pointless, but keep it up, putting all of my weight behind the blade.
“That’s not going to work,” Dad says from behind me, wiping his hands on his 
sweat pants.
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“Just give me a minute,” I say, forcing the knife into the jagged edge of the fender 
and pushing down.
“Damn it, Bryan. You’re going to hurt yourself.”
“No I’m not. I’ve got it under control.” I push harder, the skin of my knuckles 
scraping against the rough surface of the bumper, pitted by the splintered garage door.
“Stop that,” Dad says, and leans over my shoulder to make a grab for the knife.
I lurch forward, not wanting him to touch me, and the blade of the knife snaps off, 
clinking against the gravel on the road. It lies there, partially camouflaged by chips of 
slate and granite, the same shade of grey.
“Look what you did,” I say, standing up and holding up the hilt o f  the knife 
between us. I’m pissed, and can’t help but think of that time when he came to my Tae 
Kwan Do belt testing when I was thirteen and broke one of Master Rick’s bamboo chairs. 
Or when Marjorie threw out the three crates of comic books I was storing in the garage, 
and he didn’t even bother to defend me. Fuck, I’m crying and trying to hold down the 
corners of my mouth by pursing my lips into what must look like a stupid, childish 
whistle and I hate him.
He steps toward me, both hands stretched out toward my shoulders, and I move 
back, the pits of my knees meeting the mangled bumper. I see something like confusion 
in his eyes and I throw what’s left of the knife, hitting him in the cheek. It makes a sad, 
final sound, like a marble being lost in a bowl of rising bread dough, and then he is on top 
of me, throwing his still substantial weight into my gut, sending me flying back onto the 
hood which bites into my back, the grit of the nearly shattered windshield rubbing the
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back of my head raw. His hands are white against my tee-shirt, which he holds in two 
massive clumps as he slams me down on the hood. I can smell him now, the fetid odor of 
things I don’t want to think about, a damp reek that I can taste. He hovers there above 
me, and I can barely see his face it is so close to mine. I am ridiculously small beneath 
him, thin and fragile.
“I didn’t do it on purpose,” he says, a fine spray of saliva or formaldehyde or 
whatever falling down onto my chin. “Any of it.”
I make one last effort to twist out of his grip, and when that doesn’t work, close 
my eyes and throw my head toward his face as hard as I can.
I feel the impact in my teeth. A quiet caving, like half-thawed frozen puddles or a 
dozen eggs cracking at the same time. My forehead is burning and I feel sick, but when I 
look up, I get very still. Dad is holding his nose in his hand. As in detached from his 
face. As in oh my fucking god.
He lets me go and waddles a few steps away, breathing hard. I think he’s trying to 
reattach it.
“Let me see.”
“No, stay back,” he says, and holds his hands on either side of his head as if  his 
nose is walking a tightrope across his face and he is the net.
I slide off the hood, and stand like an idiot with my hands in my pockets. I turn 
over an empty Coors Light can someone left here with the toe of my shoe. Marjorie stays 
in her room most days, sitting on the pretty coverlet of the bed they’d shared and 
watching game shows on television. Not because she is a fan of these programs, I don’t
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think. But because they offer enough heat and light, smiling digression, for her to forget 
about his absence for a while. I wonder if she would feel the same if he were standing in 
front of her now. She is nasty and self-interested, but still knocks and says goodnight 
through my door every night.
I watch Dad where he sits down across a short stretch of long grass and note the 
knobs of his spine beneath the sweatshirt. His bones are becoming more distinct, the flesh 
of his living body falling away. Or maybe rotting. He was embalmed, but according to 
the Internet search in the school library, a fair amount of contraction can be expected as 
moisture leaves the tissue. Fat doesn’t keep. And what would happen when the sinew and 
muscle fiber that held his bones together failed? Things start falling off, I guess.
The sun bends through the trees and lights up his face, though he’s turned away. I 
can feel the cold breath of the woods, and without understanding why, turn quickly to 
stare into the dark tree line behind us. There is nothing there. We sit until it is fully dark, 
and then I walk back to sit in the minivan, leaving him alone.
“We should go,” Dad says, when he finally gets into the car what seems like
hours later. His nose is lopsided, but intact. “She’ll worry.”
*
The night Dad died, Marjorie gathered all of his belongings and moved them to a 
pile in the back yard. Because action felt better than the blunt edge of shock, I helped her 
carry his clothes from their walk-in closet. We worked without speaking, not bothering 
to remove the hangers. I found a few bottles of lighter fluid in the garage and we soaked 
it all—his giant stained chef whites, ancient Mariners sweatshirts, the Levis and checked
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cotton trousers and stretched-out tube socks. When it was blazing toward the top of the 
fence, she went back in for the Tolkien novels, his bowling trophies (which wouldn’t 
burn, no matter how hot the fire), and the stack of photo albums that housed his menu 
collection. Her face was as blank as an empty plate, and I couldn’t decide if it was grief 
that wracked her, or the mania of a much-anticipated event.
Later, the lights of the coroner’s wagon were still bouncing across the dark walls 
of the living room where she was sitting with a glass of Bordeaux. The sun had set but 
she hadn’t turned on the lights inside. When she saw me, she dumped half of her drink 
into a second glass and pushed it across the coffee table in my direction. She stared out 
the picture window, her back straight, the glass clutched delicately in her hands. She was 
a large woman, but firm and hale where Dad had been bulbous and wobbly. The blue 
and red lights lit up her face, while the orange glow from the yard behind her provided 
dramatic backlighting, which she seemed to sense.
“He was the love o f my life,” she said into the half dark room, not looking at me.
I made a sound deep in my chest. Marjorie didn’t notice. I felt strangely indifferent to 
everything but Marjorie’s theatrics. She had thrown herself across the hood of the 
minivan when the fireman arrived to extricate him. I could see the runs in her nude hose 
where she had been dragged across the driveway pavement, out of the way of the 
oversized stretcher. A spot of blood on her knee had dried into the synthetic mesh. A 
black curl of soot had marked her brow.
“Where’ve you been?” Marjorie asks when I walk through the front door. She is 
sitting in the dark living room again, sipping wine and watching a candle burn.
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“Detention,” I say and trudge loudly past her into the kitchen. The house smells o f 
wet garbage and finger nail polish. The fridge offers nothing. Hearing her pour more 
wine, I take the cleanest glass I can find from the jumble of dishes in the sink. I sit next to 
her on the couch as she fills the glass. She’s wearing sweat pants and her feet are bare, 
the wink of a glossy finish of her toenails apparent in the candle light. She’s done a 
sloppy job.
I am supposed to keep track of her while Dad finds the supplies we need from the 
garage. I can’t think of anything to say.
“I suppose I should order something in?” she asks, examining her unpainted 
fingernails. She’s bitten them to the quick.
“That’s okay. I’m not hungry.”
“The school counselor called this afternoon,” she says, looking uncomfortable.
I’ve always held it against her, this lack of interest in my welfare. She had been happy to 
let Dad take care of everything where I was concerned. She said it so that I didn’t have 
to, I ’m not your mother. But I know now, watching her rub the lip of the wine glass 
against her upper lip, that it’s not disdain that keeps her distant, but fear. She doesn’t 
know what to do with me, now that he’s dead
“It’s nothing,” I say. “School policy.”
She nods and sips her wine. “I was a teacher once, did you know?”
She must be on the second bottle. But the admission still surprises me. She’d 
been my father’s drive-thru manager for as long as we’d known her, and I never thought 
to imagine her life before.
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“What subject?”
“History,” she says, shifting her weight so that she can look at me. “Middle 
school. I lasted six months,” she says, and laughs softly into her wine glass.
“You didn’t like it?”
“I liked it well enough, I guess. I really tried, anyway. The principal thought 
differently.”
“So you quit?”
Something clatters from the back of the house and Marjorie doesn’t answer. I 
fling my hands under her nose. “Will you do me?”
She wrinkles her nose at me, as if  I’ve confirmed something she’s long suspected, 
and then looks at my nails. “Your cuticles are a mess.” She picks up a file and what 
looks like a giant toothpick with a beveled edge. She works the file in short, forceful 
strokes against my fingernails, pausing occasionally to work the white membrane of the 
nail bed down. The pain is a strange sort of relief.
We sit in silence as she finishes one hand, moves to the other. She picks up a 
bottle of dark red polish and pulls my arm against her chest, the wand dripping deftly 
onto each square nail in a fat puddle, smoothed gracefully toward the edges. She blows 
softly onto my fingers as she finishes each one, and I don’t mind the stale fug of her 
breath that rises like a cloud around us.
“Pretty,” she says, as she twists the polish closed and empties her glass. And even 
if I hadn’t liked the way my fingernails looked, I would have lied and smiled anyway.
“Marjorie?”
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“What?”
“I’m sorry that happened to you.”
She stares into the candle guttering on a side table. Her hair is unwashed and 
piled into a wad on the top of her head, but for a moment, I see she is beautiful.
“I’m going to bed,” she says, and the moment passes. “I don’t care what you
have to do to get that counselor off my back, but do it. I won’t be involved.”
*
Dad isn’t in my room. I open the window and hear what sounds like bed sheets 
being torn slowly in half. The dance of a flashlight swept across the lawn. I crawl 
through the window and drop onto Marjorie’s flowerbeds, trampled by the recent traffic. 
He is standing next to the fence in the side yard, a pair of gardening shears in his
hand.
“Don’t worry,” he says. “I disabled the motion light.” From where he stands the 
glow of the streetlamp casts his head, now bare, in an unearthly light. “These hedges. A 
disgrace.”
He is clipping the neighbor’s arborvitae, trimming each unkempt branch to form a 
flat, uniform surface where it peeks above the fence. A shovel is leaning against the gate 
that leads to the driveway, where he had dug a deep hole in the soft loam of a fallow 
vegetable plot.
“Is she okay?” he asks.
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I think about lying, about describing Marjorie as unhinged and suicidal, anything 
to dissuade him from what he means to do. What he wants me to do. The fence offers 
little by way of shelter from the street and possible witnesses.
“I don’t know,” I say. The truth.
But he has decided. “Look away,” he says.
I turn toward the house and watch his shadow against the vinyl siding, working 
his body out of the sweat suit, tossing it aside, draping himself in the coroner’s sheet. It 
must have taken all the strength he had left to dig the hole. Even in the shadow I can see 
his jerky, mindless exhaustion.
When I turn back, he is standing chest deep in the dirt.
“Don’t think about it, Bryan. It’s what I want.”
He wants to be here, I know. Close and conscious. The horror of it washes over 
me like an acid bath. Not for me, but for her. To be near her. He had explained it all in 
the car. I guess I understand better than I let on. I try not to look at him as I walk toward 
the shovel. Spotting a pair of Marjorie’s gardening gloves where they’d been forgotten 
on the coiled hose, I put them on to protect my perfectly painted fingernails.
My dad lies down in his grave and I cover him, dropping each load of dirt onto his 
shrouded body as quietly as I can. I slide the blade of the shovel into the mound of dirt 
like a surgeon, scattering it in the manner of falling rain. I hear each particle skitter 
against his mottled skin, the taut covering of white cloth, until there is nothing but 
darkness in the bottom of the hole. And then I work to fill it.
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III.
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Everything That Concerns You, Concerns Me
Emma smiles because she has chosen to endure this damp, colorless town. Her 
feet hurt. She stares blankly out at the faces before her as she shifts her weight to one 
foot, slides the other out of the tight leather shoe and stretches her toes like a flipper. It 
was her idea to keep the stable teaching job, with Charles’ work so often keeping him 
away. His genius makes her mistakes harder to understand and it is only in quiet 
moments like these that she admits them. She thinks of their youth. The witless 
anticipation of adulthood, the illusion that the world was waiting. There was a time, she 
thinks, when she could have been as remarkable. When plans for the future had come 
fast and loose, charged with the empty encouragement of billboards and flyers stapled to 
the telephone poles of foreign countries. Skylines full of steeples and crumbling 
chimneys had called up an almost hysterical tenderness within her. It’s how you know 
you’re alive, a drunken Frenchman told her then, watching her play the tuneless piano of 
a Parisian pawn shop. She still feels the jar of these minor collisions, years after being 
wrong made it necessary to act right. The clock, which ticks audibly at the rear of the 
classroom, reads five after one; the longest hour of the day.
It’s difficult, now, to look into the eyes of the children staring back at her and 
believe there is anything common between them. They have been given strange names, 
speak abbreviated nonsense and rarely, if  ever, touch. She sees one of them, a boy named 
Erasmus, slowly gouging a black hole into his desk with the stub of a pencil. And the 
girls, they are vicious and starved, alien as the distant past, or perhaps, she thinks, it is the
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future she sees in the slant of their hunched shoulders, in the roundness of their bent 
heads. She cannot fathom that they will take anything of her with them when they go.
“Mrs. Wedgwood?” calls out a fat boy in the third row. He wears glasses and a 
superior look. Sam Messick can be relied upon to call out when Emma’s mind drifts, like 
it does on Wednesday afternoons just after lunch. The question hangs in the fusty air. In 
the moment before she answers, not yet sure what she will say but certain it won’t 
resemble closely enough the rote response provided by the school’s administration,
Emma studies a hole in her stocking. There are a myriad of small, unaccountable events 
that lead to where she stands: an ingrained Unitarian compulsion to do her part, three 
mortgages, a half-written concerto in a drawer. No one knows that she doesn’t like 
children.
Emma never mentions her dissatisfaction with the other teachers, who would 
claim to know what she is going through when she can see they do not. They move 
through the dingy halls with purpose, driven by what seems an instinctual desire for 
order. But Emma’s lesson plans are incomplete and she’s stopped taking roll. She’s 
forgotten the names o f her colleagues’ grandchildren and pets, and merely nods 
robotically when they mistake her faraway expression for loneliness. Her reputation as a 
good listener is undeserved. When they ask about Charles, Emma practices her proud 
smile and tells them that even stonehearted scientists need their socks washed every 
couple of weeks.
She turns her head to look at the oversized poster taped to the blackboard. 
Laminated amoeba, prehistoric skeletons and ape-men gleam under the florescent lights.
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A complicated network of arrows and colored lines joins dolphins, seahorses, 
hummingbirds and pterodactyls in such a way that it is rendered unintelligible from even 
short distances. Emma slips her toes back into her shoe.
“What was the question?” she asks, tracing the line of descent from an insect to an 
eagle without any intention of answering truthfully. The smile on her face is thin, as if  the 
situation is hopeless but not serious. She thinks of Charles and breathes a singsong 
prayer out of habit, forgetting for a moment all that has come before.
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Use it Up, Wear it Out, Make it Do
The 1949 Wurlitzer Electric by Bell and Howell, model 4066D, left behind a 
bright, indignant square of unworn green on her shabby carpet, trumpeting June 
Plumbly’s loss from across the room where she sat drinking scalding black tea. Her 
fingers, meatless and gnarled, had rested on the keys of the organ for a long time before 
she would allow them to take it away. Three men with a flatbed truck made short work 
of the removal and completed the transaction without sparing time for gloves or padding. 
She fingered the worn bills one of the men had given her, and pressed them lightly 
against her dry lips.
Miss Katie dropped clumsily from her position on the davenport to sniff at the 
uncovered baseboards, then padded toward the pile of old towels in one corner that 
served as her bed. June watched her as she went, even held out her hand, but was 
ignored. More often than not, Miss Katie couldn’t be bothered to sit in the old woman’s 
lap. The vet had insisted nothing was wrong with her, as fit as a puppy, he’d said. But 
she never completely emptied her bowl, and their walks had slowed until it was Miss 
Katie who trailed on the leash, not the other way around.
June sat and watched the windows darken while Miss Katie sighed and snuffled 
behind her. Everything in the room appeared dingy and worn when compared to the spot 
where the organ had sat for so long. The uncovered wainscoting gleamed as if just 
polished; a perfect rectangle of bared wall revealed yellow paint, fresh as new butter.
The organ’s absence made the small lounge look suddenly cavernous, as if the sofa and
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side chairs had shrunk back in grief. She would have gladly sold the suite instead, had it 
been able to fetch a price. But the sagging, tattered furniture with the orange paisley 
pattern she had thought so fashionable forty years before didn’t appeal to anyone, 
including her.
She raised a gaunt hand to her face and patted the spot where she’d traded the 
organ for a root canal in her broad front tooth. She’d lived with the pain for weeks before 
seeing the dentist. Hadn’t she been flossing like a good girl? he asked. Like all doctors, 
he had a way of making her feel like a child. If she hadn’t been so proud of her strong, 
straight teeth, she might have been able to bear the thought of complete extraction—the 
cheaper alternative. But she saw the young hygienist appraising her worn but good- 
quality shoes, the ten-year-old handbag she hadn’t yet managed to replace, and raise her 
brows at the dentist. Medicare doesn’t cover dental work, he informed her, frowning like 
a clown. She made the appointment then and there, just to wipe the condescension from 
their boorish faces. Weeks afterward, the tooth still throbbed, making her eyesight blur 
and her mouth water. But she didn’t dare go back.
At eight o’clock, she turned on the television to watch the crime serial she liked, 
but realized she’d seen it before, and switched it off. She walked through the kitchen, 
stared into the refrigerator for a few moments without really seeing its contents, and 
walked slowly back toward her bedroom. It was a bitter night. A draft seeped though the 
rattling window frames and chilled her bare skin as she undressed. The sheets and 
blankets of her bed felt damp and heavy, as if  she were crawling between two layers of 
unbaked pastry. She stared at the square of light thrown by the open doorway and the
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hall nightlight. She always kept it ajar in case Miss Katie wanted company. She lay 
awake for what seemed like hours, but refused to look at the urgent, red output of the 
digital clock on her nightstand. She fell asleep suddenly, as if  a dike holding back her 
weariness had finally broken, and dreamt to strains of Bach, Haydn and Liszt.
The next few days passed as so many before them. She woke, fed Miss Katie, 
picked something out of the depths of her deep freeze for supper, and tried to make the 
milk stretch another day. On Friday, she washed her hair and wound it into bristly 
curlers. On Saturday she made a small cake with a few blackened bananas and had eaten 
it all before bedtime. On Sunday, she pulled a chair to the empty space in the lounge, and 
stretched out her fingers toward an imagined hymn. Miss Katie watched from her nest of 
towels, but had dozed off before the final chord.
The phone rang at lunchtime on Monday. It was the first time either of them had 
heard it ring in weeks and sent Miss Katie into a fit of startled, high-pitched barking. The 
old woman pushed away from the table in such a hurry, she overturned a bowl of corn 
chowder, and shuffled anxiously toward the telephone with soup in her socks.
“Yes?” she said into the phone, wincing at the withered, cantankerous sound of 
her own voice. She remembered, with a stab of clarity, the sound of Dickie, dead these 
twenty-odd years, answering the phone— a hearty y  ’ello.
“Mrs. Plumbly?” a voice called out on the other end o f  the line.
“W ho’s calling please?”
“It’s Dwight Yoder.”
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“Why, Mr. Yoder. How—nice.” She fumbled over her words, her manners 
battling with the effort to place the name.
“I bought that old Wurlitzer o ff you last week,” he said.
“Of course,” she said, almost shouting with recognition. She wanted to ask about 
the organ, where it was, who had been playing it, what kind of rooms it occupied now. 
The possibility that it had been ruined by rain, or sat alone in a lonely warehouse kept her 
from saying more.
“Listen, we found something in the organ. Looks like it was kicked beneath the 
frame and then got jammed between the pedals.”
“Oh,” she said, “whatever could it—”
“I would have pitched it, but figured it might have sentimental value. Can’t spare 
a man, otherwise I’d drive it over. My girl just dropped it at the P.O, so you should have 
it in a couple of days. They’ll collect the postage on delivery—hope you don’t mind.”
“No, of course not. I can’t thank you—“
“Not a problem, ma’am.” The line went dead.
She could hardly sleep that night for contemplating the inner workings of the 
postal system. If the package had been mailed that morning, might it arrive the very next 
day? She bit the hem of the clammy sheets with her fragile front teeth and shivered. It 
could just as likely take days. Whatever it might be. She tried not to think too hard about 
it, worried that she’d guess the mysterious contents of the coming box and spoil the fun 
of its arrival.
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She understood the restorative power of anticipation. Her hardscrabble existence 
was dictated by a series of carefully penned entries on the free State Farm calendar that 
hung in the kitchen: the post-Thanksgiving day sales the last weekend in November, the 
monthly “seniors attend free” night at the civic theatre, the weekly pleasure of sitcom 
television. Until they had asked her to stop, she looked forward to playing the Sunday 
Morning procession at Bethlehem Lutheran all week long. But she cared much less for 
the sermon than the five octave Pastorale 6000, and didn’t see any point to attending 
when her services were no longer needed. Treacherous crooked fingers, she thought, 
balling them into fists in the darkness of her cold bedroom.
The next day, she skipped her ritual Tuesday trip to collect the old magazines 
given away at the public library, despite the calendar’s invocation. What if  the postman 
needs a signature? she’d asked Miss Katie, who stared blankly back at her. She made 
the bread on Wednesday, like she always did, but ended up with dense, chewy loaves 
hardly worth saving. She couldn’t keep track of the time what with the constant vigil she 
kept at the window nearest the mail box, and had punched the dough half-heartedly on 
the flour dusted sideboard. By Thursday, her nerves were frayed with lack of sleep and a 
gnawing suspicion that her package had been lost in the mail. She imagined a hundred 
different scenarios: a drunkard postman, letting the precious bundle slip between the 
grates of a storm drain. Or perhaps Mr. Yoder’s girl had misaddressed the box, and an 
interloper was enjoying her property at this very moment. She had called that morning, 
only to be politely informed that second-class parcels are not considered overdue until ten 
working days following entry into the system. She had almost cried in frustration,
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chiding herself for such impatience, but tapping her aching front tooth in agitation just 
the same. She had, the last few days, the strangest desire to pull the tooth out with her 
fingers.
It had begun to ache in earnest and she was almost as anxious about having to see 
the dentist again as she was about her mislaid package. After hours of tossing, she 
padded through the house in her bathrobe, going through old shoeboxes full of medicines 
left over from Dickie’s illness. She sorted them in two piles: one for those prescribed for 
pain, the other with directions to take at bedtime. She rolled the long and unfamiliar 
names around in her mouth, not bothering to look them up in the massive pharmaceutical 
reference manual she had buried somewhere in the hall closet. Hal-ci-on, she sounded 
out, plunking the plastic bottle into the “take at bedtime,” pile. Fen-ten-yl. Of course the 
pills had expired years ago, but she didn’t let it trouble her. Surely some paranoid official 
had divined those dates. What could be perishable about a tight little bundle of powders 
and chemicals? She took one for pain and two more for sleeplessness, washing down 
both with a swallow of water from the bathroom tap.
The urgent, dull sound of a fist on the front door woke her. The doorbell chimed, 
followed by more wooden beating. She wrenched her body into a sitting position, 
blinking her eyes and feeling nauseas. Flustered, she cried, “Yes?” toward the open 
doorway, not realizing at first that someone was knocking at the front, not her bedroom 
door. Blearily, she glanced at the alarm clock. 10:00 AM. She hadn’t slept so late since 
she was a girl. Frantic, she slid out of the warm sheets and swung her legs around, one
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foot coming down squarely on Miss Katie’s backside, where she lay sleeping at the foot 
of the bed. “Why, Miss Katie,” she cried again, the small dog’s presence enough to 
complete the state of confused agitation she had woken to. She couldn’t remember the 
last time Miss Katie had come near her without being lured by a morsel or toy, and 
stroked her black, silky head as if  she were a lover returning after a long journey. The 
doorbell chimed again, and she yelped along with the dog, rushing, with Miss Katie in 
her arms, toward the front room.
She flung open the door and saw the retreating back of a deliveryman. “Wait,” 
she cried, and stepped out into November drizzle. The uniformed man turned, pulled a 
strange expression, and averted his eyes as he walked slowly back toward her. The 
freshness of the autumn air had cleared her mind, and she saw herself, suddenly, as he 
must see her. A bedraggled, wilting crone in a nightdress worn almost transparent, her 
lifeless breasts flopping against her thin chest as she swung her arm to hail him. Miss 
Katie squirmed violently.
“That’ll be four dollars and thirty cents, ma’am,” he said, indicating a place on a 
clipboarded paper for her to sign. She did, and then turned quickly back toward the 
house to fetch the money. In her room, she flung Miss Katie on the bed and draped a 
housecoat over her shoulders. She leaned toward the mirror to peer into her pinched face 
and ran her fingers through her steel-colored hair. Outside, she counted out the bills and 
coins into his outstretched hand, but didn’t wait for the carbon-copied receipt before 
fleeing with the box he handed her back into the house.
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She sat in the chair she had positioned in front of the absent organ with the box on 
her lap, watching through the window until the delivery truck had gone. Her heart 
pounded like a kettledrum, making her hands shake and her front tooth throb. She 
thought she felt the sensitive fibers holding the tooth inside her gums stretching and 
weakening with each beat.
She rose and dropped the box on the vacated chair, walking back toward her 
bedroom. She looped her index fingers behind her thin lips and stared at the tooth from 
all angles in her vanity mirror. Her gums were thick and an angry red where they met her 
front tooth. She probed gently with her tongue all along the back of the tooth, which she 
could not see, and inhaled sharply when she touched a spot along the root. It felt hot and 
dangerous, like a downed electrical wire. She closed her mouth slowly, careful to keep 
her tongue away from her palette, and reached for the painkillers. She stared at her 
reflection after she’d swallowed the pills, keeping her hand pressed gently against her 
mouth. She looked, she thought, like a woman who had received terrible news. Then she 
remembered the box. She fished a pair of scissors out of her bureau drawer and made for 
the front room.
Miss Katie was up on her hind legs against the chair, sniffing at the box. June 
shooed her away and attacked the thick brown tape that sealed it. Something heavy and 
solid shifted from one side of the box to the other as she ripped away the tape and spread 
the cardboard open. A gold patent leather bundle, the size and shape of a smashed loaf of 
bread, lay in the bottom of the box. As she lifted it out, a delicate chain strap cascaded
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down her arm and rested lightly across her wrist. Had she a thousand guesses, she could 
never have imagined this.
The purse had gone missing shortly after they had moved into the small, red- 
shuttered house. Dickie was sure that some sly thief in the strange new neighborhood 
had lifted it from the hall coat rack. “W e’re not in Sodaville anymore, June. You can’t 
go leaving the front door unlocked even when you’re at home.” June had wrung her 
hands while Dickie paced the hallway, the long cord of the telephone trailing behind him. 
They had spent the next few months moving in and out of the house watchfully, checking 
and rechecking the deadbolt Dickie had installed on the front door. It had taken a long 
time for them—two country kids moved to Portland when Dickie’s platoon leader had 
offered him a sales job in a soap factory—to feel safe. Dickie was often out of town on 
business and the years slipped by while the city stretched out around them, menacing and 
unexplored. As one miscarriage after another twisted her womb, June wearied quickly of 
the bustling markets and department stores, and found sole comfort in the old Wurlitzer.
“And there it was, all this time,” she whispered to Miss Katie, who leapt into her 
bony lap to examine the unfamiliar bundle. The wide brass zipper was crooked and 
sticky with age, and it took her several tries before she managed to expose the contents. 
She peered into the depths of the old clutch, and inhaled the soft, leathery air wafting up 
from the past. Miss Katie barked. Tucking the dog under one arm and the purse under 
the other, she stood up, feeling momentarily dizzy—with the excitement of the morning, 
she guessed— and stumbled back to the bedroom.
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The vanity mirror was draped with dusty strings of beads and silk scarves above a 
bureau cluttered with squares of fabric collected for the quilts she meant to sew, back 
issues of Reader’s Digest, and old bottles of hand lotion and murky perfume. She swept 
aside a pile of newspapers and laid the purse on the faded linen that dressed the table. 
With trembling fingers, she pulled the contents of the purse out and set them in a neat 
row in front of her. A white cotton handkerchief embroidered with violets and edged 
with pink lace; a half-full packet of Pall Mall filtered cigarettes and a paper matchbook; a 
tube of mauve lipstick in a silver case; four jeweled pins; a pearly compact of pressed 
powder; a pair of gloves lined with rabbit fur; a slender money clip and fourteen dollars 
in folded bills; her first driver’s license, signed in her looping, twenty-year-old hand; and 
a slim, lady’s flask that sloshed pleasantly when she tipped it. She remembered, with 
startling lucidity, the care with which she had packed the pretty, golden bag— all the 
things she thought a modern woman living in the city might need.
She ran her hands over each item in turn, unfurled the fragrant bills, fingered the 
bright glass in the hair pins, and held the license up close to her myopic eyes, examining 
the details of her former self. She uncapped the lipstick and pressed the sweetly- 
smelling, waxy color to her mouth. She half-smiled to smooth the surface of her bottom 
lip. Finding with difficulty one of the points of her top lip, she pressed— and gasped.
The nerve in her tooth flared at the pressure, and the pain made her drop the lipstick and 
push the bones beneath her nose with her shaking fingers. She sobbed and scrabbled to 
retrieve the fallen lipstick from the carpet, which had been marred by the drop and was 
covered with fuzz and dirt. She flicked off what she could, and screwed the tube down
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and into its case before reaching for the bottle of pills. Three, or maybe four—that was 
sure to do the trick, she thought, tossing the pills to the back of her throat with something 
like anger. If that dentist had only done his job. She looked around for the glass of water 
she’d taken to bed the night before and her eyes fell on the flask. She twisted off the cap 
and let the warm, fragrant liquid guide the tablets into her stomach, burning a bright path 
along the way. She felt almost instantly better, her teeth and gums tingling in the alcohol 
bath. She had a vague memory of her mother, rubbing whiskey onto her baby brother’s 
cutting gums, and took another fiery mouthful. Yes, better.
Miss Katie was in her lap again, nosing the contents of her purse in curiosity 
before settling around her ungirdled paunch in repose. June ran her hands through Miss 
Katie’s pelt and pressed the flimsy handkerchief to her nostrils. A hint of lavender 
evoked images of smooth knees, silk underpants, and red nail polish. She put on the 
gloves, then clumsily freed a cigarette from the pack and lit it with a match that popped 
and cracked in the stale air of the close room. The smoke stung her nose, but she drew it 
deep into her lungs as she remembered, coughing prettily into her gloved hand, and 
ashing into a tin full of buttons. Sunlight streamed into the bedroom from the window, 
casting each speck of dust, every untidy detail, in a golden glow. Her head swam 
pleasantly and she let the cigarette smoke drift in artful columns toward the ceiling.
She sat, Miss Katie snoring into her belly button, and looked at herself in the 
vanity mirror. Her bright pink bottom lip shone against the grey pallor of her face, but 
she didn’t wipe it away. With her free hand, she draped one of the scarves, a deep 
crimson color, over the mirror. She could almost recognize herself then: twenty-two
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years old, newly married, finally free from her shift on the poultry farm. She slipped her 
hand through the thin chain strap and held the purse on her forearm like a lady.
Something dislodged from the purse’s lining as it swung on her arm and she pulled it 
closer to find a delicate silver bracelet, filigreed with tiny doves on each flat link, and a 
tiny oval photo of Dickie in his uniform strung at the center. She had worn it every day 
he’d been overseas, and kept it with her always, before it was lost. She struggled with the 
gloves to fasten the bracelet to her wrist, and then gave up, staring numbly into the 
mottled, flat face of her dead husband, feeling disappointed by her lack of emotion. All 
she could remember was her elbow in his tight grip, the bills he would lay weekly into 
her calloused palm, the cut-onion reek of his starched oxfords after a week on the road. 
For her carelessness, Dickie had insisted that she make do with an old canvas bag they 
had used to store walnuts. Weeks later, he brought home a shapeless black shoulder bag 
for her, bought in a Seattle flea market. Best to not invite attention, he explained. Miss 
Katie roused in June’s lap and panted moistly into her gloved hand.
June felt suddenly sleepy, an unfamiliar yet welcome sensation. The roaring of 
her toothache had quieted to a dull pulse, and after so many nights of sleeplessness, she 
thought she had better nap when it seemed possible. She stubbed out the cigarette and 
gathered up Miss Katie to her breast, the bracelet and purse still clutched in her two 
gloved hands, and shuffled toward the bed, covers thrown back to welcome her. She 
wanted nothing more than to sleep, wrapped tightly in the sun-warmed sheets for a long 
time.
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As she pulled the blankets up to her chin, she spotted the sleeping pills on the nightstand. 
Rest, that’s what her tooth needed. A good long sleep to let her gums recede and heal. 
She poured a small pile of tablets into her hand, uncorked the flask, and washed them 
down with the taste of lipstick and tobacco. Miss Katie flopped down at her side and 
began licking her dainty, silken paws. The sound of her small tongue, warm and wet 
against the soft fur, was a comfort against the stillness, the hateful silence of the room.
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What Harold Saw
We began paying attention to Della Stokes when gangrene ate away the tissue in 
her left eye and it rotted out. Until then, we ignored her in the attentive way demanded 
by tougher kids than us. She had moved to town the October of my ninth grade year and 
transferred to Scravel High from a remedial school two shitty towns over. She was 
skinny and mean, with a long veil of hair the color of bacon grease and a fringe of uneven 
bangs that covered her forehead. When, after Travis Barlow squeezed out a packet of 
mayonnaise into one of the narrow slits of her locker for looking at him wrong in 
Personal Finance, and she stabbed her sharpened number two into his right cheek, we 
pretended not to notice. That she hadn’t anticipated or been deterred by Travis Barlow’s 
certain revenge was something we could only chalk up to Della’s ignorance of our ways. 
Or maybe, as I would suspect much later, she had expected it all along.
We were accustomed to kids leaving our town, not showing up in it, so Della’s 
presence drew immediate attention. She had been at Scravel High not even two months, 
and was already the subject of a thriving dialogue emblazoned upon the walls of the 
school bathrooms. But she was secretive and resisted our efforts to identify and catalogue 
her according to the conventions of small town teenage society. She was labeled a 
cocktease, a slut, and then a lesbian when she refused to pay the least attention to the 
FFA beefcakes or the jocks that whistled and swatted her ass in the crowded hallways.
She was quick and ruthless when provoked, lashing out at teachers and students with 
equal ferocity. Her tirades, often laced with witty insults and flashy, sudden violence,
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were as frightening as they were entertaining. We had fourth period history class 
together, and I once witnessed her flash her bare chest at Mr. Speth, who was also the 
varsity volleyball coach, when he had the audacity to call on her during a discussion 
about Wounded Knee. Like the rest of us, he pretended not to notice. Probably, I 
imagined, because he was worried about how he might fare were they to go head to head. 
We all were. As such, the whole school deferred to her, gave her wide berth in the 
cafeteria, tried not to make eye contact. And yet, I at least found her captivating; petulant, 
grabby, always looking for a fight. I caught myself staring into the mirror of the girl’s 
bathroom, parting my hair like Della’s, trying for that delicate balance of disgust and 
desire that showed up in her bottom lip.
We heard about Della’s eye from Robbie Heiss, who had overheard his mother, 
Scravel High’s school nurse, telling her book club about it. He eavesdropped regularly, 
creeping down the stairs when the ladies had settled into their metal folding chairs with 
paperbacks and wine coolers. They would discuss the selected novel for a few minutes, 
and then lapse into an hour of sex talk, courtyard gossip, and any number of things that 
could only be revealed in the company of alcohol and other women. Lolita had been 
selected for their November discussion, and Robbie hadn’t missed a single Saturday.
He was an elfish, wormy kid with a shock of curly auburn hair and a girlishly 
pretty face. The boys in our class mostly shunned him, mocking his chatty, soprano 
eagerness and laughing off his efforts to join their garage bands, flag football weekends, 
or creekside bonfires. The girls—besides Crystal, my sister Tibby, and I—tittered and 
petted him, treating him like a Labrador and bruising his oversized ego. But somehow,
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Robbie remained unflinching, overly confident and always cheerful, like a backwoods 
Peter Pan dressed in concert T-shirts bought at the state fair two sizes too big.
He came running with the Della news through the wide swath of grass and a 
piling of playground equipment onto which all of our sliding glass doors opened, to the 
vacant storage shed at the far end of the complex. We had knocked off the padlock with 
a nine iron and kept the shed stocked with cigarettes and loose tobacco nicked from our 
folks, punk rock magazines, and a battery operated boom box loaded with mixed tapes. 
We would, occasionally, break into the neighboring sheds for bottles of warm coke 
(stored by Mrs. Woefle for her grandkid’s semi-annual visits), and miscellaneous 
amusements. If anyone knew about our illegal occupation or suspected minor thievery 
they didn’t come knocking, and we trusted in the general disinterest of those living a 
multiple-unit daily life.
The Green Mountain Estates had once been a luxury condominium development. 
It sat on the edge of a defunct golf course on the outskirts of our mountain town that, in 
the eighties, had experienced a brief and explosive economic boom when timber prices 
reached an all time high. Flush with the proceeds, loggers and community leaders bought 
half-ton pickups and built swimming pools. Huge RVs showed up in cramped driveways 
towing four-wheelers and drift boats. That’s when an ambitious investor from California, 
guessing that the new wealth would find its way, eventually, to establishments of status, 
purchased land and built the golf course, enticing larger developers to raise the 
condominiums, tucked into the dense rainforest of the Cascade Mountains, sure to draw 
retirees, spendthrift locals, and outdoor sports enthusiasts.
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It failed spectacularly. The stripping of the nearby hillsides, many of which were 
carved out to accommodate the kidney-shaped design of the course, eroded the soil and 
made it nearly impossible to keep green. Grass seed farmers kept leases on water rights 
in constant, expensive dispute, and the wily Calapooia River, docile for so many years 
before, flooded three seasons in a row, keeping the course closed for repairs more often 
than not. When the bottom dropped out of the timber market, state and local taxes were 
raised on all luxury properties, forcing out the greedy Californians, and leaving in their 
wake eighteen sun-bleached, empty holes bounded on one side by twenty-four half­
finished townhouses.
These were eventually auctioned for a fraction of their worth and finished poorly, 
the elegant design thwarted by cheap materials and shoddy craftsmanship. Six two-story 
units to a side, they formed a perfect square with open corners, front doors pointed 
outward, sliding glass back doors opening onto a shared lawn. Elderly couples, truck 
drivers and seasonal workers moved in and out of what were now called apartments, 
leaving only a few occupied by permanent families—most of which were headed by 
single mothers, like ours. Robbie and his mom lived on the east side, nearest the course. 
Crystal’s family rented two units on the south side, one that she lived in with her parents 
and one for her four brothers next door. The entire west side, six apartments, stood 
empty, plagued by plumbing problems and the relentless traffic noise of the freeway it 
bordered. Tibby and I lived on the north side, four doors down from Della Stokes, her 
brother Harold, and a mother who worked some kind of night job and drove a twenty- 
year old Saab.
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“At first, my mom thought it was just pink eye, which makes sense considering 
what a skeeze Della is,” Robbie said.
“Conjunctivitis,” Tibby said, and was shushed.
“But then her whole eye filled with blood and started to swell, and so mom starts 
poking around her face.” Robbie jabbed his index fingers into his eye sockets.
“Get on with it, asshole.” Crystal, the largest member of our group, thumped 
Robbie on the top of his head with her beefy, brown fist. Robbie rubbed his head, glaring 
at Crystal but carefully deferential. Well over six feet, she had linebacker shoulders and a 
massive, couch cushion torso. Her size offended the macho sensibilities of her father and 
average-sized brothers, and earned the shame of a pretty Mexican mama.
“Like I was saying. My mom starts poking around Della’s face and it’s all 
spongy and hot around her eye. She figures it’s some kid of bacterial infection.” Robbie 
paused, dramatically, and grinned, “When she poked her there, some kind o f  gas was 
released that smelled like rancid meat. That’s how she knew it was gangrene.”
Crystal and Tibby groaned, horrified but delighted, making Robbie smile wider 
and hop from one foot to the other, eager to continue.
“Somebody took her to the clinic, but it was too late. They had to cut the whole 
eyeball out.” In silence, we imagined it— a black patch, the sagging, empty eyelid. I saw 
Crystal squeeze shut one eye and look around with the other.
“It’s called enucleation.” Tibby said. “I wonder if she kept the eyeball.” She was 
still in middle school, but we tolerated her because most of the Scravel High football 
team, and nearly every other male around, lusted after her tan legs and blooming bosom.
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Caroline’s younger sister? they exclaimed, refusing to believe that such a mousy, flat­
chested bore like me could share Tibby’s DNA. She wanted to be a gynecologist, read 
classic literature for pleasure, and could tie knots in a cherry stem with her tongue. I was 
a solid C average student, could whistle through one nostril and flip people off with my 
inordinately long middle toes.
“Don’t be gross,” I said, pretending to contemplate with the others the black 
rectangle of sliding glass across the shaggy weeds of our courtyard, and Della’s empty, 
oozing socket. But what I was really thinking about was a day two weeks before, when I 
saw her eyes, whole and terribly green and looking at me. Her thick hair had been pulled 
back into Travis Barlow’s white-knuckled fist. Her head and shoulders were dripping 
wet, and I guessed he had been plunging her into the handicap toilet. Her left eye had 
already begun to purple, and she glared at me with the other, daring me to intervene. 
Travis didn’t think to watch the side entrance of the girl’s locker room, where I came 
often during the day to skim cash and CDs from unlocked wire bins. Travis spit on the 
blue tiles of the shower room. A band-aid that covered an inky, crusted scab on his face 
had been half-dislodged, and flopped pitifully against his downy cheek.
Della’s eyes didn’t plead or explain, but said, keep your fucking mouth shut.
I did.
Della wasn’t at school the next week, or the week after, which was shortened for 
Thanksgiving. Although we loitered around the storage shed every unoccupied moment, 
we never caught sight of Della or her brother. Their mother’s car kept disappearing every
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evening and returning by dawn, so we assumed they hadn’t left town. Tibby, who candy- 
striped at the community hospital once a week, could find no sign of Della in the patient 
files, but gave us daily updates of her likely condition, referencing the huge 1974 
Physicians Desk Reference she’d picked up at the Salvation Army.
“They cut the four rectus muscles first, then the optic nerve. That leaves the 
eyeball free to lift out,” Tibby told us on Thanksgiving morning, before we all scattered 
to eat pressed turkey and potato buds for an hour in our cramped, identical kitchens.
“The surgery only takes forty minutes and can be done under local anesthetic. She didn’t 
even have to stay overnight,” Tibby said, peering with wonder into the enormous 
textbook. Robbie gasped in mock astonishment, and she threw her empty coke bottle at 
his head.
“She would have worn a pressure patch for a week, making her temporarily 
blind.” Tibby looked at her digital wristwatch, checking the date. “Must have taken it off 
by now, and the swelling is probably down.” Crystal, Robbie and I feigned disinterest, 
and took turns taking long draughts on a damp cigarillo we’d found inside a crumpled 
box lying in the parking lot. “She’ll basically have to learn how to see all over again— 
but with one set of eye muscles.”
I thought I saw the curtains at Della’s window part for a moment, revealing a 
shadowy, familiar interior. A boy-sized shape flitted across and out of view, as if  Harold, 
Della’s little brother, had seen me staring. Once, when I had faked a fever to get out of 
running the mile in gym, I had seen Harold, sitting on the one functional swing in the 
middle of the courtyard. He wasn’t much younger than Della, but small and hunched,
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dully blonde, with a pinched, squinty face aimed at the overcast sky. He didn’t pump his 
legs, or twist in the swing like other kids did. He just sat there, fists curled around the 
cold chains, lifting one foot, and then the other, of the ground. Tibby used the word 
“autistic” to describe him, which was, back then, a term we equated with short buses and 
social exile.
“She’s got the one good eye,” I said.
“It’s Della,” Crystal said.
“Yeah, I realize she’s not a very nice person, but that doesn’t mean she deserves
to... ”
“No. It’s Della. On the green.” We all turned to where Crystal was pointing, 
through the northwest corner of the complex, toward the golf course. We saw a strip of 
weathered turf and the flagless marker for the seventeenth hole swaying in the November 
chill. Della was walking slowly toward a reedy, algae-clogged water hazard. There was 
a yellow bandana tied around her head, covering one eye and a heavily padded bandage 
beneath it. She wore a wrinkled nightgown, spotted with what looked like dried blood 
and food stains, and her bare legs and feet were chapped and ashy, smeared with mud and 
dead leaves. Her hair hung limply, crimped and tangled where her head must have lain 
on a pillow. Tibby was the first of us to start toward her.
By the time we reached them, Della’s arms were tangled around Tibby’s neck in a 
chokehold. It took us a moment to realize that she wasn’t trying to kill Tibby, only 
hanging on as if  she were at the brink of a precipice. They staggered on the rough 
fairway while Tibby spoke quickly into the injured girl’s uncovered ear.
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“You’re okay. W e’ll just take you on home now, I won’t let go,” Tibby stroked 
Della’s hair and kept her face pressed into her neck. “Crystal, give me your jacket.”
Crystal shrugged off her long, quilted coat and handed it to Tibby, who draped it 
over Della’s shoulders one-handed. The three of us, Crystal, Robbie and I, followed 
weakly behind while Tibby and Della shuffled toward the apartments. They reminded 
me of a cross-stitched picture my mother had framed and hung in the room Tibby and I 
shared. It showed two little children crossing a wobbly wooden bridge during a storm. 
They are holding each other, heads bowed against the wind, and behind them, a beautiful 
woman in a shining gown is spreading out her arms, making sure they get home safe.
“Motherfuckers,” Della said, her voice warbled by Tibby’s pink sweatered 
shoulder. Harold answered our knock on the sliding glass door and let the girls into the 
dark, cavernous living room. He seemed to be expecting us and looked concerned, but 
wouldn’t make eye contact, sliding the door closed behind him and letting the heavy 
drapes swing back into place. The three of us remaining on the empty concrete porch 
stood looking at each other.
“Should we wait for her?” Crystal said, gesturing toward the door where Tibby 
had disappeared.
“What does she think she’s doing in there?” Robbie said. “She’s going to catch 
something.”
“Shut up, Robbie,” I said.
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“I told my mom I’d be home.” Robbie turned and began jogging toward his 
building. Crystal looked balefully at me, and then toward the glass door. There was no 
telling what kind of condition her coat was in. She shrugged, and left.
Della’s patio was completely bare, lacking the lawn chairs and potted plants 
scattered across the neighboring plots. I paced the concrete for a few minutes, and then 
sat down where the slab met the grass at a slight angle. The courtyard was empty. The 
lone swing pushed itself a few inches back and forth; the plastic lid of a paper cup 
wheeled along the rail road ties marking a small patch of bark dust, and blew end over 
end toward the base of a metal slide. I could hear the low roar of holiday traffic on the 
freeway, and blades of grass, springing against a soft misting of rain. The apartment and 
the people inside were still.
I thought about going home. My mother would be sitting at the kitchen table, a 
blue haze of cigarette smoke making the country music she listened to sound warm and 
syrupy. It would be me who would divide the canned turkey slices onto three 
mismatched plates. Me who would pour boiling water into the potato flakes and fluff 
them with a fork. Tibby would insist on cranberry sauce and produce a can from 
somewhere—jelled, not whole berry. I could smell Stove Top seeping from somebody’s 
open window, and then a dank, hollow odor that reminded me of shellfish and old tires.
I twisted around to see that Harold had opened his door and dropped down on the 
concrete step below it. He slid the door closed at his back, and then stared at his shoes.
“Hey,” I said.
“Hey,” Harold said.
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“What’s going on in there?”
“Your sister is changing my sister’s bandage.” Harold met my eyes briefly, and 
looked away.
“Where’s your mom?” I hadn’t seen her car parked in front of their apartment 
that morning.
“At her boyfriend’s,” Harold said. “Thanksgiving dinner.”
“Yeah,” I said.
“They’re almost done, I think.”
I looked back out toward the grass. I could hear Harold behind me, tapping the 
bottom of his shoes against the cement.
“I didn’t just let her go, you know,” he said. His voice sounded flat, but I could 
tell he was ready to defend himself.
“I didn’t say you did.”
“She wants to get out of here, it’s all she talks about.”
“Who doesn’t?”
“It’s not like I didn’t try and stop her. I was watching by the door— she was
fine.”
“She was wandering through the golf course in her nightgown,” I said.
“She wouldn’t let me go with her.”
“It’s really none of my business.”
“I’m just saying. I tried to make her put something on.”
“I’m sure you did,” I said.
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“It’s not like I just stood by and let it happen.”
I didn’t say anything. Somewhere above us, a small, clawed animal skittered 
across the corrugated tin of the porch’s roof, and I imagined tiny, costumed pilgrims in 
buckled hats being hunted.
“I saw it, you know.” Harold spoke quietly, and leaned slightly forward.
“Saw what?”
“Her eye. The hole. When the nurse came to take off the pressure patch.”
I turned around to look at him. “She stuck a pencil into some guy’s face,” I said.
“She told me.”
“What did it look like?”
He thought for a moment. “Like a rotten apple— a windfall that hits the ground 
too hard and gets bruised,” he said. “Smells like it too. But mostly it’s just a hole.” He 
sighed. “It’s weird. When you see a hole like that, you want to fill it. You know?”
“Yeah,” I said.
“The nurse said they’ll put in a fake eye. No one will be able to tell.”
“That’s good,” I said. “Like it never even happened.”
“I guess.”
Tibby didn’t talk about the time she’d spent with Della. After about an hour, she 
came out and we walked the short distance home in silence. I felt certain that Della had 
told her about that day in the locker room. And if she did know, that Tibby hadn’t been
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surprised. She took a long shower after dinner, and took her textbook to bed without 
saying goodnight.
Before following her upstairs, I stopped at our front door. I stood on tiptoes, and 
looked out through the peephole onto the clear-cut hills looming above the highway. In 
my right eye, the moon hung plump and heavy in the sky. In my left, it was higher and 
brighter. I saw Della’s mom turn into our driveway, and lurch toward her building. I 
squinted and watched her as she walked toward her door, but she looked tired and cruel 
in both eyes.
I had watched like this, through a hole Robbie knew about in the wall behind the 
gym’s bleachers. Through it, I saw that Della still knelt on the floor in front of Travis. He 
had released her hair and it hung in clumps around her face. Neither of them said a word. 
Della’s face, split open by a malicious grin, sent Travis pacing anxiously around her. A 
tiny, silent drama being played out through a quarter-sized opening in the wall. When it 
became clear that she wouldn’t give him what he wanted—whatever that might have 
been— Travis stomped out into the hall through a barrage of insults Della threw at his 
back. He called her a crazy bitch, and slammed the locker room door.
When he was gone, she didn’t move, but the smile disappeared. She let the left 
half of her face fall into her open palm, and rubbed her eye slowly, like a child rubs the 
satin edge of a favorite blanket. I wanted, suddenly and absurdly, to call out to her. To 
apologize and explain myself. I wasn’t brave enough to face her in person, but believed, 
somehow, that it might be possible to understand each other through the hole.
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“Della?’ I whispered. My lips grazed the crumbling plaster around the hole. 
“Della?” I said again. The bell rang and echoed through the gym. She didn’t hear me.
She leaned against a shower stall, and I leaned, hidden, against the iron legs of the 
bleachers. We sat for a while like that, until the period ended and other girls, dressing 
and undressing, blocked Della from my view.
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We Are Who We Were Then
Amanda lost her mother on the streets of the city one day in September. They had 
been walking together in the park blocks under the trees—huge trees with grey, woody 
canopies— occasionally pausing to observe the broken sunlight falling on the path. They 
passed the stone-sided art museum with its manicured sculpture garden, a row of modern 
brick condos, seven coffee shops. They’d swapped vague pleasantries at the Greyhound 
station the night before, relying on the familiar cadence of phone banter to mask the 
discomfort of eye contact and body language. How are you? They asked each other 
several times, giving the same generic answers without seeming to notice the question. 
Good. Busy, you know. How’s Dad, how’s work, how’s the weather been? The details 
of the journey were relayed with customary exasperation. Hungry? Not a bit. Amanda 
had made up the futon in the front room of her apartment—you must be exhausted!— and 
stood behind her closed bedroom door for a long time, listening to her mother unpack the 
suitcase, undress, and flip through the pages of a magazine she’d found on the bus.
She had brought all the wrong things: woolen hats, a clock radio, twenty bottles of 
nail polish and no toothbrush. Her shoes were strappy, synthetic, and two sizes too small. 
Probably picked out of a grubby lineup at a garage sale, Amanda thought. When she wore 
them to the breakfast table the next morning—matched poorly to a knee-length fuchsia 
skirt and a polyester blouse—Amanda had gently urged her to change.
“Something casual,” she’d said, “it’s just us.” Her mother had frowned when she 
said that, putting a hand up to her closely cropped hair, the hairspray still wet. But she
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had gone back to her large suitcase propped against the wall and rummaged through a 
pile of hand towels, crossword puzzles clipped from various newspapers, and what 
looked like dozens of brightly colored neck scarves before pulling out a pair of jeans and 
a green and gold tie-dye T-shirt. Amanda recognized the shirt as one that had been 
folded into in the dresser of her tiny attic room when she’d left years ago; it bore a faded 
screen-printed insignia, Fairview High School Class of 1999.
“I only brought the one pair.” Her mother’s voice was equal parts apologetic and 
combative. It made Amanda uncomfortable, this defiant, righteous tone her mother used, 
as if  her shoe poverty had been mistaken for piety. As if she had come all this way 
determined to fit into Amanda’s life, and had been found lacking. Amanda’s tennis shoes 
flopped clownishly on her mother’s small feet, making her remember the thrift store 
throwbacks she’d been forced to wear as a child.
“Plenty of shops along the way. My treat,” Amanda said, which made her feel 
generous and grand, though she had already maxed out one credit card to purchase her 
mother’s bus fare.
She’d never been anywhere, Amanda’s mother. Or at least that’s what Amanda 
believed when she made the offer. You deserve it, she’d said, realizing only later how 
condescending that must have sounded to an ex-con who had worked the swing shift at a 
convenience store for the last twenty years. She had wooed her with talk of pedicures 
and brunches, matinees at the symphony and drinks on the top floor balcony of a bar she 
knew. She might as well have proposed a trip to the backside of the moon for all her 
mother might have understood. That she was so very different than her mother, had
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escaped her small-town fate and avoided her many mistakes, was a governing principle of 
Amanda’s life and nourished every Sunday, when she spent fifteen minutes emphasizing 
the contrast in her calls home.
“And Dad’s good?” Amanda asked for the fourth time. They had passed through 
the business district and entered the small grid of downtown streets marked with 
freestanding drinking fountains on every corner. Her mother nodded, again, and pushed 
her short graying hair back from her face. She’d worn her hair in a severe ponytail for as 
long as Amanda could remember. She realized suddenly that it had been the shock of 
seeing her so closely shorn that started things off on the wrong foot at the bus station.
She felt relieved, and a little foolish. Looking at her again, she saw the same slight, 
muscular frame; hard forearms and soft, hunched shoulders; her breasts unremarkably 
large, her belly round, her legs bowed and stick-thin. Her face was full of large pores and 
slackened hollows, yet it was plump through the cheek and nose in a way that made her 
appear gnome-like. Amanda had striven her entire life to escape the genetic destiny of 
that Germanic blood and body type. Stand up straight, she’d ordered her child-self in the 
mirror of the little attic room. Suck it in and push it out. She was still watching when her 
mother bent her head to drink from one of the street fountain’s four spigots.
“Stop,” Amanda shrieked, pulling her mother’s head back just before her lips at 
met the stream of sparkling water. “It comes straight from  the river,” Amanda said, 
pointing toward the slow curve of the water flowing unseen behind a screen of high rises.
“So what are they doing here?” her mother asked, still half bent over the fountain.
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“For affect, I guess. They are very old.” They stood for a moment, watching the 
water gurgle and pool in the murky glow of the old copper basins. Her mother eyed the 
fountains suspiciously as they crossed the street.
“How is the newspaper business?”
“Fine.” The high pitch of Amanda’s response had made her mother look up, but 
Amanda pretended not to notice. “Dad, he didn’t mind being left behind?”
Her mother ignored this and stopped to rub a sore spot forming on her left heel. 
“When you’re right, you’re right.”
“Should we sit for a while?” Amanda said.
“This heat,” her mother said, dropping down on a bench and unloading the 
enormous handbag she’d insisted on bringing. It was difficult for Amanda to make sense 
of her mother, who smoked hunched over, looking like a delinquent on a church pew. 
They sat quietly for an uncomfortable length of time. Now that she was here, all of the 
scenarios and conversations Amanda had imagined with her mother seemed impossible. 
For one thing, she didn’t appear to be overly impressed with Amanda’s apartment, the 
picturesque walk she’d planned through the park, the gleaming havoc of the city on a 
Wednesday morning. In fact, she looked slightly petulant and bored. Second, most of 
what she had planned required money, and Amanda had exactly fourteen dollars left in 
her checking account.
“You okay?” Amanda asked, meaning, now that you’ve rested for a few minutes; 
meaning, do I have anything to worry about; meaning, why are you here?
“You know me,” was all she said. And Amanda didn’t.
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The shoe store was fitted into the basement of a Korean grocer. It smelled terrible, 
but her mother didn’t seem to mind. She went to work digging through the racks, 
occasionally asking the proprietress a question about the craftsmanship of a particular 
shoe. Waterproof? Real leather? Amanda noticed the “cash only” sign next to the 
register and groaned inwardly.
When her mother announced her intention to visit, Amanda couldn’t bring herself 
to rescind the offer. Besides, she was bound to find something before things got too bad. 
Only, she didn’t. She’d inherited none of her parents’ financial discipline; they, who 
believed spending drew suspicion and never, ever carried anything other than cash. She 
thought little of applying for a new credit card as the old ones maxed out. Amanda wasn’t 
willfully irresponsible, had never knowingly made bad decisions. Mistakes snuck up on 
her. She pulled a slim piece of plastic out of her wallet. The card had yet to be 
authorized. With one call, she could open up a minimum $500 limit and get an ATM pin 
number.
“Mom, you good? I just have to step outside and make a call.” She wasn’t sure 
her mother had heard. Wouldn’t take a minute. She stepped up the stairs and into the 
street, looking for a payphone. Her company mobile had been returned to the newspaper 
and she’d been waiting for her situation to improve before getting a new one. She told 
herself she felt liberated, that she was finding life to be more authentic without the 
constant connection, but when the first two payphones were out of service, she began to
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swear softly under her breath. She had to walk four blocks before she’d located a 
working phone and two more blocks to find a cash machine.
As she walked back toward the shoe store, she felt guilty, exhausted already by 
the weight of her mother’s presence. Why hadn’t she remembered this, she thought, the 
bizarre untidiness, the deadpan mania? If there had been people in her life whose opinion 
mattered to her, Amanda would have been embarrassed by her mother. She was not 
predictably maternal. She failed to represent her daughter in any meaningful way. What 
would they talk about, these next few days? What could they possibly have in common? 
It wasn’t even lunchtime.
Amanda stopped to sit on the curb and assess the contents of her wallet. Cars 
lurched past, bathing her ankles in a hot, silty wind. A Toyota nosed into the parking 
spot along the curb where Amanda sat and honked. She stood up.
Amanda searched the shoe store. Neither of the cashiers could remember seeing 
her mother leave, nor did they notice the pair of stretched-out sandals placed in an 
emptied shoebox near the door. She walked the block a few times and then rode the 
streetcar up and down the line from her neighborhood, watching closely for her mother’s 
loose-jointed, choppy gait. She was not yet alarmed when she arrived back at her 
apartment. There was a message blinking on her machine: “Looks like I lost you 
somewhere. I guess I’ll call back later. Hope you’re having a nice day.” There was 
nothing Amanda could do but wait.
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What Amanda didn’t want to think about was that she and her mother were 
actually very much the same. Neither of them had any friends. They liked being alone in 
crowds of people. Both had short memories, stolid temperaments, and a casual 
relationship with truth. Amanda had no doubt that her mother had stolen the shoes and 
then lost herself on purpose. And were she in a similar situation, she might have done the 
same thing. She imagined walking up and down the streets of a strange city, stopping 
occasionally to sit by the river or have a cup of coffee in a bookshop.
When her mother called a few hours later, Amanda was sitting by the phone. 
“Where are you?”
“There’s a fountain here. Don’t worry, I didn’t drink out of it.”
“That doesn’t help, Mom. Look around.” Amanda could hear ducks quacking.
“It all looks the same to me. Buildings. Traffic. When did everyone start dressing 
in black?”
“Street signs. What do they say?”
“It’s a president’s name, I think. Can’t see it from here. Took me forever to find 
a working payphone.”
“They are all president’s names, Mom. Try to find one with a number.”
“Listen, I need you to call Daddy.”
“You can call him yourself when you get here. Now just walk as far as it takes to 
find a numbered sign. Leave the phone hanging.”
“I’m not an idiot, missy.”
“I know, Mom. Just please, do what I say.”
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“Your father’s the idiot. If you don’t call and tell him to put in that casserole I 
left him, he’ll starve. Thirty minutes at 350. And call him back tonight to remind him to 
turn the stove off. He almost burned down the house when I went Grandma’s funeral a 
few years ago.”
“What were you thinking, leaving the store like that?”
“What do you mean? I’m fine. I just saw a man with at least fifty earrings in his
face.”
“Okay, why don’t I give you my address— do you have it?— and you can hail a
cab.”
“And pay a fortune for what could be a perfectly pleasant walk? No thank you. 
I’ve got your address somewhere in here.” Amanda could hear her pawing through the 
enormous shoulder bag. “I’m fine. Don’t worry.”
Before Amanda could respond, the line went dead. She considered going after 
her. The transit map she kept in her purse showed three or four parks that might have 
duck ponds, but they were on opposite sides of town. Her mother would need the key to 
enter the building’s outer door. She opened a sleeve of saltines and called her father. No 
answer.
The next morning, Amanda thought hard about calling the police. When her 
mother hadn’t showed up or called by midnight, she started phoning hospitals. But who 
could say what name she might have given? Amanda knew she never carried legitimate 
identification. Her father might have been able to help, but he still wasn’t answering.
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Amanda didn’t know what kind of warrants her mother might still have on her record. 
Was there some kind of statute of limitation that might apply? She swore she’d been 
straight for years. No drugs. No bum checks. Amanda wanted to believe her. She tried 
to imagine her spending the night on the street. It wasn’t difficult.
The phone rang.
“Did you call Daddy?”
“What? No. I mean yes, but he didn’t pick up. Mom, what is going on?”
“He’s probably passed out up at Uncle Jack’s again. Keep trying him. Alfie needs 
her worm pill with supper.”
“Are you kidding?”
“Have you been to that little pancake joint near the freeway? Best banana jacks 
I’ve ever had.”
“Mother. I’m calling the cops.” Silence. Amanda could hear the whoosh and 
grind of highway traffic. Someone on a loudspeaker was calling out numbers, though the 
words were too garbled to understand. She couldn’t decipher her mother’s breathing from 
the static gusts of wind, and guessed that she was no longer downtown.
“You’re not going to do that.” Her voice was calm and certain. “I’m sorry that I 
worried you, but I promise, I’m just fine. Had more fun in the last day and a half then the 
last ten years, if you want to know.”
“Fun?”
“I’ve seen two movies today and bought a burrito from a Persian man.”
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“I thought you wanted to spend time with me?” No amount o f  trying could keep 
the juvenile whine out of Amanda’s voice.
“I’ll be back, little girl. Just let me look around a little. Stretch my legs.”
“What are you talking about?” Amanda said, knowing full well what her mother 
had in mind.
“Tell Daddy that Lorraine will look in on him Friday. Tell him we went to the 
dog races. Tell him anything you like.” The last time her mother had tried to leave her 
father, she made it as far as the state line before she’d been arrested for stealing $40 out 
of a gas station till and sexually harassing the attendant. Her father had posted bail and 
talked down the charges, only narrowly escaping capture when the booking officer 
recognized him from the wanted flyers hanging in the post office. If he knew that her 
mother was roaming the streets of the city unsupervised, they’d both be in prison by the 
end of the week. Suddenly and dispassionately furious, Amanda gave up trying to reason 
with her.
“No truck stops. Promise me. And call every day.”
“I love you, too.”
She never called the same time of day twice, as if  she were hoping for the 
machine. With every message, her voice became looser, more messy, laced with an 
emotion that Amanda couldn’t quite identify. Not remorse. But something like it, only 
with less self-reproach. As if this thing between them was an unfortunate stroke of luck, 
like diabetes or water damage. She spoke to her father a few times. They were having a
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wonderful visit. Mommy was napping, on a walk, in the shower, out for a pack of 
smokes. She discovered that her mother phoned him as well, and tread lightly where the 
details were concerned, though he rarely asked. After a few weeks, Lorraine began 
answering the phone when Amanda called, and she could guess the rest.
She’d been on several interviews but had no offers. She had grown up with an 
intimate understanding of eviction procedures, and knew how much to pay each month to 
string out her lease for as long as possible. She began following the postman in quiet 
neighborhoods and marking vacant properties near her apartment. She filled out credit 
card applications with assumed names. It really was too easy, she thought. And with 
everything insured, reversible, and guaranteed, what she did was truly a victimless crime. 
Her mother’s hoarse voice echoed from the machine. D o n ’t do nothin’ I  w ouldn’t do.
Amanda could sometimes convince herself that she had imagined everything.
That these calls she received were from someone else— some failed person who Amanda 
could afford to ignore. But there was the suitcase was propped against the futon, still 
rumpled from her mother’s first night in the city, months earlier. She’d been through it 
many times, never able to make sense of the jumble of contents. She found a cigar box 
full of grocery receipts. Four shapeless swimsuits in shades of red. An afghan that 
Amanda remembered always hanging from the back of a willow rocker in their little 
house. Several dozen cassette tapes with no identifying markers. When Amanda brought 
home a tape deck from a nearby thrift store, she found they were all blank.
Because she didn’t know what else to do, Amanda took down one of the fat 
notebooks she’d collected from the newspaper office supply cupboard and tried to write
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down everything she knew about herself: Amanda Blankenship. Born November 6, 1981, 
Eddyville, Oregon. Mother, Celia Casselman Blankenship. Father, Clay Blankenship. 
Allergic to strawberries. Forced to repeat third grade due to excessive absences when the 
Grateful Dead toured the Pacific Northwest. Owned two African gray parrots named 
Mutt and Mollie before the duplex burned down in 1992. Lived with Aunt Lorraine, who 
smelled of corned beef and cat piss, from 1992-1996. Hated every goddamned minute. 
Moved back home when parents returned to Eddyville and purchased the little house on 
Scravel Hill. Graduated 14th in a class of 20 from Fairview High School. Followed best 
friend Gina Teller to the city for promised job in her uncle’s taxidermy business. Fired 
when two parrots disappeared from the skinning cupboard. Hired in the mailroom of the 
Daily Tribune six weeks later. Promoted to advertising sales department after three years. 
Always showed up on time and performed well even though the job was a joke and she 
was sick to death of being groped by plumbing contractors and funeral directors. Fired 
when James Cutshall of Cutshall Refrigeration accused Amanda (without proof) of 
slashing his tires when he didn’t renew his weekly half page spread.
Amanda sighed. This wasn’t helping. One of her mother’s clipped crossword 
puzzles had stuck to box of cassette tapes. She picked it up and read the clues. A six 
letter word for “a hole in the sole.” Her mother had written “heart,” and left the sixth 
space empty. She turned the clipping over and read a few personal ads. Picking up the 
notebook, she started again.
Amanda Blankenship likes peanut butter and mayonnaise sandwiches, tropical 
birds, and TV shows about midgets. There are large portions of Amanda’s childhood that
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she cannot remember. Amanda is most afraid of getting fat. Amanda enjoys medical 
supply stores, tattoos of cartoon animals, and inflatable furniture. Turn-ons: waterbeds 
and amputees. Turn-offs: softball players, rum-drinkers, and anyone who has ever worn 
a baseball cap. Amanda is height-weight proportionate and once auditioned at a strip 
club. Amanda is in search of—she threw the pen across the room.
The phone rang.
“Oh,” her mother said when she answered. “Thought you’d be at work at this time 
of day. Just wanted to check in is all.” She sounded anxious. The silence behind her 
voice was muffled, as if  she were in a booth. “So. How are you?”
“I got fired.”
“I know.” She heard her mother light a cigarette.
“Where are you?”
“Some shopping mall somewhere. There are hundreds of them in this town. The 
music is terrible.”
“You can’t smoke in the mall, Mom.”
“Well, aren’t you smart.”
“I’m not the enemy, you know.”
“You’re not what I’m worried about, little girl. It’s the rest of these assholes.” 
Amanda could hear her tapping against the glass of the booth she was in, probably 
taunting some poor schmuck on his way to a lunch meeting.
“Mom?”
“I’m here.”
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“What’s it like?” Amanda heard things rustling on the other end. The chit-chit of 
a lighter, her mother’s nervous habit. “Where you are, I mean.” She didn’t speak for a 
long time and Amanda began to worry that the connection had been lost. Then a police 
siren blared past, echoing through the booth for a minute before tapering off into 
whatever distance existed between them.
“I don’t know,” she said softly. “There’s not much color here, is there? 
Everything’s been washed up and dried out. When did the world get so damn boring?”
“I think Daddy’s sleeping with Aunt Lorraine.”
“I know.”
“Mom?”
“What is it?”
Amanda ruffled the pages of the notebook with her big toe. She listened to her 
mother breathing. Shallow. Distracted. “What am I supposed to do now?”
“Jesus,” she said, not unkindly. “You spend your whole life trying to do, do, do— 
that’s the lie, that you can do and not be done to. It’s so much easier when you just let it 
go.”
“You sound tired.”
“Tired is the last thing I am.”
“Me either.”
“I know.”
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Time passed. The calls became infrequent. Sometimes, when she was walking 
the city blocks or wandering through the public library, she’d catch a glimpse of some 
sloped-back woman with shaggy hair and big teeth and follow her for hours. She’s sit in 
the park and watch people go by. Sometimes she fell asleep there and would wake up to 
the sound of bike commuters and coffee being slurped from cardboard cups. She had 
stopped looking, content now with simply watching. Her shoulders hunched; she gained 
weight.
One day—how long had it been? One year? Five?—Amanda was walking 
through the city center mall, pausing occasionally to throw pennies into an indoor 
fountain, plucking wallets out of diaper bags and the gaping purses of retirees. The 
atrium of the mall was full of escalators, zigzagging their way up to a glass-paned ceiling 
seven floors high that flooded the huge space with white light. She was riding up, 
somewhere between the third and fourth floors. Gazing upward, she saw a woman step 
from the seventh floor to stand still on the stair belt, her hand resting on the rubber 
surface of the rail. Her gray hair was pulled back into a ponytail at the base of her neck 
and she wore a yellow bandana wrapped around her brow. Her face was deeply lined, her 
nose and cheeks spotted with broken capillaries and wind rash. She wore a backpack that 
looked heavy. The green and gold tie-dye peeked out beneath an outsized jean jacket; it 
was faded, but unmistakable. Amanda opened her mouth to call out, but stopped when 
she saw where the woman was looking.
Below them, in the heart of the mall, a girl sat at the edge of the fountain trailing 
her fingers in the colorless water. It bubbled around her hand where the water splashed
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down from several decorative spigots, and when she lifted it out, wet and pink, the 
droplets sparkled in the sun streaming down through the glass. They both watched as the 
girl wiped her damp hand on the back of her pants and then walked toward a kiosk selling 
cell phone accessories. Amanda saw the place where the girl’s hand had been, a vague 
rippled pattern on the water distinguishable from the tumult of the fountain for only a 
second. And then it was gone.
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IV.
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The Children Are Watching
The children rarely move from the couch where they sit together, bathed in the 
blue light of the television. They eat like birds. Bits of cheese, sandwich ends and 
colorful cellophane wrappers litter the coffee table. Pulling blankets over their close 
bodies they sleep fitfully, waking whenever the program they are watching is interrupted 
by a commercial. The girl likes baseball and cooking shows. The boy doesn’t seem to 
care what they watch, but stares half-lidded into the light, which makes the father wonder 
about what he might have seen during their separation. When one has to pee the other 
stands outside the bathroom door.
A ll that matters is that we are together. The father says this often, as if  the facts 
were not clear. Yet he reads doubt in their curled bare toes, their bent golden heads. How 
could he explain it? His own doubt in the weeks before he sent them away. The crushing 
certainty of their absence. Because the social worker might appear at any moment, he 
takes out the garbage and buys toothpaste with a bad check. Their apartment, situated as 
it was on the edge of a woody slough, offered no distraction for the children, and so the 
father purchased the TV, rent-to-own.
One thing is certain: the father must not leave the children again. He is afraid that 
they will go looking for the mother, who sometimes sends small packages full of sweets 
and crayons, but never visits. He is afraid that they will, finally, resist even brief 
moments of contact—to cradle their silken heads in his palm, to stroke the curve of 
shoulder under the blanket. He is afraid someone will call the police. So he carries them
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both to the truck that still runs when the church calls to say that the food box is ready, or 
when the sun hits the trees in such a way and he cannot stand to be in the cramped room 
any longer. The children take their blankets with them.
From the broken easy chair next to the couch, the father watches the two and feels 
certain he can see them growing older. He can’t explain it, but from the moment of their 
reunion, he has been infected by the children’s silence. He suspects everything. The mill 
foreman leaves messages on the machine about open shifts, which the father ignores. 
Instead, he carries the children to the truck and drives to drug store parking lots, the 
abandoned drive-in, a gulch where he shot grouse as a kid, the water treatment plant.
They sit, together, and stare out through the glass, veined hairline factures and the residue 
of rain.
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The Back of Another M an’s Head
The only difference between the drunk tank and the other holding cells was a 
drain in the middle of the concrete floor. Before he’d ever been inside it, Schwartz 
imagined a dark recess in the bowels of the three-car cop shop filled with water, within 
which the town’s degenerates were submerged until they sobered up. He wondered 
then—maybe he’d been ten at the time—how they didn’t drown, these men like his father 
who were rounded up on street corners and in barroom toilet stalls and out of the smoking 
wrecks of their Fords and Chevys. It got so bad during the flush years, when foremen 
would hire any local boy with a chainsaw and a driver’s license, that the guys hired to run 
the trucks up and down the mountain made a regular stop at the back door of the 
Eddyville station. They’d empty the tank for missing riggers and cat skinners, maybe 
even pick up up a new guy or two if they had fresh brush to clear. On those mornings, 
the men would climb dripping onto the benches that lined the bed of the shuttle truck, 
soaked through by a hose that was meant to both rouse them, and wash the filth of the 
previous evening down the drain.
Schwartz stared into the florescent lights above his head, not able to sleep. It was 
a weeknight and the tank was only half full. He was getting old, he thought. Used to be 
he could drink until he passed out—nine or ten hours at least—and then wake up, force a 
cleansing vomit, and jump onto his bench at the shop to turn out a few shoulder mounted 
white tail molds, no problem. These days he had to chase the mellow fug that had always 
come easy. He’d wake up in the middle of the night, his legs restless and mind racing.
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His eyesight had grown blurry, his fingers thick. He’d always been skinny, but now any 
weight he gained collected in his gut, making him look like a starvation case. It took three 
cups of coffee before he could measure a hide precisely, let alone carve out a skull 
plaster. In those moments, he was envious of the company men. He sometimes wished 
he could hack a living out of the woods like they had, needing nothing more than muscle 
and aim. Not that it was an option. So much had changed—the town, his body, the 
efficiency of malt liquor— Schwartz took comfort in the fact that the tank was as it 
always had been, a place outside of time and circumstance. He didn’t mind it. Absurd as 
it seemed, he even missed it after a few weeks away. Sometimes he’d lie on the metal 
bunk and imagine he was floating.
The drain was still there, at the center of a slight depression in the middle of the 
cell, but the shuttle trucks had long since stopped running. The reeking men who were 
piled into squad cars and deposited in the tank would still be hosed down, but more often 
than not would wander aimlessly out of the station if they weren’t booked or held for 
questioning. In the time between, they would sit around and tell stories, engage in 
friendly fist-fights and release whatever feelings decency prohibited. Some cried. Some 
talked to ghosts they wouldn’t remember in the morning. It was a small town, smaller 
still since the mill closed. In the absence of property damage or an insistent victim, 
charges were rarely pressed. Instead, these men became the charges of whatever rookie 
cop had the misfortune of drawing the overnight shift. That night, it was Wallace.
“Jesus,” Wallace said, as he threw open the cell door. Uncle Frank had shit 
himself again. Frank was no one’s uncle that Schwartz knew of, but the nickname had
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stuck after he backed down from a fight with a waitress and a crowbar, some twenty 
years before. The man was huddled in his usual corner, his head lolling between his 
parted legs, where a dark stain gave him away. Schwartz rolled toward the back of the 
bunk he was on, pressing his face into the comfort of his own armpit. From the tiny 
window on the other side of the bars, he could see it was still dark.
He remembered putting the kids to bed, sitting with Angela after her shift at the 
nursing home, puzzling over a word scramble that she’d pulled from the newspaper. A 
nice evening. A Wednesday, he thought. Yes, a Wednesday, because the parking lot at 
the Baptist church next to the Firepit had been full when he pulled in. He’d offered to 
swing by the 7-11 for that morning’s milk when Angela complained of being tired. And 
Schwartz wanted to feel a heavy-bottomed glass between his teeth. The clatter of ice and 
country music. He always remembered the first drink. The way that bourbon, no matter 
how cheap, pooled in the back of his mouth and made the ligaments in his jaw twinge. 
The slow burn of it between his lungs, the ache that settled in his legs and made his feet 
thump against the kick plates beneath his stool. He had money and a fast car. He looked 
around at the old men and unemployed loggers, and without really meaning to, without 
knowing why exactly, he had pitied them.
Wallace picked his way through the cell, prodding here with his boot to see if 
Jackie was still breathing, collecting a contraband pack of Merits there where Tick had 
dropped them. The four a.m. walk through. When Butch Swan drowned in his own puke 
a few years back, a city ordinance mandated these checks every two hours. Most of the 
time, Schwartz could sleep through them.
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“C’mon, Bill,” Wallace said from across the cell. “Need you for a lineup. Can 
you stand?”
Bill coughed loudly and spit. “Twenty bucks,” Bill said.
“Ten. And a cup of coffee.”
“Fuck you, Wallace.”
Schwartz heard Bill lumber to his feet and blow his nose into his sleeve. Bill had 
been at the Firepit, Schwartz remembered, bickering for hours with a blonde woman in a 
tank top. He could recall a game of darts, an army recruitment poster in the men’s room, 
and bitching about ATM fees, but not much else. He felt certain he’d left before last call. 
Once he was drunk, Schwartz liked to drive. He would sometimes wake up at the wheel, 
an old CD from his high school days at full volume, pine branches and long grass 
threaded through his grill. He never wrecked. Even in a black out, something deep inside 
him respected the road. When Angela asked for a ride shortly after they met, Schwartz 
drove to Wal-Mart and did cookies in the empty parking lot. He was a meticulous fuckup, 
she’d said, laughing at the way he polished his fingerprint out of the chrome door handles 
when they’d finally stopped for another drink. She liked sipping coconut rum and 
watching reality television. Her kids weren’t assholes and their dad was long gone. For 
some reason, she loved Schwartz, and Schwartz liked that about her. She’d be up in an 
hour, looking for milk.
“Wallace,” Schwartz said, rolling toward the still-open cell door. “W hat’s the 
profile?”
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Wallace pushed Bill through the door and glanced back at Schwartz. “I got what I 
need, man. I’ll be back for you later.”
“Come on, Wallace. I could use a head start, and I don’t need the money.” 
Wallace looked him over. Schwartz was missing a shoe and his knuckles were 
bloody. His white T-shirt was stained near the hem with what looked like piss or beer, 
and his jeans had smears of mud at the knees. He felt ten again.
“What are you doing here again, Gary?” Wallace said, using Schwartz’s first 
name. They’d gone to school together—they all had— and Schwartz remembered 
Wallace before he’d been a cop, back when everyone smoked dope behind the Shop 
n’Cart and drank Mickeys on the banks of the reservoir Friday nights. Half of them went 
into the military; the other half went on food stamps. Schwartz wondered if Wallace ever 
regretted his decision.
“Angela’s going to worry. Come on, six foot white guy with brown hair, right?” 
“Fuck, man. I’ve got Elbows waiting outside. He’s been up my ass all morning 
and needs the money.”
“I’ll take care of Elbows, I’m good for it. I just need a pass this time. Just an 
hour to get home and work things out. I can’t wait until seven.”
Wallace sighed. “You’ll need a dark jacket.”
“Jackie,” Schwartz said, kicked the sleeping man in the thigh. “Can I borrow your 
coat?” When he didn’t respond, Schwartz knelt down to strip it off, shaking it vigorously 
before draping it over his own shoulders. “W e’re good, see?”
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“Good,” Wallace said, and even though it wasn’t a question, Schwartz thought he 
heard him wondering about the word. Good.
The station smelled exactly the same every time he walked through it, like 
cheeseburgers and crotch. They’d usually wait to do lineups in the morning, but the 
chief’ s office door was open and the two other patrolmen and the bailiff were standing 
around the coffee pot. Wallace led Schwartz and Bill toward the smaller of two interior 
cages, where five other men were already bent over steaming paper cups.
“Cream and two sugars,” Bill shouted to the bailiff, who poured their portions.
“Right,” the bailiff replied, pretending to spit into Bill’s cup.
“Dickhead.”
The coffee was bitter, as if  it had been reheated several times since it was brewed, 
but Schwartz soaked up the warmth of it in his hands. He sat down in one of the brown 
metal folding chairs that lined the cage and tried not to think about the cigarettes he’d left 
on the dash of his car. He liked to drive at night and smoke, in spite of his asthma, 
watching the spray of sparks stream from his cracked window when he ashed, the white 
curl of it pluming from his lips toward the rushing air. He was careful, and kept those 
scented trees wrapped in cellophane always hanging from the signal lever. Meticulous, 
Angela had said.
“Wallace,” Schwartz said when the man passed near by. “How much longer?”
“A few minutes. They’re calming the vic down, now,” he said, rolling his eyes 
disinterestedly and leading Schwartz to understand that the person behind the one-way 
glass would be a woman.
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“Hey, is my car still up on Richardson Gap?” Schwartz was guessing. Nine times 
out of ten, he’d find he’d been pulled over somewhere along the river, near the old water 
tower. He had learned many things about his drunken self: drunk Schwartz had a 
fondness for breakfast skillets, he gave his phone number to pretty gas station attendants, 
and he liked to park in the middle of the Richardson Bridge on clear nights. Rather than 
wake one of the only two tow truck drivers in town, whichever cop had been called out 
would drive his car to the shoulder, leave the keys under the floor mat, and ferry 
Schwartz to the station in the backseat of the cruiser.
“Gary, I picked you up behind the Baptist Church on a drunk and disorderly. I 
don’t know where your car is, man.”
Schwartz was puzzled, but also relieved. The church wasn’t far away. He could 
get to his car, pick up some milk, and be home before the kids were up. He didn’t have 
to open the shop until ten, when a shipment of earliners and glass eyes were scheduled to 
be delivered. Schwartz hoped they would take a post-dated check.
“Lost the Impala, huh?” Bill said, sucking hot coffee through his teeth. “Nice car. 
Taxonomy has been good for you, I guess.”
“It’s taxidermy, you idiot. Mind your fucking business.”
“Right. You mounted that Steelhead for my dad last winter. Beautiful fish. Cost 
him a goddamned fortune. Very... delicate work, wouldn’t you say,” Bill said, nudging 
the man next to him and slopping a little of his coffee onto the cheap carpet.
“Shut the fuck up, Bill,” the man said.
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“I’m just saying, it takes a delicate fucking touch. Looks like the fucker jumped 
straight from the river onto the old man’s wall. You can almost smell it,” Bill said, 
licking his lips and grinning.
Schwartz stared into his half-empty cup.
“I’m paying you a fucking compliment.” Bill was still grinning. His face was 
webbed with fine red lines across his nose and cheeks above the beard, which was 
untrimmed and matted with what looked like cake flour. Schwartz knew that Bill used to 
pull green chain for his father’s crew, before the last buyout. His forearms were still 
roped with hard muscle, which Schwartz guessed came from pulling copper piping 
through thick sheets of drywall in abandoned storefronts. Bill had fifteen years on 
Schwartz, maybe twenty. But his eyes were sharp, the pupils tiny. The hangover 
wouldn’t slow him down much.
“That’s enough, Bill,” Wallace said.
The two other cops drew the rest of the men out into the station office, handing 
each one a piece of cardboard with a number on it. Schwartz was number five, and Bill 
completed the lineup directly behind him. They were herded through a steel door into a 
windowless room, save for the six-by-six mirror that lined one wall. They knew the drill 
and stood together in profile, all but the first man facing the back of another man’s head. 
Schwartz’s eyes burned, but he could still make out the dirty collar of the man in front of 
him. He thought of his father’s work shirts, how he’d always snip off the sleeves at the 
armholes, leaving the hem frayed. He thought of his father’s arms, draped across the 
bench seat of his truck, propped up on the kitchen table. Even at seventeen, Schwartz
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hadn’t been able to stand shoulder to shoulder with the man, and when he cut off his own 
sleeves, the holes gaped around his thin chest, his arms protruding like sapling boughs. 
He made up for it with don’t-give-a-fuck, but each spring when the air filled with pollen, 
his father would notice his swollen eyes and snot-caked upper lip, the way his T-shirt 
hung and his belt cinched, and regard him as if  he were doing it on purpose.
“Face forward,” Wallace said through the intercom.
Schwartz shuffled around to face the glass. They stood against a white wall with 
horizontal lines running through it to mark their height. His hands ached, and Schwartz 
balled them into fists around the cardboard he held. He examined himself: hawkish, 
round-backed, his ankles just showing where his jeans ran out. He tried to imagine what 
the woman behind the mirror could see, how he was matched against the five others. Did 
he look like he belonged among them? The coat he’d filched from Jackie hung past his 
fingertips. He wondered where his own coat had got to. Not a coat, he remembered. A 
black hooded sweatshirt—he hadn’t planned to be gone long. He felt suddenly grateful 
that it had gone missing.
“Number One, step forward and say the line.” The man at the end took a step and 
held up the cardboard to his face. Schwartz hadn’t noticed before. A sentence written on 
the back of the numbered tile.
“Slam the door again, bitch.” The line was delivered in monotone, a noticeable 
pause between the last two words.
Schwartz’s head ached. When he closed his eyes he saw two round bursts of light.
“Number two.”
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The second man spoke too quickly and was asked to repeat himself, twice. 
Schwartz figured it must be Pharr. Fucking meth head. His father had hated drugs, and 
even though he looked the other way when a joint was passed over a lunch pail, he would 
beat the shit out of any tweaker foolish enough to use on the job. He beat the shit out of 
Schwartz once, when his mother commented on how high his metabolism must be one 
morning at breakfast. The old prick hadn’t even bothered to ask.
“Number three.”
“Slam the door again, bitch.” Schwartz didn’t recognize number three, and 
figured he must be a gypo called in from Tangent. With only one crew still running, 
local boys had developed a reputation for causing trouble and bringing friends. Bushelers 
from out of town could usually take shit on the chin, and passed through quickly once the 
job was done. Schwartz saw Bill curl his lip when the man spoke, and knew he had 
guessed right.
“Number four.”
Schwartz looked again at the man on the end. He had black hair and an earring. 
They’d played darts at the Firepit, he realized. He was somebody’s cousin, just out of the 
state pen in Salem. He’d danced with the blonde and pissed off Bill. Schwartz laid his 
tongue against his back teeth, where the gums were receding and tender. Angela was on 
him every night about brushing. He pretended to be annoyed. Angela had perfect teeth 
and black hair. She carried a few extra pounds well, and didn’t mind that Schwartz hated 
being naked.
He heard Wallace’s voice crackle through the shitty speakers.
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Slam the door again, bitch, I dare you. Schwartz raised one fist and polished the 
thumbprints behind his eyes with Jackie’s coat. He could wipe them out, he thought, 
make the chrome gleam again. Meticulous. His fingers felt thick and rigid. His whole 
body felt hollowed out, his skin stretched over chicken wire and plaster. Ideally, his 
clients brought him the whole corpse, not more than three days old. Shallow cuts, down 
the sternum and around the middle, leaving plenty of skin unmarked to cape over the 
mannequin. Nine times out of ten, the hide pulled off without spilling a drop of blood. 
Delicate. But sometimes he fucked it up. Sometimes the belly would split with the 
slightest glance of the knife, sending a river of shit and guts onto the floor.
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Pinprick
Color is the first thing to go, then definition and depth. It can happen slowly, over 
years, or as suddenly as a ruptured filament, exploding within the delicate mystery of 
glass and heat. Darrell makes a show of looking into my eyes, shining his tiny penlight 
into the tight blue muscles every few weeks and announcing to my mother that all is well. 
But there is no way to know. I read in one of his medical books that as the disease 
advances, hallucinations occur. Bright shapes within the narrowing field of vision. Often, 
small, humanoid figures dance just out of sight. Sometimes, these phantom figures will 
appear, inexplicably, to be wearing large peaked hats or strange costumes, though my 
mother has never made such claims, never speaks of it at all.
Every evening she arranges her buff-colored uniform on the back of the bathroom 
door. On a wire hanger, she drapes the collar of the plain, button-up dress with a rinsed 
pair of dark nude hose, cotton briefs, and the lifeless, beige bra she always wears. She 
steps out of the sensible black rubber-soled shoes worn by women responsible for 
cleaning up other people’s messes, and positions them just outside the door. The next 
morning’s hot shower will smooth the wrinkles from her clothes, releasing the worst of 
the soap stains and dust, which I scrub from the skirt with the edge of a damp towel. The 
bathroom smells like industrial disinfectant, the hot, musty reek of vacuum bags and her 
soft body odor. It is comforting, somehow, making the rented room we share more 
familiar than it ought to be. But I won’t miss it when I go.
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We prefer highway franchises specializing in one night stays and a minimum of 
frills. She can memorize just one room and know them all, counting the steps between 
stairwells and supply rooms, relying on twenty years of muscle memory to tell her when 
a toilet had been scrubbed clean. Her sense of smell is impeccable and she knows 
enough, when in doubt, to be generous with the pine-scented solution. When the bed 
corners aren’t square or she misses a few condiment packets left on a bedside table, no 
one complains. Picking through the big housekeeping cart by touch, she carefully 
positions the little bottles and squares of soap on identical bathroom counters, leaning in 
close when she knew she was alone to make sure the labels are facing out. She keeps to 
herself, politely refusing when the other women offer a cigarette or to share the small 
valuables left behind by traveling salesmen, truck drivers, and drug addicts. She always 
hangs back a few paces when I come to walk with her at the end of her shifts. Listening 
to my steps, she asks prodding questions about the day, dinner, Darrell. Even in private 
she pretends, avoiding eye contact and guiding herself through the cramped kitchenette 
with discreetly outstretched fingers.
“Eggs?” I say, guiding the saltshaker into her hand. She is teaching me how to
cook.
“First crack a few into the bowl,” she says. “Not too hard.” We don’t have a 
whisk so I grab a fork from the sink and pierce the yolks, churning the mix with short, 
forceful turns of the wrist. She pretends to watch closely and nods her approval.
Darrell is lying on one of the beds, flipping through the channels of the TV.
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“Eggs?” Mom calls to him, and I can hear the pleading in her voice. Darrell 
doesn’t answer. It’s only been a week since the clinic let him go, but he already has a 
heavy growth of whiskers and a sack full of empties near the door.
“The trick to eggs is cooking them low and slow. Keep the flame down and don’t 
over-stir. That’s right.” She stands behind me and runs her fingers through my hair; I 
feel like a little girl again. W e’ve been in Houston for six months, chasing down an 
experimental treatment that Darrell says could change everything. Mom believes he 
wants to help us, that he loves us, that we are a family. But Darrell and I know 
differently. There is a lot she does not see.
I fetch a bag of pre-grated cheese from the mini fridge and begin to sprinkle the 
eggs with waxy, yellow handfuls. Mom putters near the sink and brings down two paper 
plates from the cupboard. She says she isn’t hungry. Eggs are difficult. She can manage 
hamburgers and fries. Even soup. But in order to see to use a fork, she must bend low 
over the food. She wouldn’t want me to see her struggling. She tries to hide her 
blindness so that I won’t be afraid of what might be coming. Darrell can stare into my 
eyes all he wants, but I’m not stupid.
She met Darrell at a free clinic in Oregon. She could still match our socks then, 
and had taken an extra morning shift mopping floors in the Elks Lodge. When I arrived 
as expected to walk her home one day, I found her huddled in a corner, surrounded by old 
men, fighting off something unseen at knee-level. The cook, a black man named Duke, 
drove us to the clinic in his pickup, on strict orders from the Lodge leader to see that they 
administered a pee test, though he waited only thirty minutes before taking leave of the
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chaotic waiting room. I will never know if it was luck or a stroke of real genius that led 
Darrell to the diagnosis. Very, very rare, he whispered, inches from her eyes. He had 
tangled grey hair and flat, serious face. She ordered me out of the room, but I could see 
what she was thinking.
We went back the next day, and the next. Exams were conducted, though none 
that required appointments or a trip away from the medical supply closet of the clinic 
where Darrell received us. But he’s old, I complained, waiting with her at the window for 
Darrell’s car to appear. He’s a doctor, she corrected. We took him on a tour of the 
cramped apartment we shared with the two other women who had answered the ad, and 
made elaborate dinners that he never had time to eat. He worked strange hours and 
complained loudly of the clinic’s miserable pay scheme, patients, red tape.
Before the year was out we moved with Darrell to Colorado Springs. He spoke of 
writing a paper, conducting research, how we would be the vessel on his voyage back to 
the top. But we had no insurance, and the friends Darrell claimed would help us had 
moved on. He took a job in a Planned Parenthood office, was fired, and lasted only a 
morning in the infirmary of a state penitentiary before we were on the road again. Salt 
Lake City, Las Vegas, Juarez. There were questions about his license. His medical 
degree couldn’t be verified. Some troubling incident fifteen years ago in a Florida 
nursing home. Mom nodded sympathetically with every explanation, her face 
imperceptible as he searched her corneas with the silver penlight. Romance was a natural 
compliment to the arrangement.
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This is how it goes. When he loses more jobs than he can find in one town, we 
move on and the whole process begins again. The search for a furnished rental, the 
wooing of social workers, the rumor of a position in a downtown clinic or rehab center. 
There are long stretches spent in one place—three months in Albuquerque, almost a year 
in Coeur d’Alene—which are regularly recalled to make the three-week stints more 
bearable. We are always and unaccountably hopeful. Until we start finding the empties 
under the couch, or worse, orange prescription bottles labeled with unfamiliar names. 
Until he begins going out at odd hours for a gallon of milk or a newspaper only to come 
back empty-handed and glassy-eyed. Until we take the discounted room in whatever 
motel my mother could find work.
Our life before Darrell has been stamped out of memory by the crush of time and 
distance, the way the shore disappears in an ebbing tide. We want to be convinced by the 
ready excuses, always followed by a new prospect, gene therapy, pro bono work two 
states over. But as Mom’s movement grows slow and measured, Darrell’s promises thin 
Playing “blind,” he ties a tube sock over my eyes and teaches me to feel my way through 
the contents of the mini fridge. He looks on as I turn cartwheels in dark hallways. We 
make faces at my mother across courtyard picnic tables until I have to stifle guilty 
laughter behind my hands, ashamed to see her smiling oblivion. He likes to watch as I 
brush my mother’s hair or paint her fingernails, our twin yellow heads shining under the 
vanity lights of the bathroom mirror. Her darting irises in the reflection, smudged by the 
thick glasses she no longer needs, but wears out of habit, remind me of the last image on 
the television when it is powered off, the cooling tube narrowing into a pinprick of light
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before fading, slowly, slowly, to black. The knowledge of it is a grinding presence that, 
for her sake and our own, we ignore.
“You know you’ve ruined any nutritional value these eggs once had,” Darrell 
says, glaring at me over his paper plate. I don’t answer him because I know he’s looking 
for a fight. Rehab centers, free clinics, state hospitals; he can’t get a job anywhere. He 
lets Mom work while he plots our next move and drinks off-brand rum out of emptied 
water bottles. I tell myself he’s not all bad. He speaks kindly to Mom, most of the time, 
and when he sees she’s disoriented, guides her gently with a hand at the small of her 
back. He can take better care of her than I can.
Mom sits in the chair next to the bed and looks toward the sound of the TV. Her 
hair is limp and frizzing, hanging around her ears in clumps. When she hears me get up 
to throw out the dinner mess, she speaks softly to Darrell.
“Have you decided?” she says, thinking I cannot hear from across the room.
Darrell sighs and unscrews the water bottle in his lap. “Houston is a dead end. 
Fucking bureaucrats.” He taps a few pills out of an orange bottle on the nightstand, and 
washes them down with the rum.
She reaches for his hand on the coverlet and doesn’t find it. “I know you’ve done 
everything you can.”
“More.”
“Yes.”
Darrell doesn’t say anything more, but exhales so loudly he has to cough a few
times.
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I listen closely while I rinse the pan out. They know nothing of my plans, and I want it to 
stay that way. I hand over most of what I earn doing endless loads of towels and sheets 
in the motel laundry, but what money I can squirrel away I keep hidden inside a box of 
tampons in the bottom of my duffle. It should buy me a bus ticket, a warm coat, and a 
pair of boots. Montana is full of dude ranch resorts, but the Swinging J is where I am 
headed. The brochure I picked up in a Wyoming truck stop has pictures of wide creeks, 
snowy mountains and, everywhere, horses. A girl could easily get a housekeeping job in 
one of those places. Make friends with the cowboys. Learn to ride.
The dishes are done and I know Mom won’t say another word while I’m in the 
room. I don’t care. Once the decision is made to move on, it’ll be easy to slip away. 
Darrell will throw a party when he sees I’m gone. Both parents have to carry the gene, so 
he thinks Mom’s fears about me are unfounded. And what use does he have for a healthy 
pain in the ass? I tell myself that she will understand. Even be relieved. But mostly, I try 
not to think about it.
“Where you off to?” Mom asks as I approach the door. She attempts to sound 
casual, but I know it’s an effort. She’s trying to gauge how long I’ll be gone. Trying to 
determine how much time they’ll have alone.
“Out.”
She roots around in the apron at her waist, pulling out a bill and handing it to me. 
“Go get yourself a soda or something.” She thinks it’s a one but I see it’s a five. Darrell 
isn’t looking. I pocket the bill. “You okay?” she says. When she really wants to know, 
she’ll drag me over to the lamp and squint at my face, tracing the line of my long, pointed
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nose and digging her palms into the hollows of each cheek. But she doesn’t move from 
the bed now, and I just nod, leaving her to wonder.
The walk to Wal-Mart is not long, and I take my time under the streetlights, 
watching my shadow in the still-warm asphalt dip and weave over parking curbs. I like to 
walk around Wal-Mart at night. Any big box store will do. After 10:00 PM, the place is 
almost empty, and I can stroll down the long bright aisles without being held up or 
hurried from behind. I test several shopping carts before guiding one into the store. I walk 
down the home improvement aisle and collect the items I imagine would outfit the little 
Montana cabin in my mind. Silverware, flannel sheets, a thick blue bathmat, two beaded 
throw pillows, an oval hand mirror, a whisk. A fat man in a green vest stops to ask if I’m 
finding everything all right. His name badge says Luke. Thanks, Luke, I say, with a little 
nod. It helps if I use their names. I take care putting everything back. Next I walk to the 
cosmetics aisle and use the sample trays to put on my face. That’s what Mom called it, 
when I was a kid. Hold on, I got to put on my face. I smooth cocoa butter lotion onto my 
arms and spray my throat with White Diamonds. With color in my face and a cloud of 
perfume following me, it’s easier to imagine that I belong here. I have to put a few things 
in my cart now, otherwise Luke will get suspicious and think I am homeless.
I wake up to the sound of traffic. Darrell is sitting in the open doorway that 
overlooks the motel parking lot. He’s in his boxer shorts and is drinking out of an orange 
juice carton. I hear Mom humming softly to herself in the bathroom. Sometimes I sleep
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in the car. But it was cold last night, and besides, the lights were off when I returned, 
letting me know it was okay to sneak in and use the bed.
I pull the covers over my head and try to stay asleep. The sheets are starchy and 
damp. Pressing my fingertips to my eyelids, I watch the neon light show of pressure and 
stars, pushing hard at the corners to produce tears, letting them slide down my nose and 
into my mouth. I like to cry. It was always a problem with my teachers, the crying.
There is a kitten crying somewhere nearby. Or no, not a kitten. How could it be a kitten? 
I sit up in bed and look toward Darrell. He is motionless as before. The mewing is 
coming from the bathroom.
“Mom?” I knock on the door. I can see the bright lights of the illuminated mirror 
shining through the cracks in the hinge. “I’m coming in.”
She is on the edge of the bathtub. The cheap plastic shower curtain has been 
ripped from most of the metal rings on the rod and hangs limply behind her. Her 
uniform, which is embroidered with her name in curling cursive letters just above her 
heart, hangs open to the navel, revealing the worn waistband of her underwear and the 
snagged cups of her bra. She had been in the process of putting on her nylons. A vial of 
clear nail polish sat near the sink, and I wondered if she had felt a run forming beneath 
her sensitive fingers, had heard the soft pop as the fibers split and chased each other 
toward her knees. One thin leg is sheathed while the other gleams pale and uncovered in 
the harsh bathroom lights. As if  she tore them from her face, I spot her glasses 
protruding from the dusty shadows beneath the toilet, and bend, automatically, to pick
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them up. Her eyes are wide, reflecting everything in the room in their huge glassy pupils, 
as blank as a baby’s.
The noise I heard is coming from her, and for a moment, I am disgusted. She 
turns her face to me and tries to speak. I make a soft hushing noise, not wanting to hear 
anymore. Darrell is stirring, and I think frantically of a way to hide her from him. But it 
is no use. He is standing behind me, looking in at her.
I bend down to her and button the dress.
“Get back,” she says, her voice full of breathy hiccups. She keeps me at arm’s 
length as if  the darkness is catching. Suddenly, her head snaps to the doorframe and 
though she cannot see Darrell, she recoils further into the bathtub. Her eyes dart around 
the door as if she is searching.
“Now let’s just stay calm,” says Darrell, lover o f chaos. He disappears for a 
minute to fetch his silver penlight, and then brushes roughly past me to kneel with my 
mother. When he touches her shoulder she screams. She is staring through us, beating 
her hands against an invisible brick wall.
“It’s not real,” Darrell shouts through her flailing arms until she stops and 
clutches him.
“Please don’t leave, don’t leave, don’t leave,” Mom chants, and I tell myself that 
she’s talking to Darrell. When she’s quiet, he lifts her out of the bathtub and gently 
towels her face. Carrying her to the bed, he settles her on the pillows and gives her two 
blue pills and a long pull on his water bottle. Her eyes slowly lose focus, and from my 
position near the door, I watch as her body becomes slack. The hiccups slow and then
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stop. Her breathing becomes easy, though her eyes hardly blink, staring hard into the 
stained ceiling tiles.
Darrell is white-lipped and professional, drawing the curtains as if  it matters. I 
make a quiet phone call to the housekeeping manager, who tells me that he’s tired of the 
excuses and her final pay envelope is waiting at the front desk. I say nothing to Darrell, 
who pulls a dirty T-shirt over his head and steps into his jeans. He motions to the door, 
which I open without making a sound.
In the parking lot, I wait in silence for him to speak.
“Your grandmother,” Darrell says. “When did she—”
I shrug, thinking of the squat, fir-shaded house where Mom had grown up, where 
I had been born. “Years,” I say. “We never knew exactly when it happened.”
He nods, as if  this confirms something, and looks toward the butter-colored 
Taurus w e’d driven from Oregon. “W e’ll leave in an hour.”
“Can’t you do something?” I say.
“What do you think I’ve been doing?” he says, walking toward the car. He 
performs the familiar task of transferring our few cardboard boxes from the backseat onto 
the roof racks, covering everything with a bright blue tarp. What he doesn’t say and 
foolishly expects me not to guess was that there is nothing left to be done when the 
subject is finally blind.
Mom is as stiff as a doll when I guide her from the bed and into a new set of 
clothes, all the time thinking of the money in my tampon box and the envelope waiting at 
the front desk.
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“Don’t let him go. Do you hear me?”
“I hear you, Mom. That laced tight enough?”
“He can still help you. W e’ve been unlucky, but he there is still hope for you.”
“Stop worrying about that.”
Mom reaches toward the sound of my voice and grasps a handful of hair. Pulling 
my face to hers, she whispers into my ear. “Listen to me,” she says. And then nothing 
more.
Walking her out to the car, I see that Darrell is in the driver’s seat, his head back, 
his eyes closed.
“Sit right here for a minute,” I say to her. “I forgot something.” Leaving her on 
the curb in the sun, I turn back toward the motel office at a jog. He won’t leave her so 
defenseless, I’m sure of it. The shrill bell above the door calls the clerk.
“I’m here for Jolene’s envelope. They said you’d have it.”
“Yeah,” the clerk says, rummaging through the contents o f  drawer. Finding it, he 
squints at a note written on the front. “Says here you’ve got a week outstanding.”
“You mean my dad hasn’t been in yet?”
“Nope.”
“Well I saw him counting out the money. He went for a coffee, should be here 
any minute.”
The clerk looks suspiciously at the envelope.
“Listen, we’re in 4B. If he’s not here in five minutes, come looking for me. I’ll 
be there.”
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He hands over the money, and after I’m well out of sight, I tuck it into my shorts. 
It’s only a few days worth of wages, but it’s enough.
I turn the corner and see Darrell out of the car, standing over my mother. At first I 
think he is wearing a bright yellow baseball cap, and wonder where the hell it came from. 
But when I look again, the hat is gone.
“I’ve told you a hundred times, both parents have to be carriers. And it’s damn 
rare. The chances are astronomical, she’ll be fine.”
“But there are other— ”
“No, there aren’t. Don’t we have enough to worry about?” Darrell sees me and 
lifts my mother by her elbow, leading her to the passenger’s seat.
The car creaks around us, its worn suspension taxed by the network of rough 
country roads that Darrell prefers to the five-lane interstate. Mom sleeps and I stare into 
the sun, shining on endless fields of swaying crops and herds of livestock. My shorts are 
still damp and uncomfortable from the scene in the bathtub. An onslaught of mosquitoes 
and deer flies forces the windows up, trapping the odors of wet, chafed skin, old coffee, 
and banana peels inside the car. Bugs swarm around irrigation ditches and paint the 
windshield with the oily leavings of their broken bodies, smeared occasionally by dull 
wiper blades. The sun-washed cliff faces and creek beds we pass looked like open 
mouths, toothless and yawning. I don’t bother tracking our progress on the battered map 
tucked between the seats.
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In all the time we’ve been gone, we’ve only returned to Oregon once. Darrell had 
taken off somewhere, scared out of town for a few days following the arrival of a thick 
manila envelope, and Mom used the grocery money he’d left us to buy the bus fare from 
Flagstaff. We walked the three miles from the station, standing for a moment in the 
gravel driveway while she scrubbed my face with a tongue-wetted Kleenex and begged 
me to be good. Her mother, a shriveled, distantly-German woman I was bidden to call 
Oma, squinted out through the rusty screen before flicking the iron hook loose from the 
eye that secured it and standing aside.
It was a week of hard, aniseed cookies and bedtime devotionals. Long hours 
spent in the cushionless wooden pews of the Bethlehem Lutheran Church inhaling the 
noxious tang of communal wine, furniture polish, and wilting carnations; roast suppers in 
Oma’s bleak sit-in kitchen; stretches of silence punctuated only by the shrieking kettle 
and trapped house flies. She’d already been an old woman when her first and only child, 
my mother, arrived, a change of life baby. She subsisted almost entirely on cups of black 
coffee, enjoyed organ music, and still believed plastic was poisonous.
It took days to realize she couldn’t see a thing. The disease that she’d passed on 
worked slowly, allowing her to memorize normal routes—through the close hallways of 
the house, to and from the corner grocery store where she placed her weekly order. One 
evening a bat had flown in through an open window, beating itself against the low ceiling 
tiles, the glass panels of the china hutch, diving toward our heads in desperation. Oma 
had fallen terrified to the floor, rising only when we had caught the bat in a laundry 
basket and, laughing, pulled her to her feet. Her wrath had been terrible. I remembered
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damp, slanting eyes darting toward the corners of the sagging sockets, as if  hoping to find 
a spot on her retina left undamaged through which she could locate our faces to slap. 
Whore. Seductress. We had cursed the family and killed our father. She said awful 
things, screaming into the darkening rooms of the house long after we had packed our 
things, stolen a few folded bills from her beside table and left to meet Darrell and his 
apologies.
I know that’s where w e’re headed now, though Darrell won’t say it. I don’t have 
much time. I must focus on the plan and not worry about Mom now. Darrell will take 
care of her. Or, at least see her safely to Oma’s. I know that in her heart, she wants me 
to go. That she expects it, even. I take my duffle bag and tampon box into the rest stop 
bathroom. Transferring the bills in the envelope into the box, I count $264.00. Surely 
that is enough. I can wait on the boots.
Passing through Amarillo and Sante Fe, we make it to Utah by dinnertime and 
crack open warm cans of soda on the hood of the car. Mom sits on the bumper like a bird 
of prey, sending me into the fuel station’s convenience store when Darrell announces he 
needs something for the incessant rattle under the hood. He and I sit together with two 
corn dogs pulled from a greasy hot case, picking crumbs off of a Formica table near the 
window. An ancient air conditioner hums somewhere over our heads.
“You’re a good girl,” he says. “You deserve better.” The sincerity in his voice 
unnerves me.
“What do you care?” I say.
“Fine.”
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An old man with dark glasses comes in, buys a newspapers, and leaves. The bell 
above the door jangles loudly nearby.
“Do you love her?” I say. I search his face. It’s easy to see that he comes from 
money. His teeth are perfectly straight, with plump pink gums and unchapped lips. His 
forehead is high and smooth, like nice leather. But his eyes are small. Brown and empty, 
the whites tinged yellow. He could be a Kennedy. I know about the Kennedys because 
Oma is Catholic and thinks they are all saints. But Darrell is from Ohio and his father 
won’t take his calls.
“Loving won’t cure her,” he says. “But I did try.”
He is a drunk and a liar, but I believe him. Mom says that being a good person 
isn’t always about being good. Oma says you should never trust a man whose ass is 
wider than their shoulders. I guess they are both right.
“What do you know about your father?” Darrell says. “Your Mother won’t let it
go.”
“No idea,” I say, throwing my stick into the trashcan and rising from the table.
“It could be important,” Darrell says, and I see that look in his eye.
“I don’t know and I don’t want to know.”
Darrell nods, and bends down to pick up the stick I’d thrown on the floor, 
misjudging the distance to the can.
The sound of warm air rushing in through the dash vents is soothing, and I watch 
as the shale flats turn into scrubby green hills. Our steady westward momentum seems to
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slow the descending darkness and the sun lingers on a range of mountains Darrell 
identifies as the Seven Devils. Mom passes a few minutes naming each of the peaks after 
the deadly sins before falling again into silence. Luxuria, she whispers, using the latin 
names she learned in catechism half a lifetime ago; gula, invidia, ira. It is always easiest 
for us to be together on the road.
Darrell chooses a 24-hour Safeway somewhere in Idaho where we will spend the 
night. He only needs a few hours of sleep before we can press on. When I open the back 
door, Mom calls my name.
“It’s okay,” I say, leaning over the front seat. “I feel gross. I’m going to go wash 
my face.” I almost tell her I’ll be right back, and then I don’t. Clutching my duffle bag to 
my chest, I look at Darrell. His eyes are closed, and he sighs softly. I am suddenly dizzy 
with it all.
I walk quickly away from the car and toward the store. Darrell parked at the far 
end of the lot, and I feel exposed passing through the empty spaces. The duffle is heavy 
and bumps against my legs, awkward. According to the plan, I will change into jeans and 
a polo shirt, which makes me look older than the shorts and T-shirt I’m wearing now.
My story is that I’m from Texas, but I lost my wallet a few stops back. Just trying to 
make it to Montana where my father lives. I have some experience in getting what I want 
from strangers, so I’m not worried. In the bathroom, I let my hair hang down, tucked 
behind my ears. I fold the money into a tight roll and put it in my pocket.
Water and granola bars, that’s all I need to make the trip. I find a cart for my 
duffle, and push it toward the cereal aisle. I linger near the oatmeal. There is no need to
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rush, now. After all, buses won’t leave until the morning. I know that Darrell won’t 
come looking, and Mom can’t.
Mom hates oatmeal because that’s all Oma would feed her for breakfast when she 
was a girl. She told me that Oma knew it was done when a spoon could stand up in it.
She also said once, long ago, that the Quaker Oats man reminded her of her father. He 
died before I was old enough to know him, so when I think of him, I see this white­
haired, apple cheeked man. Like Santa without a beard. I hold the cylindrical box close 
to my face, and I think I see that his eyes are blue, like mine.
I realize slowly that someone is standing near my elbow. It’s Luke. He’s wearing 
his green plastic vest and nametag, but also a strange black hat with a gold buckle. Like a 
pilgram. Like the Quaker Oats man, shrunken down.
“Nice hat,” I say, friendly. “W hat’s the occasion?”
He says nothing, still smiling.
I take a conspiratorial step closer to him, still holding the oatmeal box. “Listen, 
can you tell me where the nearest bus station is? I’m leaving for Montana.”
He starts to walk past me. His hat bobs ridiculously from side to side.
“Actually, yeah, if  you could just tell me where—hey!” He keeps walking. The 
other people in the aisle are looking at me. “Luke?” I jog up and around to face him. 
“Sorry, I just wondered—”
He steps quietly, and I wonder if his shoes are made of felt. Luke is much shorter 
than I remember.
“I didn’t mean anything about your hat.”
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He gets to the end of the aisle and turns back the other way. There is a woman 
whispering nearby, but I have to turn all the way around to see her, standing with her 
husband, next to the Shredded Wheat.
“What?” They do not answer either.
“Luke,” I shout, walking back toward the cart and my duffle. He gets to the end 
of the aisle and turns around again, walking back toward me. “I said I was sorry, you 
don’t have to be such a dick.”
Luke tips his hat.
“Fuck you.” It comes out much louder than I meant it to. I blink fast, trying to 
focus on the oatmeal box I am still holding. Something isn’t right. Luke is walking past 
me again. He walks all the way to the end, and turns around, a stupid grin on his face. 
Without thinking, I rip open the box and fling it at him. Oatmeal goes everywhere. A 
woman shrieks, picking oatmeal out of her tight perm. I don’t care.
“Fuck you,” I scream at smiling Luke. I take another box from the shelf and 
empty it into his path. He doesn’t alter his course.
Two security guards appear with outstretched hands. They tell me to take it easy. 
I am still running alongside Luke. If I can make him see me it will be okay. I scream at 
him, into the black hat covering his ears. He doesn’t stop.
The security guards have me by the arms. They are leading me out of the cereal 
aisle and toward the front door. I yell his name, over and over, but Luke doesn’t hear me. 
I see him walk to the end of the aisle, and turn around. I can see him. And then I can’t.
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When I’m sure he is gone, I force myself to be quiet. The other customers are 
staring, but I pretend not to notice. I walk quietly with the guards to the front door, where 
Darrell is standing, awake now, and waiting for me.
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The Far Stars
On marriage day, the camp women collected what tools and weapons they had 
and gathered in the Thriftway bakery. The huge ovens had been cold for years, but the 
stone hearths once used to bake artisan bread and pizza dough still held the heat of a 
small wood fire. Every scrap of flour and lard had been stripped from the wide chrome 
room. Even so, the smell of yeast and cake batter haunted the place, making the oldest of 
them remember soft pretzels, frosted cookies in carefully shaped plastic trays, and warm 
loaves. They arranged their butcher knives and crowbars on a steel table and made an 
inventory. Never enough to go around, but generously offered to the few who would need 
them. The rest busied themselves with small tasks; coating the girls’ bodies with a thick 
layer of warm tallow, binding long hair into tight braids, lining what boots could be 
found with grass and plastic bags to keep out the cold. Keeping the feet dry is the 
important thing. If a girl could slip through the first swarm of camp men and keep 
running, she had a chance. A chance at what, the little girls asked, and were quickly 
hushed by their mothers.
In the candlelit reflection of a glass display case, Cora watched her dark hair 
blacken as the grease was applied. Her mother pulled the ropey strands through the teeth 
of the comb in tight handfuls, winding each plait around her head and tucking the ends 
into the hollow at the base of her neck in a kind of shining helmet. Cora had stripped and 
folded her clothes neatly into her bedroll among the others in the produce section, but 
when her mother had finished and turned away, she tucked a slim roll of paper she’d been
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hiding in her closed fist into the root of the braid. She turned her back toward the glass 
and craned her neck to ensure that it was concealed, patting here and there where a loose 
hair had worked free and applying more grease wiped from her bare body. Satisfied, she 
bent to pull on the boots set out before her and tightened the laces until they left white 
creases in her palms. She rose, looked at her reflection once more, and saw that the other 
girls did the same. They stood shoulder-to-shoulder—only six on this marriage day— and 
tried not to meet each other’s eyes in the glass.
The camp men had built houses around the tavern and the gutted foundation of the 
old post office, now used as a pit for the huge marriage day fire they built once a month. 
Cora saw the shadow of flames bouncing across the walls of the grocery store as the 
women—after a final check that the girls were prepared— silently left the bakery and 
walked toward the main entrance. They would return, weak and hungry, this time 
tomorrow, their wounds and small hurts nursed by their mothers. If they were lucky, they 
wouldn’t bleed by the next marriage day, and would never have to stand naked in the rain 
again. But Cora was neither weak nor lucky. She let her mother kiss her softly on the 
lips—the only spot on her body not slicked— and was the first of the girls to walk out into 
the weed-choked parking lot and toward the light of the fire.
The sound of their boots echoed off the small, dilapidated buildings that lined the 
town’s main thoroughfare. Before the second story of the library had fallen in, Cora had 
seen photographs of the town under panes of bolted plastic, taken years and years before 
she had been born. As she walked toward the tavern, she thought of the clean, friendly 
faces of those townspeople, the blankets of green grass and always, the sun shining.
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What she saw was garbage and rot clinging to every storefront, sidewalks covered with 
the grey silt of the river’s last flood, and the black columns of smoke billowing from the 
marriage fire, stark against the milky wash of low-hanging clouds. Cora knew that 
according to the calendar her mother kept faithfully in the Thriftway break room—where 
the women sometimes met to settle small disputes or bear their children—that it was the 
first day of spring, though the word meant almost nothing. It was her mother who had 
struck the deal, offering up the girls in return for the right to live apart.
The trapper squatted over his work— a mid-sized marten he’d pulled out of a 
cubby near the creek. Small game had grown bold after another mild winter, and 
although his line was ignored by the glutted grey fox and elusive lynx, raccoon, weasel 
and mink could be lured by as little as a piss-soaked piece of wadding. It was the middle 
of March. The sky spat warm, sooty raindrops that evaporated before they touched the 
ground, leaving behind a slick film that rainbowed in the evening light. He snapped the 
delicate bones in the animal’s tail and slipped it through an incision he’d made near its 
asshole. Sweeping away the hair-like fibers that attached the skin to muscle with his 
fingernail, he looped his first knuckle around the tailbone and pulled one edge of the hide 
down, peeling it like a wet sock from a pale foot. As he tossed the carcass into the burn 
barrel, he noticed that one eye socket had been smashed, probably by the trapper’s thumb 
as he pulled the taut skin over the muzzle. He thought of the dark eyes staring frankly 
out at him from the Alaska Number 9 some months before.
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The Number 9 was handmade to maximize spring tension and could hold a birch 
sapling fast at any angle. Its wide, curved mouth yawned wickedly when set, revealing a 
round pan trigger and what looked like teeth someone had carved into the jaws. He’d 
found the trap at the bottom of a scrap metal bin, somewhere in the Yukon Territory. The 
huckster who sold it to him didn’t know it for what it was, otherwise he’d never have let 
it go for just the two cans of kerosene the trapper offered. But the value of things had 
changed as much as the landscape. The trapper guessed there weren’t many left alive 
who could identify a Number 9, let alone set it without serious injury. He had followed 
the wolves and every other living thing south, fleeing the fires that consumed the 
northern forests, the highway encampments, the flicker and dying of all light, until he ran 
out of food and then gas, somewhere west of the Oregon Cascades. The truck was still 
parked on the shoulder of a logging road not far away, where he’d walked into a dense 
stand of fir and spruce and built a cabin.
The trapper had been trail setting the Number 9 for the twenty years since. The 
best he could hope for was a coyote or a hungry badger. In such a powerful trap, bycatch 
could not be avoided. One night, he had rounded the bend in the trail that marked the end 
of his line and saw something struggling in the Number 9. As he got closer, he could see 
it was bigger than a bobcat, but without the heavy-boned menace of something that could 
dislodge the deadfall he’d used as a drag. He’d stared into the trap set for a long time, 
wondering if his eyes had finally failed him for good before the creature stirred and cried 
out, as if  breaking through the shallow depths of a dream. A grey owl stared back at him, 
nearly three feet tall, and when he couldn’t manage to release the bird alive, thrashing
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and panicked as it was, the trapper looped the wringer around its neck until the pole went 
limp in his hands.
A female, though so skinny and mean he knew she hadn’t found a mate. Probably 
she had roamed down through the high passes, taking what prey could be found in the 
deep snow and wide mountain valleys, hungry and lost. What kept them moving, he 
wondered? The beasts brought so low. As a child, he had imagined the end as a triumph 
for the animal kingdom, who would once again reclaim the earth. But that hadn’t 
happened. Every living thing brought to its knees.
A blonde girl at Cora’s side began to cry. Maria. She’d been a bride far longer 
than the others. But she always bled, sometimes two or three times a month. The camp 
men had begun to see her as a challenge, and would take turns with her around the fire 
when they got sick of chasing the others. Maria never ran, never fought back.
“Stop it,” Cora said, not bothering to look at Maria. “You’ll just make it worse.”
“I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m sorry,” Maria chanted, breathing hard until another girl, 
Fawn, closed the distance between them and walked as near as she could to Maria 
without touching. Cora remembered that they were cousins, or maybe sisters.
The street opened up into a large intersection where the highway had once passed 
through. It had been barricaded on both sides by rusted out Pontiacs and pickup trucks 
strung together with fishing line and tin cans— an early effort, her mother had told her, to 
keep strangers from passing through undetected. Cora couldn’t remember the last time 
she had seen an unfamiliar face. No one could. Studying the maps she’d collected and
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kept in a shoebox near her sleeping place, Cora figured that the dam fifty miles west of 
town had washed out some years ago, pinning them between miles of water and the cliffs 
of a craggy range, steep and rocky, that emptied onto the waste of a high desert plain. 
What little talk there was of others called up old stories of roaming packs of men, mass 
graves and huge military complexes run through with disease. It could be worse, her 
mother had told her. She said that in some places, the women were forced to live with 
the men, where marriages could last years, and not just one night a month.
As the girls grew closer to the fire, they could hear the hiss and sputter of green 
wood burning. It was already head-high and would burn all night. Cora tried not to think 
of the girl, that winter, who had thrown herself into the fire instead of running to the tree 
line when the church bell rang. The tallow that was meant to keep their bodies slippery 
bubbled in the flames, sending blue fingers up her throat and neck, into the greased tinder 
of her hair. The men had pulled her out by the ankles and rolled her up in a sleeping bag 
to smother the flames. When she could stand, they sent her singed and smoking back into 
the woods with a ten-minute head start. Cora didn’t look into the fire like the other girls, 
but into the open doorway of the Tavern where Mayor stood overseeing the ritual.
Mayor stepped clear of the door and out into the street, lumbering gracelessly 
toward them with his hands tucked under his armpits. On the night of their first marriage 
days, Mayor took every new bride into the tavern before the fire was lit. The other girls 
had told Cora how he handled them roughly until they twisted and cried beneath him, 
laying them on a blanket-covered table and using a bit of the tallow from their bodies to 
ease the way. On Cora’s first marriage day, three years before, she had stood silent as a
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stone, staring at the broken mirror above the bar, her face a maze. Mayor sat on a barstool 
for a long time, looking at her. When the time came to lie down on the blanket, Cora 
didn’t struggle or cry like the other girls. And when his cock remained limp and loosely 
furrowed in the weeds of his groin, she realized that it was the bride’s fear that he craved, 
not their bodies. Cora had obeyed a strange instinct to sit up on her elbows and laugh.
“Should be one more,” Mayor said, examining the brides and holding up a scrap 
of paper.
“Justine hasn’t bled yet. Her mother kept her in,” Fawn said, her voice barely 
audible over the rush and suck of the fire.
Mayor nodded and made a note with a bit of pencil he pulled from between his 
teeth. He looked up a to a man waiting near the fire, who trotted toward the Bethlehem 
Lutheran Church and the bell pull that hung near the front steps. As Mayor turned to walk 
back to the tavern, he saw Cora’s eyes following him, and stopped. She tightened her 
grip on the aluminum baseball bat she carried, but didn’t look away. He reminded her of 
the white porpoises she had read about in the books she’d salvaged from the ruins of the 
library. His eyes were colorless and pale, shot through with small angry veins. Cora met 
his eye and held it, willing the bell to ring so that she might beat him to death there in the 
yard, not caring what might come next. He stared back at her and then blinked fast a few 
times, looking down at his shoes as his face and neck reddened and he turned back to the 
tavern. After a moment, he shouted back at her over his shoulder, “Look sharp boys, I’ve 
got a bottle of rye for the first man to run down the slugger.”
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The moment the tavern door closed behind Mayor, the bell rang and Cora forgot 
everything—her mother, the other girls, the sickly sweetness of Mayor’s wet eyes— and 
ran as fast as she could toward the trees.
Over the years, the trapper occasionally saw the brides running in the woods when 
he ventured toward town on marriage days. Mostly, he’d been curious. Only once had he 
taken a bride. It was his right, according to the town dictate. It had been Mayor’s idea to 
make them run. Keep things fair, he’d said, best to encourage strong matches. The 
trapper remembered the girl’s small ears and the fine black hair that grew along the side 
of her neck. She had turned her face away, into the mossy banks of a shallow creek bed 
where he’d pinned her, not because she was terrified or disgusted by him, the trapper 
thought, but to simply absent herself from what was happening. She didn’t struggle. She 
didn’t cry out.
He had seen the girl months later, on a trip into town to trade fur and root 
vegetables from his garden for new shoes and a few books. She was carrying a black 
grocery hand basket filled with dirty carrots into the Thriftway, and even without his 
glasses, he could make out the round firmness of her advancing pregnancy. Some bone- 
deep impulse made him walk toward her, offer to take her burden and perhaps her arm if 
she’d let him. She looked blankly back at him, slapped his hand away and strode off with 
heavy feet. She didn’t recognize him, couldn’t distinguish him from any of the other 
foul, bearded men that crossed her path. The trapper had finished his business in town
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and fled to the cabin. As time passed, he found fewer reasons to go to town. What he 
needed he could make; what he didn’t have, he’d get by without.
The oldest trees towered over the trail, shadowing their soft-limbed kin and 
blocking out the last of the daylight. Cora ran. Her legs were lashed by rhodies, 
soapberry and black laurel. The sound of the men behind her pushed her off the trail and 
into a dense thicket of squaw carpet and manzanita. Her boots left a trail that a blind man 
could follow, and she resisted the urge that was always at the back of her throat: to lie 
down among the silk tassels and chokecherry and wait. Her mother had taught her the 
names of the plants and trees, which had seemed pointless at the time. What value does a 
name give when you cannot eat it, cannot boil it down for medicine or something to 
trade? But Cora found herself suddenly grateful for the knowledge, and ran faster when 
she spotted mountain hemlock on the next ridge, knowing that the dense undergrowth of 
fern and creek moss would help cover her tracks.
She had been running long enough to know that most of the other girls had been 
taken once already. If the men ran in groups, they’d each take a turn, offering the girl a 
short head start when they were finished before pointing the men that came after in her 
direction. The weapons were wasted on most of the brides. They didn’t know how to use 
them, or threw them away when they entered the woods, knowing it would be worse if 
they managed to hurt the men before they were thrown to the ground. But Cora still 
clutched the baseball bat in her hand, and when her legs cramped, would look again at the
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red smear of blood that marked the aluminum, think of the teeth flying out of the mouth 
of a man who’d nearly caught her at the edge of the firepit, and run faster.
She ran until she saw the creek. She bent and put her face in the water before 
wading up to the knees and walking against the current for as long as she dared the 
exposure, until the gnarled roots of a red alder offered a way up onto the bank without 
risking a climb through the soft mud. She had run this path a thousand times in her mind: 
through the throng at the fire pit, over a giant fir that blocked the trail to the beaver pond, 
up into a stand of soft pine, across what seemed like miles of dark, rutted deer trails, up 
one rock strewn bare hill and down another. Circle back, her mother had taught her. Use 
your own tracks as cover. Cora retraced her steps until she spotted a tangle of three­
leaved bushes and ran full long into them. The grease on her body protected her not only 
from the clutches of the men, but also from the worst of the nettles and poison ivy. The 
sumac slapped against her knees and thighs but didn’t sting. She knew the men would 
find a way around the patch, rather then venturing into it, so Cora pushed on, until the 
bushes petered out into the shallows of another creek.
It was only then that she turned her face to the sky to mark the sun’s progress and 
get her bearings. She ran west until the ground beneath her boots became firmer, and less 
loam was kicked up by each footfall. She had been running at a slight incline for a few 
miles, and the sweat and grease poured down out of her hair and into her eyes. She 
wiped it away and climbed the nearest Doug fir. From the tree’s canopy, she easily 
spotted the Sitka spruce.
She waited, perched in the branches of the tree, for the sun to go down.
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Cora had been waiting for an hour or more when she heard the man creeping 
through the blackberry brambles that ran along the creek. Her mother had warned her to 
never, ever be discovered in a tree. It gave the men time to gather others, to stand in a 
small crowd and throw rocks until the prey fell among them. She knew it was the 
weakest aspect of her plan, but hadn’t been able to find a better solution. She sat very 
still, hoping the man wouldn’t catch the gleam of the bat in the brush below where she 
had left it.
She watched as the man lumbered carefully along the bank, noticing a leather 
satchel strapped to his back and a walking stick festooned with animal pelts. He wore a 
dark, felt cap above a fair beard, and when he turned to climb up to where the trees 
thinned and a barely discernable trail appeared, she could see that his face was ruddy and 
hale, not like the bruised complexion of the camp men. He kept walking, unconcerned 
with where his feet hit the trail, and stopped in a small clearing.
When he couldn’t sleep, the trapper walked his line. It was easier in the dark, 
when the contours of the trail were already twisted by shadow and he could rely more on 
muscle memory and the familiar sounds of the forest rather than his eyes. He moved his 
body with purpose, but without haste, his hands slightly outstretched to catch sweet tips 
of pine boughs between his fingers as he went. He didn’t want a bride, the trapper told 
himself. His walking stick sunk deep into the trail mud with every step, held fast by a 
thick layer of last winter’s waste.
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He felt the clearing a few steps before he walked out from under the trees. The 
open space had a sound, a quiet reverberation that made the trapper’s back teeth ache.
The muted glow of the overcast sky fell around his head like a curtain; neither darkness 
nor light, but something in between. He remembered walking with his mother as a young 
child through long corridors of glass behind which colorful fish swam in huge tanks of 
water. The sound had been the same— a pillowed moaning, the incessant dirge of the 
longest piano string. It had scared him then, and he refused to touch the glass even from 
the safety of his mother’s arms. One word uttered here, the trapper thought, would surely 
bring down the firmament. The pine tips between his fingers felt as soft and fine as his 
mother’s skirt, bunched once in his small fists.
When the man had been gone a long time and the sky had darkened enough to 
reveal a few dim stars, Cora pulled the tight roll of paper from her hair. Polaris in March, 
dark of the moon, only scattered clouds. She picked out a star in direct orientation to 
polaris and the Sitka spruce that she could still see in the faint moonlight, and climbed 
down the tree.
She walked carefully, stopping whenever a break in the tree cover offered her an 
unobstructed view of the sky, and conscious of the way sound travels at night. In the 
darkness of the woods, her steps thundered and the relatively short distance between the 
creek and the trail stretched into miles. She thought about the maps she had studied in 
the library, how the distance between Whetstone and the valley had seemed so 
insignificant. And yet so much lay between the two specks on the map that weren’t
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represented by elevation lines and points of interest. She stepped through a meadow 
crowded with wildflowers and looked up toward the marked star. How far, she 
wondered, had the light traveled? Did the faint gleam that she saw now exist in another 
time, where distance was measured in hours, and not months, years, lives?
As she got closer, she saw the Sitka from the crest of a fern-covered knob and 
corrected her path. By the time she reached the tree, the clouds had cleared and a field of 
stars blinked feverishly behind the blue-tinged darkness. She kicked off the boots to 
make the tree easier to climb, and tossed the bat a short distance away where she could 
find it again.
As the trap closed around her leg, Cora thought at first that she had been caught 
by one of the camp men lying in wait. When she fell, she didn’t struggle against the iron 
jaws, but began crawling, dragging the trap behind her, to where she had thrown the bat. 
Only when she had reached the end of the trap’s tether and the fallen log it had been 
secured to, did she stop and look down at her leg, which made the pain rush up toward 
her neck and shoulders and whisper darkly into her ear.
She clawed at her bloody ankle and the hinges of the trap, but any leverage Cora 
made with the tips of her fingers slipped away as the trap closed down once more, 
making her choked screams echo in the space beneath the trees. Time passed, and she 
slowly gave into the urge that she knew had already conquered the other girls. She lay 
back against the rough carpet of wild ginger, blue trillium, and waited.
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The girl hadn’t been able to stand when he found her. Her body twisted around 
her trapped foot and she fought viciously against him until the pain in her ankle grew so 
intense that she lost consciousness. She felt too warm and too light in his arms as he 
carried her the middling distance from his line to where the cabin stood. He tried not to 
think about her bare, greased body in his arms; her high brow, the curve of shoulder and 
breast, the knobs of her hipbones. When he laid her on the rough ticking of his mattress, 
she had come to, looked around the room and toward where he stood blocking the open 
doorway, and climbed like a frightened animal up the chimney. Nothing he could say— 
and he didn’t know what the hell to say— could make her come down. He had decided to 
wait her out and busy himself in the yard when he’d heard the men coming.
They always pushed heedless down the trail, slapping away blackberry vines and 
sword fern, comforted by the noise they brought to the silent wood. On the rare occasion 
that they visited his yard on marriage day, he could expect to be taxed heavily for his 
outlier status. Hides, firewood, whatever he left lying in plain sight. Sometimes, he 
couldn’t help himself, and would take a swing at one of them with the splitting maul. But 
this only left him with broken ribs and fewer teeth. Instead, he’d managed to amass 
enough junk— rusted out wheelbarrows, ragged tarps, a wide ditch along the wooded path 
where he threw his garbage—to camouflage the means of his self-sufficiency. When that 
failed, heavy wheezing and a few carefully timed coughing fits was enough to push them 
back, through the blackened trees, toward the shallow fire pits and crooked rows of 
vegetables at the center of town.
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The group grew closer, and the trapper could see flashes of color on the wooded 
ridge that lay between his place and town. He pulled out the cracked lenses that helped a 
little from his shirt front pocket, and sat studying a marten’s split iris, streaked with 
blood, when the men entered the yard. He didn’t look up.
They filed onto a rough lawn of tufted grass, kept short by a sickly goat tied to 
fence post, and formed a semi-circle around the trapper. The cabin was at his back and 
the trapper shifted his weight as if  to find a smoother seat on the stump, letting his hand 
rest casually near the maul leaning against his leg. He had turned the marten hide out 
again so that the lustrous brown fur hid any evidence of the gore it once contained, and 
laying it across his lap, he reached for a slender pin board near his feet. The biggest of 
them, a hairless, ruddy man wearing fine steel-toed boots, stepped forward and down on 
the board before the trapper could lift it. An acrid fetor cut through the musk of dead 
animal on the trapper’s hands—the man who called himself Mayor warded off lice and 
disease with a thick layer of the Vick’s vapor rub that he stockpiled in the tavern— and 
reminded the trapper of the bride years before, the young girl’s small ears, the tang of 
menthol he’d smelled on her slim neck.
“I expect you can hear the town bells out here,” Mayor said, kicking the pin board 
aside and out of reach. The camp men mumbled echoing sentiments under their breath 
about the relative distance of the cabin from town, how a deaf man would have seen the 
birds fly and known it for what it was.
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The trapper turned his attention back to the marten, pulling the delicate ears from 
where they had tucked themselves behind the eye sockets. He made a sound to indicate 
he could hear fine.
“Makes me wonder why we never see you at the Tavern. Skilled, capable man 
like yourself could do well on marriage day.” Mayor sucked his teeth, and looked toward 
the cabin, where hides of all sizes were hanging, waiting to be cured. “Or maybe your 
friend here keeps your bed warm enough?” Mayor pulled the marten fur out of the 
trapper’s hands and pumped it several times in front of his crotch before throwing it into 
the dirt. The camp men laughed and tightened their grips on the buck knives and ball- 
peen hammers they carried.
“Guess if  I’m doing the hunting, I’d rather not stand in line,” the trapper said, 
lifting his chin toward Mayor and the small gang that followed him.
Mayor grunted as if  in begrudging approval, but would not concede the point. He 
bent at the waist as if  to force the trapper to make eye contact, and then laid a lazy 
uppercut into the soft flesh beneath the trapper’s jaw. The steel-toed boots sent up small 
plumes of dust around the trapper’s head where he had fallen off the stump. The camp 
men laughed, a few of them delivering half-speed kicks to his gut and spine before being 
directed to search the cabin and sheds. The trapper let blood pool in his mouth and 
trickle out the side, rising to stare blankly at Mayor in a way he hoped would signal his 
submission.
“Just take whatever you need and go,” the trapper said.
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Mayor righted the fallen stump, hitched up his ill-fitting jeans and sat down near 
the trapper’s head. He had once been slender and fit, but now his belt groaned under the 
weight of his bloated abdomen as he leaned over. His hips and thighs had made up for the 
narrowing of his once-muscled shoulders, and the wattle of skin beneath his carefully 
shaved face hung in flaccid, doughy handfuls. “If you’ve got a girl in there, old man, I’m 
going to skin you like that fucking rat.”
“Marten,” the trapper said, with an edge in his voice he instantly regretted. He 
glanced quickly toward the cabin, but his glasses had been knocked off his face in the 
fall.
“What’d you call me?” Mayor’s face was close enough that the trapper could 
smell his rotten molars, the wild onions he’d chewed on the trail, and the acrid, lung- 
searing cloud of mentholated rub that rose out of the collar of his sweaty shirt. The 
trapper’s stomach turned and blood rushed to his head.
“I said it’s a marten, you miserable piece of—”
Cora let her head drop back onto the blackened stones and stared up through the 
small patch of light the chimney afforded, a few feet above her head. The men moved 
roughly through the trapper’s cabin; she could hear the chunk and splinter of broken 
crockery, blankets being shaken, and the sound of cupboards and furniture thrown open 
and aside. Her injured leg dangled, her weight braced by her elbows and the good foot, 
which balanced on a slick ledge, trembling. She tried not to think of the pain in her ankle, 
of her body being pulled out of that crevice like the guts of the fish the camp men hooked
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in the filthy streams outside of town. She gulped at the fresh air that spilled down from 
the sky above her, and exhaled silence.
Despite pain and cold, she had slept deeply the night before. She dreamt, again, 
of swimming through the air like a fish, looking down on the town, the neatly paved 
streets, blankets of green grass lined by planted flowers. The library, the shelves and 
books as whole as the day they’d been built. She flapped her thin arms and kicked her 
legs, sending her body higher into the sky until she could see beyond the mountains and 
into long valleys carved by rivers, rushing to empty themselves into a shining ribbon on 
the horizon that she knew as the sea. She swam higher, twisting her spine and reaching 
upward until it felt like she was crawling through mud, pushing past clouds and into the 
thin vapor of space. Her body became weightless, her cells diffusing in the strange gasses 
and textures of the atmosphere until something deep inside her split apart, fragmenting 
every aspect of her into tiny, irreparable pieces. And then she fell like the rain.
The sound of a raindrop echoed in the chimney, and at first, Cora believed she 
was still dreaming. When she looked, she saw fat rivulets of blood coursing slowly down 
her foot, beading along her bare toes, to splash in red stars against the black expanse of 
the empty hearth.
A shadow blotted out the light from below, and though she couldn’t see him, she 
sensed a man kneeling on the other side of the stones. She closed her eyes, and listened as 
his hand smoothed away the ash that had fallen when she climbed, inspecting the 
yawning mouth of the hearth directly beneath her, before standing and walking out of the 
cabin with heavy steps.
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The trapper came to face down in the garbage ditch. Something was pulling at his 
pant leg. He pushed himself up off of a damp pile of brush and discarded trap bait to roll 
onto his back. The goat had been freed from the tether and was leaning into the ditch, 
gently worrying the trapper’s boots with his grey muzzle. He blinked and looked around 
the yard. Though he couldn’t make out distinct shapes without his glasses, the area 
around the cabin was still and he could hear a squirrel somewhere above his head 
skittering toward a higher branch. The trapper moved to sit up and groaned. What felt 
like a river of icy water was passing through his brain, making his heart pound at the base 
of his neck. He turned his head and threw up a stinking soup of bile and blood. More 
blood was dripping from the place on his brow where the pain was focused, and he wiped 
away the side of his face with the cuff of his shirt. Blood and filth and sweat streamed 
down his face and into his mouth, making him vomit a second time. The goat brayed 
uneasily, stomping the ground.
When he finally made it to his feet, the trapper didn’t stop to inventory the hides 
he knew would be missing or check that the garden hadn’t been plundered, but made his 
way to the cabin. He felt his way along the sideboard in the cool darkness of the room. 
Even without being able to see it clearly, he knew the cupboards had been emptied, his 
tidy shelves upturned as he stumbled over small items. Easing himself down onto the 
river rock stones, he bent his head until his shoulders brushed soot down the neck of his 
shirt, reaching up into the chimney. He groped until he felt the slick weight of her ankle.
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She made a sound that echoed up into the open air and the square of light that illuminated 
her body.
“They’re gone, easy now,” the trapper said. He fit his hand under the blackened 
arch of her dangling foot and felt warm blood drip down his forearm. “Come on.”
The girl recoiled at his touch and scrabbled at the walls of the chimney sending 
creosote and loose ash down into his face before his grip tightened on her ankle and she 
grew still. He pulled gently, not to dislodge her, but to make clear that he meant her to 
emerge or be pulled forcibly from the crevice. He heard her whimper, and thought he 
saw the upturned oval of her face peering toward the sky. “You’re bleeding. For Christ’s 
sake, I’ll stand across the room.”
The trapper released her and stood gingerly noticing a small pool of blood in the 
center of the hearth and what looked like a fingerprint stamped beside it. Resting his 
weight against the overturned legs of a chair he kept by the fireplace he kicked debris out 
of his path and moved toward the bed at the far end of the cabin. “All right,” he shouted, 
letting her judge the distance of her voice as proof of his intentions. A few moments 
passed. He thought she had tried again to crawl up the chimney and cursing under his 
breath, began to step back toward the hearth when he saw the pale outline of a foot 
descend and rest tip-toe in the grate.
Crouched protectively around her injured ankle, the girl had to nearly roll herself 
into a ball in order to push her head out of the chimney. As she unfurled her slim arms 
and legs—too slim, the trapper thought, and it wasn’t hard to imagine her skinned— she 
glared out at the trapper and the ransacked room. The trapper guessed that she’d found a
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way to stand on the edge of a rock with her good foot and balance against the wall of the 
chimney, which explained the long, black smears of soot on the left side of her back, 
arms and face. She was still naked, though it didn’t seem to worry her. Her breasts were 
small and taut; her legs firm and roped with muscle with a spray of dark pubic hair 
matted nearly to her navel.
“What are you waiting for?” she asked, and the trapper was surprised by her clear, 
calm voice.
“It was dark. I couldn’t see how bad it was.” He tilted his head toward her 
injured leg.
She stared back, but shifted her weight.
“Anyway, the fire is still burning,” he said. He demonstrated by lifting back the 
oil skin he kept pinned near the back window, which had a clear shot of the tree line 
toward town, and the dark plume of smoke rising above it, clearly marking the marriage 
fire. They would let it burn until sunset of the second day, which called the ritual to an 
end. The trapper looked at the sky and judged it to be well before noon. He took a 
collared shirt from where it hung on a peg threw it toward the girl.
She looked at him hard for a few minutes before reaching for the shirt. The 
sleeves were too long, but the tails hung nearly to her knees, concealing her nakedness.
The trapper busied himself gathering a bowl and the cleanest rag he could find 
from what lay scattered across the floor. The camp men had taken a few things he 
noticed; a bag of potatoes, a tub of rendered goose fat, a pile of socks he’d intended to 
mend. Anything of real value he kept in a shallow cellar he’d dug a safe distance from the
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cabin. While he worked he wondered what Mayor would do if he chose to keep the girl, 
to claim her not just until sunset, but for good. Until she came around, he could keep her 
in the cellar, or maybe tie her to the bed while he was out running his line. He was 
suddenly conscious of his dirty, calloused hands as he ladled water from a cloth-covered 
bowl on the sideboard, and wondered how long her hair was. Most of the camp women 
kept their hair closely cropped, but not the brides.
“Sit,” the trapper said. He carried the bowl of water and a rag to a small table 
near the bed, and sat on a stool to make a quick inventory of his sewing packet. He 
removed a darning needle and a length of waxed thread, balancing both on his knee. 
When he looked up at her, she hadn’t moved from the spot along the wall. It would take 
some time, he thought, but she would come to value what he had to offer; security, skill 
that would keep them both alive, a warm bed every night. He thought about the sacks of 
goose feathers and down he’d been collecting. It would make a fine mattress.
The girl stretched out her hand along the wall, bracing herself to run. The trapper 
stood and rushed the girl before she could hobble away from him. He picked her up 
beneath her armpits and swung her onto the bed, careful not to knock the bloody ankle 
against the frame. She tried to kick him with her good foot, clawing at the wool blankets 
that covered the straw ticking until he was forced to take a step back.
He held up his hands between them, making the soothing noises he saved for wild 
hares and trembling lynx cubs. “Sit,” he said again, slowly reaching out to hold her chin 
between his knuckles, forcing her to look back at him. He let his eyes soften, and pursed 
his lips to cover his teeth before releasing her. The trapper sat back on the stool when she
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stilled, noticing the pale marks of his fingers on her face where the grease had been 
rubbed away.
He examined her injury. The bone didn’t appear to be broken, but the Alaska 
Number 9 had left a nasty gash along the ankle and up the back of the girl’s calf. Using 
the rag, he wiped away the worst of the blood and wet the rag to clean the wound. The 
girl made strange noises deep in her chest, but didn’t cry out. She was such a slight 
thing, the trapper thought, holding her leg in his hands. He tried to remember how long it 
had been since he had actually touched another person.
“You’re going to have to lie on your front,” the trapper said, and when the girl 
didn’t move, he took her forearm and gently twisted her face toward the blankets.
“Stay.”
He sat on the bed at her feet beneath the window, using the light from the 
morning haze to slowly suture the skin with rough, thick stitches. It would scar, but as 
long as he covered the wound with a wet layer of wood ash, wouldn’t fester. When the 
girl couldn’t hold it in anymore, she let small screams escape into his stained pillow. The 
shirt she wore had ridden up on her hips, exposing her buttocks. The trapper noticed a 
long bruise that ran along her spine, or maybe it was soot and grease. The mound of her 
cunt was just visible when she raised her hips to moan, and her good leg was tucked 
beneath the trapper’s bent knee. He watched her writhe as he finished the last few 
stitches, stopping only to mop his brow with one of the rags. When he was done, he 
worked his hands up the muscle of her calf and quadriceps, encouraging the blood to flow 
back into her leg and into the tight spaces between the stitches. She lay very still.
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The trapper stopped and looked at the girl, lying face down, her legs slightly 
parted, her hands clutching the wooden bed frame above her head. He let his hands run 
from her ankles to the shadow just beneath her buttocks, using his thumbs to loosen the 
knots, kneading her flesh. She didn’t fight him, but the trapper could feel the tension 
emanating in waves of heat from her skin. Her braids had started to unravel, and he 
noticed something sticking out beneath her hair, tucked at the nape of her neck. He 
leaned over and plucked out a rolled tube of what felt like paper, still stiff though worn at 
the edges.
The girl was immediately on her back, kicking and screaming at the trapper. He 
stood and raised the back of his right hand up behind his left ear. “Quiet,” he said, 
glancing out the window. The girl stopped screaming, but held out her hand.
“Give it back,” she said.
He unfurled the paper in his hands. It was folded in half and then half again. He 
spread the paper smooth on the bedside table, and saw what looked like a complex 
pattern of interconnected dots set against a dark background. Here and there, he saw that 
the girl had made annotations in a lead pencil, which just stood out against the black ink 
that colored the chart; Jawbone Flats, Opal Creek, Mt. Adams, Elk Lake, Bagby, and 
Whetstone, what the town had been called in the time before. Arrows were aligned along 
the edges with numbers, twelve through twenty-four. It was a map.
“It’s no good a star map will do you without a compass,” the trapper said, 
appraising the girl as if  he had never seen her before. And then he realized why she had 
been so far up his trap line. He thought of the boots he’d found kicked off near the trap
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and hadn’t had time to wonder about. He remembered the low limbs of a giant Sitka 
spruce beneath which the trap had been set, and a wide hollow fifteen feet up where he 
sometimes cached game. Clothes, a bit of food, the compass, surely a weapon of some 
kind—it would be enough. And if she’d been forced away from the spot by the camp 
men, the map could lead her back, if  she wasn’t too stupid to read the trees and identify 
Polaris. He looked at the map again and saw a series of tiny notes in the margin. She had 
thought to go south, at least. Through the gentlest slopes of the mountains and down 
toward a river basin that eventually would empty into the Pacific.
“You’ll never make it,” the trapper said, rubbing his eyes. “And there’s nothing 
left out there, even if you did.”
“You don’t know that,” the girl said.
“You’ll be dead in a week.”
“I stay here, I’m dead already.”
He looked at her and patted the front pocket of his shirt, forgetting that the glasses 
were likely still in the yard where he’d fallen. He wanted to see her face, to judge the 
depth in the lines around her eyes. He wanted, in some small way, to judge her beauty 
and describe it to her so that she might understand that not all hope was lost. He wanted 
to explain to her that what the men wanted from her was not her body, but some memory 
of comfort, a fragment of the lives fallen away. Instead, he focused on the smear of soot 
that marked her brow, trailing from the darkness of her hair into the hollow of her temple, 
the spot that he had gently kissed when he’d carried her from the trap to his bed. He put 
the map in his pocket.
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The girl looked away and toward the open window. He started toward her, ready 
to throw her to the floor in front of the hearth and take her, all of her, realizing that he 
could, that he wanted to. And why not, he asked himself. What had decency earned him 
in this place? He stopped short at the clipped bell of her voice. “Mayor.”
The trapper pulled back the oiled cloth that half covered the sash and saw the 
hairless man standing in the window frame.
Mayor moved out of sight and toward the yard. The trapper held Cora’s elbow in 
his hand, but she didn’t move to run or hide. She felt the rough boards under her 
bloodied bare toes, stiff with cold and dirt. She shook off the trapper’s hand, but saw in 
his face that he hadn’t arranged this, hadn’t pulled her out of the trap for any other man 
but himself. She looked around the cabin. The room was cluttered with hides in various 
states of process and the small tools it required. A jar filled with slender tacks. Ropes of 
sinew and stripped leather hanging from a peg. Stretcher boards, a reed hoop laced with a 
beaver pelt. The luster of the fur against the rough-hewn logs of the cabin made Cora feel 
as if  she had been swallowed by something alive; the wind whistled down the chimney’s 
throat. The trapper pulled a knife from its sheath on his hip and walked out the front door, 
closing it behind him.
She could hear the men argue, talking in low voices, but didn’t try to make out 
what they said. She tested her weight on the injured ankle. It was sore but she could 
walk. She knew she would never outrun them. The women would call her stupid and
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selfish, having never understood why she fought so hard in the first place. They would 
say she only had herself to blame. The fire would burn for at least a few hours longer.
Her mother had taught her, had taught all the brides, how to leave their bodies if 
they needed to. Some will want to hurt you, she said. Give them the body, it will heal.
Let them take their pleasure but not yours. She taught them pleasure too, and the women 
shared it freely with each other on the dark nights between marriage days. It was a small 
price, her mother told them, and their love was the only thing of value they had left.
They must protect it, nourish it together. Even as babies, before they were sent back to 
the men when they were old enough to feed and cloth themselves, the boys clawed at 
their mothers, greedy and desperate for the love they withheld. Love, Cora thought, 
pushing the word to the back of her throat.
When they had come to an agreement, the trapper shouldered open the cabin door 
and saw the girl standing against the wall, her head tipped back to expose her long neck 
and throat. Her eyes were closed. He took a rag from the sideboard and wiped his bloody 
lip where Mayor had hit him. Mayor shuffled into the room and sucked his teeth. He 
wanted her, alone. If the trapper would leave them together, and not come in no matter 
what he heard, Mayor would go back to camp and say the girl must have run. It would 
cost the trapper, more than he could afford in hides and food, and he knew Mayor would 
be back for her as often as he liked. She would fight him, but the trapper believed that 
with time, she’d see he was good for her, could give her something that no amount of 
running would ever satisfy. Eventually, she would understand.
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“Listen,” the trapper said, moving toward the girl.
“Get out,” Mayor said.
The girl’s eyes were still closed.
The yard was still littered with the traps and fresh pelts the camp men had pulled 
down from the cabin’s exterior walls. He busied himself returning them and setting order 
to the wall where his tools were stored under a wide eave. He’d skinned a fox a few days 
before that wanted fleshing. He reached for the animal’s plumed tail and paused for a 
moment next to the cabin’s open window, but heard nothing.
The trapper placed the fox pelt fur side down on a fleshing beam and sat on the 
stump beside it. The flat metal scraper against the hide sounded like fingernails against 
wood. He put the full force of his shoulder into the job, running the blade from collar to 
tail, careful not to tear the delicate fibers of the moist skin. He gathered the strings of 
sinew and doughy globs of fat onto a slat of bark to feed the goat later. The trapper 
worked until his biceps burned, leaning over the pelt when the light began to wane for the 
small fibers his eyes had missed, careful to avoid the hair roots that would slip if scraped 
too closely. The trees soothed themselves in a cold gust, sending up a small flock of 
purple finch some distance away. The cabin was still, save for the coarse rhythm of the 
bedframe against the log wall.
He’d known when he carried her back to the cabin that she was a runner. Few 
girls ventured as far as his trap line for fear that they might lose their way on the 
overgrown trails that riddled the woods. The small mountain town lay nestled between 
Diamond Peak and Battleaxe, the two highest points in the Cascade pass, and was
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ensured relative safety because of its remote location. It also ensured that without 
adequate supplies or planning, those who chose to settle there couldn’t escape.
When the hide was clean, the trapper pulled a length of wire from his pocket to 
secure it to the stretcher. The slip of paper he’d taken from the girl fell into the dirt at his 
feet. Picking it up, he unfolded the map in his hand, smoothing the creases against the 
wool stretch of his trousers. The sound of something crashing against the cabin door 
jerked him to his feet.
The door was blocked by something heavy, and it took all the trapper’s strength to 
force it open. On the other side he found Mayor’s body, his pants puddled around his 
feet, still writhing, his throat a bloody trench.
Cora still held the shard of crude pottery, Mayor’s blood painted all along the 
ragged edge. She stared at the trapper, who had fallen heavily onto the hearth ledge when 
he’d seen what she’d done, and sat looking blankly into the growing shadow of the man’s 
life, pouring out of his neck and around his massive body. They watched as he drowned, 
his hands wrapped tight around the wound, his eyes bulging and veined in purple, until 
his legs spasmed, his bladder released, and he died.
The cabin was quiet, and if there were men roaming in the woods, Cora could not 
hear them. Her leg throbbed under her weight, and she shuffled to the chair, the weapon 
still clutched tightly in her hand. They sat like that, Cora crouched on the chair and the 
trapper slumped over on the hearth with his head in his hands, until a slight breeze from 
the open door sent the smell of blood and urine into their faces.
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“When I was a boy,” the trapper started, and then stopped, seeming to think better 
of it. Cora saw him tracking the pool of blood as it grew closer and closer to the toe of 
his boot. He watched it and did not move, looking away only when the red puddle had 
met the rough sole and spread around his foot like a welling spring. “When I was a boy,” 
he said, “my mother smoked cigarettes that smelled like cinnamon.”
The trapper looked at Cora, who frowned.
“Like sugar and birch syrup, hot and sweet. She would sit at our kitchen table and 
smoke cigarettes and drink coffee in a heavy brown cup. When she wasn’t looking I’d 
take puffs off those cigarettes and sip on her coffee. I don’t think she noticed.
“I would pull my chair so close to her that she had to watch not to put the end of 
her cigarette into my hair. That close. If she had let me sit in her lap I would have, I’m 
saying. And she would sit there and smoke on the cigarettes and drink her sweet, milky 
coffee and say to me, ‘Big Boy,’ because that’s what she called me then. She’d say, ‘Big 
Boy, do you know what I ’d give to trade places with you?’”
He looked to Cora, as if  she’d be ready with a response. He smiled knowingly 
when she remained silent.
“My dad was gone by then, and it was just her and I, and a shitty little duplex in 
Whitehorse. She’d sit there with me and smoke her cigarette and drink her coffee when 
she woke up— even though it was three o’clock in the afternoon—before her shift at the 
casino.
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“’If I could do it again, I’d do every single thing differently,’ that’s what she said. 
And she smiled at me and touched my hair. ‘Except you. I’d do you just the same as you 
are.’”
“They’ll kill you,” Cora said.
“I couldn’t have been more than ten years old. But I still remember the way she 
would sit there at the table with me, her eyebrows drawn on because her own were too 
fair to see. Her lipstick on that brown mug.” The trapper ran his hands through his beard 
and the tangles of his hair. He turned his head to look out through the open door of the 
cabin into the cluttered yard and the trees beyond it.
“You loved her?” Cora said.
The trapper was quiet for a long time, and she was afraid he hadn’t heard the 
question. But then he sighed, and bent his head. He pulled the map from his front shirt 
pocket, laid it gently on the stone hearth beside him, and then let his hands hang down 
against his legs until the tips of his fingers trailed in Mayor’s blood.
“Well, yes. I did. But she’s gone now.”
The trapper didn’t move when Cora stood, but watched as she stepped close to 
him. He tipped his face back. Cora thought he meant to smile, and though there was 
warmth in his eyes, she also saw him bracing, certain. His hair felt soft under her hand, 
and she could feel the solid smoothness of his skull, perfectly round. His eyelids 
fluttered, and then closed. She let her fingertips move slowly down the side of his face, 
past the tender folds of his ear, until she held his chin in her palm, listening as he filled 
the room with the soft sounds of his breath. In her other hand, she held the bloody shard
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of fire-hardened clay. Light poured in through the doorway. She knew what she must do, 
but waited there, while the sun reached the highest point in the sky, and then began its 
slow, but certain descent.
Marten and weasel skins gleam in the light of a new moon, swaying gently 
against the wall of the cabin where they are pinned, helpless and empty. The plaintive 
call of a crow breaks the stillness of the night, sending the mice and voles who’ve crept 
into the garden skittering toward the shelter of cabbage leaves and upturned earth. The 
rich tang of blood floats on the cool air of evening like a blessing, calling out the low 
creatures of the wood. The yard teems, sucking at the air like an open grave.
Everything we see in the sky belongs to the past. The light of the dogstar is four 
years old when it falls against the cracked lenses of a pair of eyeglasses, lying forgotten 
in the dirt. It takes nine years for Sirius to find the bald pate of a dead man, his throat cut 
with the jagged edge of a broken bowl. The bearded man is still alive, his blood running 
down his chest and into the labyrinthine contours of his open hands, when the light of the 
Orion Nebula reaches the ionosphere. But he is dead by the time the four hundred year 
journey is complete. Miles away, a girl walks alone toward an ancient tree, blood and 
semen streaming from her legs, a pale slip of paper clutched in her hand. When the 
canopy thins and her shining head is open to the heavens, the girl will look up and see 
Vega, a remnant of the supernova that pulled the pale star into the depths of a crushing 
darkness, though we won’t know it for a thousand years.
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Sleepsick
Now that I am awake, I know I have been lying here for years, covered only by a pale 
sheet and the prayers of witless Mother. Roy holds my hand, careful of the tubes and 
wires running out of my body. I recollect the taste of his lips. Roy, leaning over my 
corpse-like, unknowable face, placing his mouth over mine. His efforts to revive me, I’m 
told, were heroic.
I ask for newspapers and magazines, but the doctors advise against it. They’ve 
taken the TV out of my room. Father reads me fat biographies of dead men and Mother 
knits in the corner, offering only piffling conversation. As if they too are coming out of a 
trance.
Some things come back: a dark night in the woods, the sounds of people dancing 
to a beat that throbs from a truck parked near a bonfire, the strumming of crickets. I feel 
a cascade of hair fall over my eyes as I skip around the fire. I escape into a trap of 
clutching fingers wrapped tightly around the ropes of fear in my chest. Roy’s hand 
clutched tightly in mine, the only thing anchoring me to the ground.
Or maybe it’s the dream.
The dream buoys me between now and then. For Mother and Father and Roy, this 
fragile body was everything, withering beneath the sheets and becoming more husked 
and lifeless as the years passed. Their lives suspended. For me, there is only the whirling 
tangle of tree limbs, a hundred polished stones in the bottom of a well, a search that never
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ends. Roy seems to know me, but he flinches whenever I open my eyes. When I pull his 
hand to cover my flat breast, he stares at the blinking lights above my head.
The truth is that I do not recognize any of these people. I feel certain that if  I were 
allowed a mirror, I wouldn’t recognize this face. These hands are so swollen and thickly 
veined they reveal nothing. My hair has been cut short. And while the physical therapists 
and nurse’s aids work to bring feeling back into my mottled limbs, the flesh hanging like 
old leather, I lie back on the pillow and think of what Roy might have done to that 
insensate, virginal form. For all I know, he could have pushed aside the paper-thin gown 
and had the whole of me, the bedside table pushed up against the door. What dread he 
must have felt when his kiss was returned.
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The Empty
First, we pair them.
The piles are at least six feet high and unstable. If we’re not careful, picking out a 
shoe near the top of a pile could find us buried to the knees. Instead, we sort through the 
shoes around the bottom edge, letting them shift as they will. Working three or four to a 
pile, communication is key.
“Penny loafers, M en’s size 9.”
“Leather soles and a scuffed heel?”
“Could be. You got tassels on the toe?”
“Damn, no tassels.”
Two times a day (It is problematic to use the word “day,” as there is no way to 
discern day from night, one shift from another), shoes drop from a hole in the ceiling onto 
the warehouse floor. A short blast of the siren alerts us to find a piece of wall out of the 
drop zone. Even so, a shoe will occasionally fall just right, bounce from the pile and 
against other shoes, gaining speed and hurtling toward one of us like a missile. This is 
how Abe’s nose was broken, smashed permanently to the left side of his face. We have 
learned that in this place, wounds never heal. But they don’t fester, either.
While we work, we imagine who might have worn the shoes we sort.
“Organist,” Barbara says, holding a navy pump with a worn toe. When we look 
up at her she says, “smells like a Lutheran.” There are alligator skin bluchers (coked up 
anesthesiologist?), simple black ballet flats (soccer mom suicide), shiny red sling backs
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(fat actress), and clean canvas deck shoes that might have belonged to a blended Scotch 
drinker. Some are more obvious than others. Gold spike heels, white leather clogs, any 
kind of wing tip. There are certain kinds of shoes we never see; serviceable shoes, say, or 
anything that might fit a child. Clyde thinks it’s because you don’t pick your own shoes 
going into the box, and who would choose hiking boots or orthopedics if  they could? We 
understand that the people tasked with collecting the vestments, those final ridiculous 
wrappings, are nothing if not deliberate. It has to mean something, we agree. If Clyde 
wore shoes (He, like the rest of us, is barefoot), they’d be basketball sneakers with fat, 
white, untied laces. For Darlene, knee-high combat boots. W e’ve all thought about it a 
good deal. We remember certain things, and not others. Our names, our favorite kind of 
pie, who won the National League pennant in 1951. About the children? We assume 
they go someplace else.
So much is left to guesswork and assumption. Our two handlers, who are 
stationed at each end of the warehouse and monitor our progress with a ballpoint attached 
to a clipboard, tell us nothing. They are pale, sexless beings that wear what look like pith 
helmets. We call them beefeaters because they neither speak nor blink, and occasionally 
perform a ritual that looks like the changing of the guard. The door behind them will 
open, revealing an elevator carriage— one going up, another going down— and a new 
beefeater will appear. Sometimes they’ll bring a new sorter for our crew; sometimes 
they’ll lead one of us away. To hide what we fear the most, we tell each other stories 
about where these elevators lead. Einer hopes he will descend into a crystal-filled cave. 
Flora wants to lie in the pile of leaves just once more. Gary (He would choose Adidas
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Gazelles in black and white) doesn’t care where they go, as long as there are buffalo 
wings and Bud Light. It’s one of the ways we’ve learned to remember the small details 
of our former lives—they are the easiest to hold on to. Burnt toast. Polyester. The 
intricate pattern and texture of duct tape. But we must constantly remind ourselves about 
water, Australia, and what a knee is for.
Some have been here longer than others, and our number is always growing. One 
won’t show up for the second siren one day, two others will take his place. The new ones 
are always distraught for a while. They beat their fists against the beefeaters’ chests and 
demand answers. They run through the warehouse looking for exits. They sit against the 
wall and watch us work, their arms and legs wrapped around themselves to cover the 
nakedness they are still aware of. We empathize. We wait. Eventually, they creep 
toward us (What is this place? Where is the light coming from? Do we know each 
other?). We shrug and smile kindly. We provide what comfort we can, guiding them 
toward the shoes.
When we aren’t working, we file through a dark tunnel into the barracks, adjacent 
to the warehouse. There are long tables with metal folding chairs where we might play 
chess or parcheesi or any of the many board games stacked along one wall. We know we 
are underground because of the few windows positioned where the wall meets the ceiling. 
Standing on one of the metal folding chairs, one can see dirt and other buildings, which 
we assume resemble our own. Sometimes we see huge, black birds circling through a 
mist that never seems to lift. There are a few couches scattered around the room, but no 
beds. Sleep is something we remember and long for, but find it no longer possible.
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While we are waiting to go back to work, the beefeaters take over where we left 
off— arranging the paired shoes on huge rolling racks, scrutinizing the soles, tagging each 
pair and moving to the next. Once the racks are full, they are rolled into the elevators.
We know this because of Abe (Abe will not speculate about what kind of shoes he would 
choose to wear). He claims to be have been here the longest, and no one can say 
differently.
“Just do the time,” Abe says, whenever one of us asks him about it. That makes 
us think that there is a way out of here.
When we hear the siren, we line up at the door. We are glad to get out of the 
barracks, which grow more and more cramped with every shift change. We lapse 
frequently into silence, our stories overtold and misremembered, full of vanity and 
foolishness. We play Monopoly and Yatzee to pass the time. We divvy up the pink and 
blue pegs in the game of Life, whirring the spinning wheel more often than is called for, 
but there is no pleasure in it. When the door opens, we rush through the tunnel and into 
the warehouse, relieved. The elevators stand open to receive the last of the rolling racks, 
their bright arrows gleaming against the grey wall; one going up, the other down. The 
sounds of the shoes— shifting, being tossed into sub-piles, small cries of delight when a 
pair is found— quiets the roar of forgetfulness we experience in the barracks.
The absurdity of time is ever present. In spite of this, we negotiate the rhythms of 
our existence in terms of time, finding the habit impossible to break. “I’ve been 
searching for this leopard print mule forever,” Hiro says, and we all laugh.
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On this day (Every day? Yesterday? What is a day when there is no darkness?) we 
find ourselves puzzling over several pairs of different shoes that are similar in every 
way—it happens all the time. Black, beat-up Chuck Taylors, open-toed ivory heels, the 
ubiquitous cowboy boot. We scrutinize the shoes from every angle, trying to determine 
which two go together. It’s very important that the shoes are matched correctly. Inga, 
who would wear matte black Manolos, insists that everything you need to know about the 
pair can be detected from their soles. When we are finally unable to match them, Inga is 
called over to examine the subtleties of wear, the nearly invisible scuffs that will always 
be mirrored, left and right.
“See here,” Inga says to us, crowding around her. She uses the tip of her finger to 
work out small pebbles and dirt crammed in the grooves of the tread. Brushing the debris 
into the palm of her hand, she rubs her fingers through it, crushing the dirt to powder, 
measuring the width of each tiny stone. She brings her hand up to her face and inhales 
deeply through her nose, tasting the sole in the back of her throat, eyes closed. We stand 
still, not wanting to disturb the delicate particles. Earth, held in Inga’s little hand. “Salt,” 
she says, “and sugar.”
“Yes, salt,” Jack says, jumping from the outer edge of our wide circle. “I 
remember salt.”
“The beach,” Katherine shouts (Katherine loves to be barefoot, but would wear 
red galoshes when necessary). “Do you remember the sea?”
Yes, we breathe in unison. We remember. The sea. Inga sniffs through the pile 
until she finds the shoe’s mate. We stop working to crowd around her, murmuring to
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each other in twos and threes. Santa Cruz. Haleiwa. The Jersey Shore. Horseshoe Bay. 
Knowing the memory won’t last long.
We hear a sound that is not the shoes, not our damp, slapping feet on the concrete 
floor, not one voice or many. The clatter of the elevator and its soft ding of arrival startles 
us out of the reverie. The elevators usually arrive just as the siren goes off. But there are 
no shoes falling from the hole in the ceiling, and we all turn our heads toward the large 
horn over the door that leads to the barracks. Nothing.
The beefeater guarding the elevator stands aside as it slides open. Another 
beefeater steps out. “W hat’s happening?” says Leonardo, who is too short to see above 
the crowd forming around the elevator. He pushes through our legs to stand in front 
(wishing he had sequined platform heels).
What we can see is a small dark person, head bent, hands clasped. The person 
shuffles out of the elevator unaided by the beefeater who stands next to the other, 
watching us. The person has long, dark hair that falls down across the face and body.
The flesh that is visible is marked by ugly welts, bruises and dry, open wounds. The 
ankles appear to be broken, causing the person to lurch and balance on the loose, shifting 
bones at the end of the battered legs. We look at the feet. Black, burned maybe. We 
recollect horror and pain. This person doesn’t appear to be suffering.
The new beefeater scribbles something on the other beefeater’s clipboard and 
leaves in the elevator. Long after the down arrow has blinked off, we are still standing 
around the small, dark person. Some of us have shoes clasped in our hands, but their 
purpose has flown from our minds.
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“What is it?” Maria says, finally breaking our silence.
The person stirs at the sound of Maria’s voice, as if  being woken from a walking 
dream. The veil of hair parts as the head lifts slightly, and we see a long nose between 
two bloodshot eyes. They are green.
“Like limes,” says Niels, who is quickly shushed.
“A girl,” we say, feeling slightly more at ease.
The girl tilts her head to one side, her eyes unfocused and staring into the middle 
distance beneath our gaze (Can she hear? Can she see? Someone do something. Is there 
something to be done?).
As the girl (Girl? Maybe a woman. So small, yet so bent) lifts her head and 
slowly meets our eyes, moving her face in a slow, graceful arc on a slim, crooked neck 
like some kind of bird we can’t think of, we know, like we know that the walls are solid 
and our mouths are wet, that she is empty, or nearly so. She seems to grow taller the 
longer we watch her, straightening her twisted spine. We can hear it—the vertebrae 
sliding into place, slipping over atrophied muscle and snapping nerve ends. She doesn’t 
wince or blink, only opens her scratched face, lets her hair fall away, her palms opening 
outward as she lengthens, grows, unravels. We marvel. We, each of us, see ourselves in 
the cool reflection of her swollen eyes.
It seems to take a long time, this opening, this becoming present, her limbs and 
tissue being hit by the light that comes from nowhere and everywhere. Some of us cower 
and whimper, clawing at the others to move away. But mostly we gawk like nestlings, 
resisting the urge to collapse at her feet, to bath her wounds with our lips and tongues.
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The empty (or nearly so) have this effect on us. We want to rush in and fill her up. It’s 
like, “like gravity,” Ondra whispers. Yes. We nod, even though few o f us can recall it 
completely; the word sounds like the way we feel. Like that.
We stand with her until we hear the siren. That’s when we know what to do.
“Quick,” says Philip (He longs for his running shoes), shaking off our memories 
of the moon and wool stockings. Queenie, who is among the largest of us, steps forward 
and gently folds the girl into her arms, tucking the girl’s arms and legs into the softness of 
her belly, running toward the wall and away from the falling shoes. We can see the 
woman’s eyes over Queenie’s shoulder, wide and glassy like a baby’s. Baby! Yes. As we 
press against the wall around her we remember babies. Small and lost and still. Queenie 
(who claims to not understand the question that shoes present) faces the wall, shielding 
Baby from the shoes with her broad back.
When the siren stops and the shoes are done shifting and sliding into new piles, 
the door to the barracks opens. We pass her from one of us to another, struggling to fit 
through the opening, so eager are we to crowd around Baby, to string her dark hair 
through our fingers, to brush the backs of our hands against her purple cheekbones. 
Roland lays her gently on of the couches and we push against each other for a better 
view. Some of us drag folding chairs over to stand on. How did this happen? we ask her 
in whispers. She does not (can not?) respond. We make an inventory of each small 
wound, turning her gently from side to side to see all of her: there are stripes across her 
back, as if  she’s been whipped; finger-print bruises on her upper arms; long, dirty scrapes 
across her hip bones and knees; angry, mouth-shaped gouges pepper her torso and
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breasts. Some of us weep, bitterly at first, and then with shameful pleasure, remembering 
what it is to weep. All of us wait for Baby to help us understand.
The purr of cards being shuffled distracts us and we turn to see Abe sitting alone 
at one of the tables. He stares down into the cards, first knocking them into two piles, 
then weaving together the top edges with a satisfying fit-fit-fit, before fanning them 
between his hands and into a new, jumbled stack. He places the cards on the table in front 
of him, one by one, some face up, some face down. Samuel (who would wear narrow, 
oxblood derbies if he had shoes) snaps his head in Abe’s direction and scowls. We are 
used to Abe’s preoccupation with the cards. W e’ve never been able to learn this game, 
though he’s tried to teach us. While we feel crushed and awestruck by the new addition, 
he doesn’t seem concerned. He doesn’t seem to care about anything but the soft thwack 
of the cards hitting the table, absorbing the silence that we are reserving, jealously, for 
Baby. We ignore him.
Tanya (She would wear the shoes she wore at her wedding, which is the only 
thing she can remember about the event) has cradled Baby in her arms, and they sit on the 
couch wrapped around each other; Baby’s legs folded in the crook of Tanya’s arms, 
Baby’s head resting gently on Tanya’s thin shoulder. Tanya rocks and croons, stirring 
within us a strange sensation. We want to hold Baby. We want to be held by Tanya. We 
sway as we watch, letting our bodies knock and brush together until we too are wrapped 
together, arms and legs snaked, feet and hands gripping flesh and hair. The silence, for 
once, doesn’t frighten us. We learn silence. Looking at Baby looking back at us, we
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realize that silence is only painful for those who have said everything and have nothing 
more to say. For us, who have never begun to communicate, it is easy and simple.
As if from very far away, we hear the siren but make no move to file toward the 
warehouse. Abe scrapes his chair away from the table and walks slowly out of the room, 
like always. We hardly notice. The stillness left in his absence—the cards stacked 
neatly, motionless, static—plunges us more deeply into the quiet warmth of the room.
We can smell each other, taste the salty sweat of upper lips and shoulder blades. Our 
skin is supple and powder-dry beneath our rough hands.
When Baby begins to sing, we remember song. The memory is strong and 
sudden. Like blue waves. Like milk. The sound comes from her throat and deeper, 
catching against her broken teeth in sharp, tuneless notes. We listen. We forget 
everything but the walls of sound she has built around us, which stretch and grow before 
our eyes, making it seem as if the blank walls of the barracks were widening, opening 
upward. We long to sing with her, but can’t learn the song. Instead, we begin humming 
and stumbling through our own songs, suddenly brought to our minds, stepping into 
unconscious harmony with Baby. Unger whistles his song; Victoria (who would wear 
deerskin moccasins if she could) taps out her song on the back of a metal folding chair 
with her fingers. Remember? we ask, performing our songs for each other. But we don’t 
know them and cannot repeat any but our own.
The sirens and the sound of Abe trudging in and out of the barracks while we sing 
is the only thing to remind us that there is anything but the song. We take turns on the
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couch with Baby, holding her and mixing our voices with hers, trying to match her 
guttural melody, always failing. Sometimes we pace the room to loosen our muscles 
after sitting so long, but even so, ugly sores have started to appear where our skin meets 
the floor, the furniture, each other. Without the signal of pain, we discover our fingers 
and leg bones broken, snapped under the weight of our bodies. Some of us have forgotten 
to use words, and gesture limply when we need relief from the contact. We wriggle, 
loose-jointed away from and back into the tangle of bodies, anxious about something we 
cannot express.
At first, the song is so soothing that we think of nothing else. When one of us 
tries to speak, we wave their words away, focusing only on the lurching, primal utterance 
coming from Baby. We cannot conceive of a time when there was no song, and quickly 
forget about the shoes and their vague necessity. Occasionally, Abe will try to work his 
way into our huddled form, shouting something we choose not to hear. His loud 
insistence becomes part of our discordant symphony, and when, finally, he is gone 
(Abe?), we almost forget him. We continue singing, trying to convince ourselves that the 
silence outside of the song doesn’t gall us. That we aren’t lured by it.
We begin to suspect that something has changed. We look around the barracks, 
through the windows, through the boxes of Clue and Trivial Pursuit that still stand 
against one wall. We can no longer read the instructions and fling the round markers and 
tiled boards onto the floor in frustration. Singing, always singing. In turns, we stop 
singing to listen, but cannot hear anything above the clamor of the others. Wanda is the 
first to scream, running through our midst, waving her crumpled hands. Others join
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slowly (has it been hours, years since we’ve heard the siren? What siren?) until the 
barracks are transformed into a seething knot, the furniture upended, the windows 
clawed. Only Baby seems unmoved. Only Baby is singing.
We beg her to stop. We are gentle and earnest, cupping her mouth in our hands to 
silence her. But the vibrations that run through her, choppy and sputtering, continue. 
Xander pushes us aside and stands over Baby. He is a large man (who would wear steel­
toed boots) and he can span her thin neck with one hand. He turns his head as he 
squeezes, crushing the delicate tubes and pathways that send the song from her belly to 
her mouth. For a moment after he has flung her body on the floor, she is silent. We listen 
intently. In the moment that the song stops, we hear the soft keening of the birds through 
the window, flying low through the mist between the other buildings, and nothing else. 
But then there is Baby and her bleating, the song being forced through her reedy and 
mangled throat.
We all look down on her pitiful form, suddenly and unaccountably enraged. 
Yasmin (She would wear huaraches with leather thongs tied behind her calves) leaps 
upon her and starts tearing at Baby’s neck, loosening the flesh with her fingers and 
pulling the taught muscle away from her bloodless flesh in handfuls. We fall upon her, 
ripping her head from her neck, her limbs from her body. We pull out tufts of her dark 
hair and push them into her open mouth before burying her lolling, disembodied head 
beneath a pile of couch cushions.
We don’t stop to listen, but rush out of the barracks. The door that connects the 
barracks to the warehouse is open, and as we crawl, limp, fall toward the opening, we can
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see shoes cascading into the tunnel. Where once we entered easily into the warehouse 
there is now a shifting wall of shoes. Shoveling them away with our hands and legs, we 
pull the shoes out of the doorway and into the barracks, throwing the shoes as far into the 
room as possible to make room for more. Just when the barracks are almost full of shoes 
and we begin to worry that we will be trapped in the tunnel of shoes, Zeke is able to 
burrow upward through the door and into the open air of the warehouse. He reaches 
through the hole and pulls us through, one by one, the next in line clutching at the ankles 
of the one in front.
After the darkness of the tunnel, the light in the warehouse blinds us. We stumble 
over the shoes, which provide an unstable surface that slopes up toward several high 
peaks in the middle of the room. A few of us are nearly swallowed by hidden pockets 
and have to be dragged out. The siren’s horn, which was mounted above the door to the 
barracks (now at knee level), is smashed to pieces. The only evidence of the elevators is 
the up and down arrows, now dark.
The smell is overwhelming (How did we never notice it before?). Rubber and 
damp canvas, the chemical wash of patent leather, dyed laces and sweat-stained in-soles. 
We pick our way into the middle of the once-vast warehouse, shrunk to half its size by 
the sea of shoes. We sit uncertainly at the foot of the highest peak and wonder about the 
beefeaters, about Abe (those who can’t remember him are reminded). A few of us scout 
around the piles to make sure he isn’t here somewhere; a few others determine that the 
elevators are stuck, open and hopelessly jammed. For a while, we try to sort, but find it a 
hopeless task.
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Shhh, someone says, and we stop. We listen. We imagine the birds outside. We 
think of the hoary faces of old men and the smell of spittle, the musty hearts of daisies 
and bait. We remember tin bottle caps, the clink of swing-set chains, the hush and suck of 
flame, the groan of water pipes just before the spurt.
